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g antenna is not of great interest. Its 
is so eat that any pile of tin with a 
exciting it may be called an antenna. It is 
ic grounds that such a pile of tin does not 
good antenna, and it is worthwhile to search 
characteristics that can be used to 
a 
some dis 
ate 
between an ordinary pile of tin and one that s a od 
on 
anterma. When the properties of a good enna are consider-
ed, the only one that stands out is g 
metal. A good antenna does not have an ens 
ears, flaps, and springs that play no us 
business of radiating. 
C.G. 
R.H. 
economy of 
e of met lic 
e the 
Measurement and computational procedures are developed 
for inferring the frequency responses (both driving point 
and field) of an antenna or antenna system from measure-
ments made in the time domain (using nanosecond time-domain-
reflectometer techniques). A hybrid computer has been us 
to present simUltaneous displays the pulse response and 
the frequency response (in both magnitude and phase). The 
experimental te~hnique used to empirically design a new 
wideband antennu for the 3-30 MHz band from measurements 
made on sc e models. 
which is to faithfully 
A design principle for.an antenna 
effi ently t t a very wide 
bruldwidth signal is also esented, and an experimenta) 
evaluation of a pr iminary design is reported. 
T frequency responses of dual parts of an 
antenna can be isolated and splayed simply th this 
experimental teChnique. To illustrate this, input imp 
ance and radiation from an effectively inite monopole are 
esented. These results verify pr ous theories. Trans-
ssion and r lection coefficients describing the propagat-
ion of m0:20ChroLlstic current waves on thin bent wire 
ante~nas are inf from p s of the lected pulse 
re e, Inspe on of both the reflected pulses ru~d the 
inferred frequency responses reveals the mechanism of current 
propagation on a bent wire antellina. 
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PREFACE 
During t last de a number papers have eared 
(mainly IEEE Trans ions on ennas and ation) 
in which time response of an antenna to transi 
signals is obtained by a er transfo ion of its 
frequency re e. In cases exp s were to 
substanti e the calculations. These c ations can 
be made for ennas for ch the fre response is 
known, and effective limited signals. 
other with mo equipment, measurements of 
transient re e of VHF microwave ennas can be 
with less 1 than c onal frequency domain measure-
ments. The re an antenna is usually more 
useful in radio communications engineering the transi 
response. s sis is conc wit~1 the 
quency re e (in both and e) of an antenna 
from a pair of surements the time The 
erimental c is call the quency trans 
f on (TFT) technique, ational 
, 
cedures are loped for obtaining the ency responses 
(bo input and far field) of an eIHla or em of 
ennas by the technique. practic of the 
te clu'li que 1S by its use the empiric design 
and oprnent of a wideband enna for the :3 MHz band 
measurements on scale Is, and in study of 
the propagation current on antennas. A design 
pr e for an enna system 1S to l' ly and 
effic ly transmit a very wide bandwidth s also 
presented, 
design is 
The 
dent by t 
an experimental 
orted. 
on of a preliminary 
easing importance of 
attention be 
technique is evi 
devoted to it in the 
literature. Rec issues of the j 
papers which been of considerable 
These papers come two places: 
Centre, Mas s, where'the TFT te 
applied to t measurement of coaxial 
ponents (inc cables) and dielectric 
(Nicolson 1968, colson and Ross 1970); 
Research C where the uti 
a sampling oscilloscope a computer for 
s contain 
to the author. 
Rand Research 
e has been 
ssion line com-
als 
network been realised, and s 
IBM Watson 
union of 
general 
and 
hardware is being 
funct~ons (Farber 
for a variety of me 
1969, Stuckert 1969, t 1970). 
As far as the author is aware, this thesis r s t rst 
application of the 
Chapter 1 lS 
previous work on the 
work relevent to this 
of trffilsients into p 
t he remainder 
s. In the followj 
licitly. 
I includes 
tecrillique and its 
Because t s measuring 
technicrue to antenna measur s. 
oductory, and contains a ew of 
response of Only 
s is included, e.g. ation 
is excluded. New work is contain-
t sis, which is divi d 
scussion, the new work is 
s and is concerned 
on to antenna 
is essentially new 
four 
cat 
s. 
is 
scuss In considerable 1, resumes of pr s 
work are inc for completeness. er 2 describes how 
to measure 
responses of an 
reflection co 
functions of 
point (reflected) far field pulse 
enna system and how to compute the 
ent and system transfer function (as 
) from them. The far field transfer 
functions for an enna on transmission reception are 
introduced and how to er them from a me . using a 
standard antenna is scribed (the use of a antelma 
with TFT procedures is new). It is shown a sampling 
oscilloscope (whi used for a receiver) can be connected 
to a small general 
only a few times 
the measurement 
omatically .. A det 
error is included. 
se computer (which are now available 
co of a sampling os 1 scope) so 
t 
ti 
te 
h (1969) but some 
TFT technique is 
slotted l.ine me 
sequent process can be done 
~)cussion of the sources of 
s follows Nicolson (1968) ~~d 
ions are made. The of 
by comparison 
The advantages 
a COl1ven-
t TFT 
over conventi quency domain methods for 
antenna measllJ:'emen.ts are pointed out. In 
equency responses of 
be iso ed and displayed 
parts of an cru~ 
the TFT technique. 
is 
des 
measur 
h07l tr&'l.smission lection coefficients 
e the propagation and reflec of monochromatic 
waves on bent wire 
only part of 
emlas can be inferred from a 
lected pulse response. 
This camlot be done simply with fre domain methods. 
is ed by the s 1 osc~lloscope ele 
imposes a al limit on measurement accuracy. To 
xiv 
overcome this, Nicolson (1969) has devis a hod of 
s8lIlpling called 
and a sampling os 
o scanning which uses a small computer 
lloscope in a control T s measure-
ment method, for 
described in 
ments reported 
ch Nicolson has a pending, is 
er 2. It was used for many of the measure-
t s thesis. 3-po represents 
a major advance 
experimental te 
domain measurem 
the TFT technique because, with careful 
que, the accuracy 
s can be equalled 
sion frequency 
ssibly exceeded. 
The s of the measurement 
for all t measurements reported 
in chapter 3. calibration of 
making far f Id measurements is s 
s which was used 
s thesis is outlined 
andard antenna 
ed, The experimental 
proce s are given in detail. 
Chapter 4 concerned wi ing high speed 
signals, this project commenc there were no le 
pulse gene ors available in New Z and. So, some 
be bui Some of the des were so successful (200 co-
second setimes were achi d) that con,struction Is 
are 
less 
c 
( 
The total co 
the cost of 
so contains a 
eed signals. 
of the circuit compon 
al output connector. 
ew of methods 
s is 
driving point re es of antennas are seuted 
II j which inc s chapters 5-7. er 5 con--
with a repres 
dipole). ~he 1 
l respm::.ses 
been concerned with 
example of a narrow band antenna 
e contains inve of the 
ennas, but most 
dipole, Conse much of 
er 5 is review and discus illustrate how the 
technique can be used to frequency response of 
erent parts of an antenna, impedance of an 
ectively infinite monopole is s This result, 
which has never been obt ctly from experiment 
before, verifies previous t s, 
The characteristics of two wideband antennas, the conic-
al monopole and the fan monopole are investigated in chapter 
6. The driving point cs of the conical mono-
pole are included because t s antenna type is of interest 
in Part III. The chapter 6 is an investigation 
of some wire fan ennas. constructed from a contin-
uous sheet of metal are to be good wideband antennas 
(Brown and 7Joodward, 19 there does not seem to be 
information avai made of discrete wires. 
investigation ed identifies the differences 
performance between met fans and wire fans. 
Chapter 7 cont s from chapter 6 and explores 
potential of dipoles as wideband ennas t 
3-30 MHz quency (HF) band. The New Z st 
Office ) , a need for a simple ( e t) HF 
wideband enna for radio telephone s ces to i ated 
parts of New Ze and the Pacific I 
discus R H.T. Bates (project sor) and E.J. 
Young ( ) a arose of using some of vnre fan. 
In er 7, two HF antennas are deve cally by 
inf impedance of one- ze scale 
models h the Tt"I' tecIh"lique. on full 
Slze ennas (61 metres long) show empirical designs 
are sati 
TFT te 
ory HF antennas. This 
que for antenna measurements 
es that 
practical 
luded. An 
sis) is about to 
Sugge for improving designs are 
improved sign (not ed in this t 
begin service asses s. 
III (chapters 
of terising an 
8-10) is conc with the problem 
em which will 
reproduce faithful 
icient antenna 
the output of receiving enna, 
a wide bandwidth signal which been applied to the 
input of the transmi antenna. 8 cannot be 
principle bas 
e with 
on a note s A des 
by 
antenna 
es (967) for 
e types of 
'T'he far fi 
chapter 9. 
sted by 
an antenna is given in chapter 8, and 
enna are discussed. 
ic 
responses of c 
is shown t 
monopoles are report-
e-correct 
oretical approach presented 
(as 
chap.ter 8) 
conical monopoles improves t system re 
ication of pr 
dependence 
e. 
is an 
predictions 
ch occurs 
cylindri 
Chapter 10 
ous 
ons of this 
inted out. 
erimental 
the fre 
a transi 
monopoleo 
scusses 
is radiated 
results pres 
ers, and lS concerned 
Some errors in the 
Part IV (chapter 11) ains an 
ous theoret 
the radiat 
the base of a 
ed in the 
s.sible exten~ 
are 
.the prop 
measur 
of current on bent wire 
tal study 
ennas. Ac 
s of the driving point responses of bent wire 
e 
antennas are esented. se measur s show that t 
xvii 
pulse reflected a sharp bend is a compressed version of 
the incident 
gradual bend 
length of 
(which were 
propagation 
bent wires are 
se and that a pulse 
its a continuous 
Transmission 
ed earlier in 
lection of mono 
around a 
ection from the whole 
of the 
wires and 
mechanism 
These re 
ions for 
All 
e 
erred from 
the pulse refle 
ection coeffi 
ter 2) describing 
ic waves on t 
measurements. Insp 
from the tip of 
erred frequency re es reveals the 
current propagation on the bent wire 
s 5.::.:'e new. The 
this work. 
measurements 
er concludes with 
performed autoID9.tically by 
this thesis were 
-590 hybrid computer 
ion 
s 
the Ele Engineering The s were 
process either by the EAI-
dig computer of the 
C With the except 
HARM, which was a f 
and a measurement program us 
used were wri by 
ASSEMBLER language 
ers published, ac 
cs from this thesis are: 
computer or by the 360/44 
ty of Canterbury er 
standard IBM s ic 
-Fourier-transform thill, 
chapter 11 , 1 er 
author in or 
or suh~ni tted to e on 
( i) R.H.T. Bates and GaAe Burrell: "Simul ous clisplay 
ennas II, paper of frequency se responses of 
sented at Conference on Computat-
lon, Nll.mi er 19'70, ap:.o83T in 
the Procee S n 
( ) R.H.T Bates and G.A. Burre IITowards faithful 
radio transmission of very wide bandwidth signals lt , 
paper to appear in IEEE Transactions on Antennas and 
Propagation. 
i 
(iii) G.A. Burrell: 'IExperimental determination of the 
input impedance of an effectively infinite monopole", 
communication submitted to Proc. IREE (Australia). 
1 
REVIEW OF OF Acl'ifTEl\TNAS 
During the last 15 years or so considerable interest has 
been shown in the transi 
characteristics of antennas. 
trend is to use physically 
on and driving point 
the use of very short pulse mo 
radar systems the 
ennas. At the same time 
signals to improve 
ant. Also, electronic range resolution has become 
scanning has made 
arrays very rapidly. 
antenna system to re 
mitted signals 
radar system. 
can be faithfully 
system is ultimate 
point and the si 
antenna system. 
In the e 1,)60's 
s 
r 
eer the beam of antenna 
it is the inability of the 
rapid changes in the 
overall perform~~ce of 
bandwidth of the signal which 
by a radio communications 
by both the transient 
a~ on char~cteristics of 
pulse generators and f 
oscilloscopes became available so that the i 
responses ennas which were a reall 
could be me This stimulated intere 
ze 
ent 
responses becaus oretical predictions co be substant-· 
t measure~ iated by 
ment of 
of ous 
usually s 
can re 
pulse 
Papers appeared 
radiation and 
enna types. The input 
(i.e. dc) pulses or 
be generated with semiconductor 
ion, or the step riset e 5 was 
agation time of ele 
re onses 
were 
ions which 
ces, The 
compared 
c waves along the 
2 
antenna. Within the st few years interest , and 
the only research team currently working on enna transient 
responses, as far as author is aware, is Sperry 
Rand Research C , Sudbury, Massachusetts the 
leadership of 
It is cus 
exciting volt 
time1 , Mathema 
differentials 
dependences. 
arbitrary t 
solutions are 
obtained for an 
deriv8s a f 
antenna 
short 
is obt d 
Lee (1970) 
dipole t 
s 
most antenna problems assume an 
e (or current) which varies soidally with 
c solutions are fac l because time 
egrals are replaced Ie frequency 
s cannot be done if signal is an 
on, and consequently ect time domain 
emely difficult. however been 
e cylindrical enna. Wu (1961b) 
for the cur:r:ent on on a dipole 
by a step function of vo for times 
switch on of the vol e, The same result 
a different way by (1962). Latham 
a formula for el of an infinite 
by a step function of vo age. Similar 
results earlier been reported by 11 (1960a), 
equal 
TIle two 
The t 
1 
c teristics of'antennas can be described with 
i in the time 
are related by a 
onse of an antenna 
( oretically) be det 
ce the monochromatic 
because most erma 
monochromatic signals to 
the signals are 
at most a few 
ennas 
or frequency domain, 
er transform (FT). 
signal can 
d completely from the 
eristics are very 
lications require e 
be tra2smitted or rec 
ed the bandwidth 
The characteristics 
ly over these b 
3 
frequency re e, Conse most retical ent 
re es have en obtained by taking inverse FT of the 
quency response. 
A complete 
signal re 
erminat of the t response for any 
es knowledge of the frequency re e up 
to the highe frequency for which the signal 
icant Obt 
ion characteristics 
the monochromatic 
8.-11 antemla is essent 
and 
a 
boun-em of so Max'vvell t s equations subj ect to 
conditions imposed the antenna and the source. This 
can be surprisingly difficult. An of the enormous 
amount of fo which s been exp d by many people over 
decades on a mathematical 
enna can be had by thumbing 
s of the I 
the pages 
ar 
(1956). Not all antennas have been solved 
King 
cally, 
on 
(Jasik 
e,g. the formulas describing the and 
characteri ics of b~lic ant ennas are ernp iri c 
1961, chapter '7), Theoretical so ion;], when lable, 
are only 
theoretic 
a restri 
values of 
range of parameters, e.g. the 
input 
10' wavel 
edance of ectrical 
long are given by Wu thin dipoles up to 
(1961a). However 
radius-to-wavelength 
they do not repres 
are only for four values of the 
o ( 
over a frequency range. 
frequ response high fre 
response can only be erred for 
input waves. 
S (1960) ers the 
reception responses a thin 
a 3:1 
edance 
of knowl 
). Thus 
a fixed antenna 
e of the 
es means that the t 
effective band-limit 
ient tr ssion 
indrical ole excit 
4 
a step function volt e. The responses were obtained for 
various source illlpedances. Some his results were sub~ 
stanti ed by a transmission eriment between two monopoles 
mounted ove a ground plane. ever, because Schmi 
truncated s inverse FT premature his theoretic results 
are in error. This is discussed later in chapter 10. The 
ient transmission reception responses a 
cylindrical monopole excited by eband pulses various 
durations are es d by Schmitt ale (1966). Their 
calculations arQ more accurate than those of Schmitt (1960) 
because knowledge of the frequency response was more 
complete. Good agreement til experiment was obt . They 
show that for monopoles which are very short compared the 
wavelength of the highest significant frequency the input 
si the e of the ated f Id is prop or onal to 
the se time derivative of the input signal When the 
short monopole is rece the shape of the received gnal 
is proportional to t time derivat of shape of the 
incident field. These differences between smis ffi1d 
reception ee th Mayo et alb (1961), who were probably 
the f st to point out that'the impulse response of an 
antenna is different on tran ssion aJd ree tion. If a 
s e int circuit is used for a load? t the 
short rece 
recei ver of 
monopole is a f thful ( inefficient) 
ient signals. These results were so 
confirmed by experiment. 
alar er? SOD. and W ams (1965) 
the smission ili'1d reception re,s'Ponses of e 
conical ennas to bas ffi1d ses of various durations. 
er 
5 
They show that for very short cones transi behaviour 
is the same as for thin cylindric antenna cribed 
previous paragraph. They so show for a e 
cone shape the r ed fie is a r ca of the 
put pulse until such time as input pulse is lected 
the cone rim. No experimental results are given. 
The driving point ent response of a monopole 
been igated erimentally (us a narrow baseband 
pulse) by and t (1 ) and theor ically ( erred 
from frequency response) by Wil ams (1 ) . Wu and King 
( 1963) al1alyse oretically the shape of the r ected 
current step functions are incident the ion 
of a coaxial 1 and a ht antenna. Emphasis is 
gi ven to incident signals hav:~ng finite risetimes, Kumeric 
results are present which tt (1963) substant ed 
exper~l.mental Ross al. (1 , 1966b) er the 
driving point impulse re e of a ohm mat coni 
monopole tll-eory by Papas King (1949), sub-
s iate the result wi a narrow pulse measurement. 
Measurements weEe also made on mi d cones, 
, 
Palciauskas and run (1970) obtain theore cal 
ient ation fie of a cylindrical monopole 
excit by a and pulse for dire ions at r thaIl 
ground plane. e and Jacobs (1 ) show the 
ation ern of 1 thin e antennas for short pulse 
excit ion is sed of contributions from the 
antenna. They demonstrate how the f 
steady st e pattern is a sup as ion of 
2 These ers are scussed 1 er in 
liar 
er 5, 
lobed 
6 
patterns. Wait (1969) obtains an approximate expression for 
the transient radiation field of a le over a finite 
conduct ground which a finite, circular ground screen 
is embedded. dipole curr is a ramp function of time. 
The early time behaviour shown to be that a perfectly 
conduct ground late t behaviour approaches that 
expected for a homogeneous flat ground. 
Harrison and King (1967) obtain the eld radiated by 
an inite monopole excited by a Gaussian voltage pulse by 
transforming t monochromatic far field derived by Papas 
(1949) into the time domain. The transi eld was shown 
to be a fairly good replica of 
suggested s use as a knovfl1 
d~ ortion.introduced by ansi 
input pulse, and they 
ent field for checking 
measuring equipment. 
The use of electric and magnetic probes for me 
trans-i ent fie both air and dissipative media, had 
been eviously scussed by son (196L~b). scribed 
electromagnetic ses can so be g ed by sho 
exciting (e.g. with a voltage st ) a resistance loaded mono-
pole (Merewether 1969, Taylor and Shumpert 1970). These 
repeatable and known elds' can be used to inves e the 
effe s the transient electromagnetic fields generated by 
lightning flashes or nuclear losions on both unprotected 
and shielded electronic equipment. The fectiveness of 
metallic shields against transi fields has been inve ig-
ed by Harrison (1964a), 'Harrison et ,( 1965) and 
Harrison and Papas (1965), and the ectiveness the 
earth as a shield transi fields has been 
inve igat by King and son (1968). e of 
driving point voltage required to produce a prescribed 
transient radiation field from a dipole has also been con-
sidered by Latham and Lee (1970). 
The transient radiation field of a rectangular loop 
antenna excited by a voltage step is considered by Dion 
(1970). The loops are fed at the midpoint of one of their 
longest arms and are resistance loaded at the midpoint of 
7 
the opposite arm to avoid ringing, and to simplify the 
analysis. The transient radiation field of the loop is 
obtained by integrating the contributions of each infinites-
imal dipole around the loop. Reflections from the bends and 
the resistance load, and coupling between the branches of 
the loop, were neglected. It was also assumed that the 
current propagated around the loop Lmdistorted and unatten-
uated. The transient radiation field of the infinitesimal 
dipol~ was inferred from the well known monocrrromatic formula. 
The received voltage was obtained in a similar way, and 
responses for transmission between two loops were obtained 
numerically and experimentally. Good agreement between 
theory and experiment was obtained for the early part of the 
response but significant differences occur for later times 
which means that the effects of the forementioned simplific-
ations are not i1egligible 0 Consequently the method could 
not be used for an unloaded loop. 
Katayama and Mushiake (196 r7) also start from the 
transient fields of the infinitesimal dipole in obtaining 
the transient radiation field of a two-6lement Yagi-Uda 
antenna excited by a step-modulated monochromatic wave, The 
antenna comprises a driven element and a reflector. They 
8 
obtained their antenna current an RLC equivalent 
circuit, whi means t their is is only valid for 
s which spectrums concentrated around 
resonant frequency the antenna. Conse ly the 
behaviour the response (when the tantaneous bandwidth 
of signal is highest) can be expe to be error. 
Approximate numeri results are given reasonable 
eement experiment was obt The re s 
cate that buildup the st state ion fi d 
of a two-element enna t s out 12 les of 
carrier. 
The transi behaviour of ap antennas been 
by Polk (1960), Mayo (1961) and and Ts analys 
(1964) . se authors seek analytical methods for det 
the time required for estab (or re-
estab sbment) main beam when changes are made 
the excitation. analyses are based on the FT, 
although it es not appear explici in the re of 
Cheng Tseng. trans bui of the r ("-tion 
field of a travell wave waveguide slot is an ed 
Borgiot (1966). 1 these ers gnals 
to antenna are assumed to be ed ther) 
the antenna muse large in terms of wavelengths all 
fre es in gnal sp rum. 
driving point far-field ent re onses of 
horns slotted ennas ( luding the coaxial 
1 e de trans ) been eX1) 
.1. ally 
inve t ated by ss et input s Is used 
were a eband pulse and a modulat monochromatic 
wave. ic arguments are esented to ain 
d 
observed results. 
A simple time domain method of obtaining driving 
by Ross point sient response of a e 1S sent 
(1966c). The antenna is esent by a network loss-
less, const characterist impedance transmission 1 s 
9 
with ed discontinuities at ends and at 
to introduce radiation loss and di ersion. 
driving 
model 
par ers are determined by a simple narrow se measure-
ment, the model can then be used to obtain response 
to any signal. The tr~nsmission model is discuss-
ed 1 er in chs,pter 5 where s limit ions are pointed out. 
The t~ansmission and reception responses of dipoles to 
impulse function exci 
U-LLwu_,-,-ssion line models by 
(1969a). 
A t domain criter 
ion are also 
ss et al. (1 
for de 
ermined from 
) and ss 
of elem 
f thfully transmi and rece transi s is 
s for 
est 
by Ross (1968) and several sient rec ving e ents 
been de d and built on the s of s criterion (Ross 
1 a, Fens and ss 1 ) :3 . . All ansi rece 
elements so far reported are 1 compeTed wi the wave-
1 ths corresponding to the main range frequen es for 
which they are des 
effici receivers 
To sum up, is 
used to determine 
Dire analytical so 
ffi Inf 
:3These el s are 
radio 
transi 
ions 
, the elements are not 
t three methods have been 
e1'1 ics of 
the time domain are 
ennas. 
ly 
transi re e from the 
scuss chapter 8. 
10 
frequency response limited to antenna types for which the 
monochromatic driving point and far eld charact stics 
are known. A further tation that input signal 
must be effectively bandlimited because theoretical 
knowledge of the frequency response is never comp teo 
Presumably experiments can always be devised to determine 
the frequency response as completely as required, but 
continuous wave (c.w.) measurements are very tedious. It 
turns out that it is easier to measure the transient response 
and to infer the frequency response from it. Part I of this 
thesis is conce::::-ned with this measur 
time models, which are postulat 
procedure. Simple 
to explain an 
observed re e and are then used to obtain the re e 
for other input gnals, results which are good enough 
for engineer applications, A simple narrow pulse measure-
ment of the antenna (or a scale mod 1 it) is all that is 
needed to determine model paJ:ameters. 
I 
TECIll'TIQUES 
11 
MEASURE~ENTS MADE 
2.1 
the driving and far fi re es of 
VHF and microwave antenna ems to short se tation 
lS a lopment interest the 
transi re onse of ennas during the cade. There 
have been several examples enna ranges use short 
pulse g as tran ers and osc es as 
rec vers (ScIl1llitt 1960, and Scbmitt 1 Ross et al. 
1 ss et al. 1 Lorenzo 1967, es and Burrell 
1970). Conventional re oscilloscopes were used as 
rec s during the e work of Sc}1.Jlli tt (1 ) and King 
and t (1962). ed bandwid se 
re (300 MHz was r orted by Schmitt) re cted the 
the transmi se to about 3 nanoseconds (ns), 
(14.6m by 7.3m) p-lanes were us 
sampling os oscopes has 
revolutionised t ~easurements, all recent 
sb~d time-domain measurements have been made us 
-~ oscillosc es as receivers. 
are 50 picosecond (ps) setilfie (14 
os lloscopes Wl sensitivities s 
ly available 
bandwidth at 3 
millivolts1 , 
ses as sho as a few tenths of a nanosecond can be 
g ed with rno s 
1 
such 
conductor 
s when used 
displays. 
ces (as ShOVV:1 
sens 
) 
er 
12 
chapter 4). Distance resolution is reduced to a few 
c imetres allowing refle lons and radiation 
individual p s an antenna to be iso ed ( es, 1966). 
Consequently, smaller ground planes may be used. The 
driving point measurem reported this sis were 
performed on a 1.8 by 2.44m ground plane. 
T domain antenna measurements can be made more 
quickly with less our conventional frequency 
domain measurements. The frequency re onse an antenna 
system, which often easier to 
re onse (because the human 
erpr th&~ the pulse 
lS conditioned to under-
standing a equency re onse), re ly c culated from 
the pulse re 
cal ating 
onse. The potential simplicity and effi ency 
ste state scattering ements 
for a scattering body from measurements made the 
domain was recognis by De Lorenzo (1 ), but g s no 
cation of likely errors or tab_ons of t method. 
Nicolson (1968) scUsses the feasibil of TFT 
technique, demonstrates its ili by erring the 
equency response of bro TEVl mode crowave 
components from measurement~ of their response to a voltage 
step function. He so discusses the sources error, A 
atistical assessment of many of sources of error is 
g by th (1969), Some his re s are included 
Nicolson's 
imilar, but 
ere Farber Ho (1969) have 
ar independent paper 
their error discussion is not as thorough. 
Section 2,3 cribes how to obt the 
response of sand enna stems 
esented a 
Nicolson's, but 
T]'T 
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te que and section 2.3.2 describes how a hybrid computer 
has been used on-line to present simultaneous di lays of 
2 pulse re onse and frequency response 0 T tre 
ment of errors given in section 2.3.3 mainly fo ows that of 
Nicolson's, but an important addition is made. data 
window, which is a commonly used chni for reducing 
ripples on a computed spectrum caus by sudden signal 
trunc ion, has been found ess I when making antenna 
measurements and not appeared lit pert 
ing to TFT te que, Also included is a scussion 
the error due to impe ections feeder cables. The 
quency resolution the computed equency response is 
discussed in sectio.;:). 2.3.4, and the util of the 
te que lS demonstrated on 2.3.5 where the refle 
ion co fi ent an enna obtained by t TFT technique 
is cOLlpared a conventional continuous waVB (cow.) 
measurement, 
Noise gener.ated the saYfip os lloscope electronics 
limits accuracy wi whi low amp tude or f risetime 
signals can be measured (see section 2.3,3). ot (1 ) 
sed a em which uses oscilloscopes 
cascade, tog with Em Ii circuit ( 
can be ering circuit a conventional osci 0-
scope), to remove timing drift. The jitter (see sect 
2.3.3.2.2) is then removed a low pass fi er an 
ac e low- eed lica of the speed input s lS 
obt d. However, s Ii ft as 
small gene 
and digital 0-
hybrid COml)uter 
pl1rpose er 'J'.Ji t analogue o·,di 
ogue converters could have been used. 
was us becau e one was available. 
tal 
A 
14 
timing t so system is only use for measur 
amp Ii signals amp drift is ignific--
ant. Nicolson (1969) has loped a me d (call int 
scanning) for accur ely measur high spe low ampli 
signals. uses a computer a samp oscillo-
s e ln a 1 loop. implement on of this 
sampl method u a hybrid computer lS scribed 
section 2.3.6. Signals which are low the noise level 
the os scope screen dire can be measured 
using s method: s is done later in er 11. 
The field er funct for an enna on 
ssion reception are introduc in sect 2.4. 
frequency re onse dual p of an enna 
can be erred from s of the se response. This is 
illustrated er chapters 5 and 9. ction 2.5 scribes 
how 
coeffici 
teclll1ique can be used to infer a transmission 
and a r Ie lOll co i ent to 
ation eflection of current on a bent 
e the 
antenna 
from a measurement only part of the 
An al investigation of 
on bent wire antennas is ted er 
point re 
on of curl' 
chapter 11. 
Fig. 2.1 shows two erLna,g, one transmi tt the 
ot receiving. The distance r is suff i for 
antenna be in respect far fields. A pulse 
generator, r esented s Thevenin eauivalent c cuit, 
es a pulse u(t) (cal d a test pul e) which is 
compared to the t it takes to 
light, 1 
1, 
to 
speed 
enna 1, 
e . 
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Antenna 2 is ed by a length of transmission 1 
to a load impe e ZL' For simp the transmi on 
lines are as to be loss less spersive 
. origins of t for the test pulse, the reflected 
transmitt s, are arranged so that the transmiss 
delays by the lengths L1 and L2 of transmiss 
line, and separation distance r the two are 
removed. T ation app antenna 1 is u(t). 
The point pulse re onse of antenna 1 
reflect back towards the , v 1 (t). The 
mission se response of t enna f:7 stem s 
at the load enna 2. Both t se 
responses are easily measureQ a sampling osc oscope 
(see 3). By repres 
as a two-port 
througb. antemla t 
its s ering mat~ix, 
(with an erisk denot 
s11(t) is the impuls 1"e 
se response 
the two antennas their 
whose boundary passes 
describing s network by 
em equations can written 
convolution) 
e of 
enna 2. 
enna 1 and s22(t) 
1(t) is the trans 
(2-1) 
on impulse re e of tlw antenna , and f:i.:om t 
of the matrix (Montg 
p.1 ) 
identical antennas are used 
s (t) = 11 (t) . 
et aL 1948, 
( 2) 
( 3) 
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An ortant advantage of making VHF and crowave 
measur s in the time domain is that e be 
s d so that unwanted reflections 
from mismatch in the feeder cables (e.g ons 
or joins between cables of diff c c 
edance) arrive separated in time e being 
measured. This is achieved by choo i long 
feeder cables ffild by placing the e iciently 
far from reflecting objects e adequate time delays 
into the reflected signal p is possible to 
arrange that mismatches at e ons have negligible 
effect on the measurements large attentuators, 
which is a distinct ional c.w. measure-
ment methods. The e e ss necessarily long 
connecting cables can [)e remo measurement by 
recording u(t) in a ec cll is scribed in chapter 
The time which is le measuring the pulse 
response (either v 1 (t) or (t» before the arrival of 
umvanted reflecJuions is term t vieviLLng window. It is 
, 
convenient to d measurement interval as the time 
interval se response is to be measured. 
The measurem cCll~not be longer than the vi 
window, p system Cffil have a strict 
time limite, Consequently "by limit 
measurement ion errors are introduced when 
the e e computed: these are discussed 1 er 
in section .3.3.1.2. 
re e is as time for vvhich it is 
mean noise level lneasuring equipment. T me e 
17 
as much of e response as ss le the measurem 
interval be equal to the e duration. 
uCt) is compared to the t takes a current se 
to propagate along the antenna speed of light, 
it 1S often ssible to isolate r lections and on 
from parts of an The viewing window 
then need be long enough so the desired of 
the pulse re onse is received. Section 2.5 des s 
driving po measurements of b . . 1n W1re 
which measurement int ludes only a 
all lli"1wanted s by using a 
window means t the antenna em is in a ed 
inf empty environm Thus time 
ranges can be a'ccommodat relatively d es. 
Some t measurements r 1n this not 
have ~)een rformed simply frequency because 
e was no anechoic er nor sui table out or antenna 
lable. 
It is imprac time domain measurements 
e on higll CHF) antennas b cause very 
ed to give a window of 
ficient duration to le the pulse re e to be 
isol ed, For example, on the basiB of measurements 
r ed in Part 
es a1)out 300 me 
measure v 1 Ct) for all 
advantage of 
e retained -by 
of 
s 
s thesi,s) co cable delay 
would be re ed to be able 
enna designed to· erate at 20 
measurem s time do:::nain c 
measu~ement on sc mo Is. 
a pulse is termed a narrow pulse. 
i 
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further discussed er 7, 
A graphical record a short e measurement of an 
enna represents a great deal of information stored in a 
small space. this reason it is often difficult to 
int eta It is sirable to transform pulse response 
equency response. This is e ecial true of 
re onses from vi s of an antenna. 
The time hi ory of an ennas responses v1 (t) and 
(t) to a te pulse u(t) contain all ormat 
required for c culat the antennas vo e le on 
coe icient at input of t antenna, p(f) , and the 
enna system transfer function, H(f), within the ect 
bandwidth of te pulse. H(f) is transfer ction 
be een transmitter and rece , assuming that t at-
on is st onless, and ter r the fect of 
antenna s aration on phase and tude. es eqn 
(2-1) in frequency domain s: 
r~11 (f) 
LS21(f) 
(2_11 ) 
Each le in e (2-/+ ) is t Fourier transform (FT) 
corresponding able e ( ) . Upper case 1 81:1 8 
are used for fr re es ( ectra) r case 
letters for signals, l.e. 
G(f) = j2nftdt< ) , 
19 
get) 1: G(f) e j 
The vol reflection co icient at the of antenna 1 
is 'by 
811 (f) V1(f)/U(f), (2-6) 
and system er function by 
(2-7) 
The effe 
of fr 
'oandwidth of u( t) 1S defiLed to be band 
es, of width W c on F, within 
IU(f) I is well above the mean noise level. The 1 s of W 
its V;fere c sen 
peak value, 
smaller t 
be the points re IU(f) I was -20 
s limit was choL'lenbecause when I U(f) I was 
t s the computat of the frequency re 
were observed to deteriorate. Consequen-cly 
e 
F+(W/2); ( 2-·-8) 
H(f) r (f), F-(W/2) < If I < 
where the distance r metres'is inc 
of antenna sep ion on the magnj 
antenna s on e is removed 
(W/2) , (2 ) 
to remove the effect 
H( ) (the effect o~ 
appropriate 
choice of time or for vet)), Knowl both p( f) and 
H( ) is required fo a proper understcuJ.u.J'Ll.F~ of the operation 
an antenna tern, 
The reflection co icient of an antenna es how 
well the aCltenna is a· s on of a ceI:~ 
characteri ic e Z 
0 
, The edance Z(f), 
being a property of the enna alone, is en more us 
and may be simply culated from the erred ection 
co icient: 
( ) 
For accurate c ation the fre ency response, 
D(f), which occurs in denominator of e (2-6) and 
(2-7), mu not c ain any zeros or small values of 
modulus, or any rapid phase es. A eband se was 
chosen ?S a te signal because of s well behaved ectrum 
(see "ber it-) , rrhe centre frequency F in e (2-8) 
( ) is t zero quency" 
The pulse responses were sampl (as ed 
following two se ions), the fre ency re ses were 
culated by a digit computer, When IBlVI 
c ompu"c er was us the IS were computed by the fast Fourier 
transform (FFT) oritbm (Cooley Tukey, 19 ), whi 
approximat s eqn(2- ) by the screte f te s es: 
N~l 
( ) () e - j nfT GSN f == T :s g 
n==O 
f k k 0, ±1 , .. , , 
( 10) 
N is the er of es t ? T is samp int 
and == 1/2T is the st frequency. script ions the 
FFT, how to use it, are given by IEEE (1 ) , IEEE (19 ) 
Bergl (1969) The FFT ori atly es com~-
c on t in c son strai orward numerical 
integr on met , the actual am lNhi was 
lable (the IB~'JI entific EA.JlM) oc ed 
s icant more stor e than a simple cal egration 
4 program. When an 590 hybrid computer was us to 
compute FT's (which is described er section 2.3.2), 
a trapezoidal rule egration method was used because the 
FFT could not fitt into the memory of the tal 
computer. Conse ently a typical computation time the 
measurements report In s thesis was two minutes. The 
same results are obtained whichever method us because 
FFT is mere a sp algorithm for trapezoidal rule 
int ion (Cool et ale 1967). Also, the ez 
rule is quite accurate when T is small because the 
oscillat kernal in 2-5a) , 
Modern. ing oscilloscopes are ide instruments to 
connect to automat measuring equipment, because they can 
be scanned a re time rate ch is convenient fOl' the 
scanning equipment. Analogue recordings can be made with an 
pen recorder by scanning time s the recorder 
and time bane the ling oscilloscope simultaneously. 
These analogue records may be sampled manually for 
$equent computer proces s method was used during a 
prel inary ev~luation of TF'II te que. HOlNever 1 
s es are re from a number of recordings 
methocl is v tedious ~~d conse 1 . . ~_y lS error 
sens 
the srune 
answers 
t 
COllC~l S 
is now avai 
:#: 360D--13. 4.002, 
ch r input data by its transform 
an involved procedure to sort 
vector, Consequently 
~3 whi 
In (2-10) the frequency response is cuI ed 
equencies ac by 1/NT. Thus accurate timing of the 
. sampling interval T is required to avoid errors the 
frequency scale calibration. 
Accurate samples of the pulse response are eas 
obtained by connect t sampling oscilloscope to automat-
ic data me equipment. T synchronising is simple 
t measuring equipment generates a staircase scanning 
voltage for t sampling oscilloscope time base. Accurate 
t of the les is obtained in s provided the 
sampl oscilloscope horizontal e scale d Ie 
f or (volts per cm of deflec on) is knovn~ accurate 
Hovv to ibr e the sampl oscilloscope is described 
later in section 3.5. 
A hybrid computer, wlli is a di al computer and an 
anal c er int ed with a data conversion and 
control unit, is ideal for automatically measuring 
processing data from a domain antenna range, All the 
measurements rep ed this the s were p or::ned by an 
-590 computing system. Some the measurements 
were processed on-l by the same COJlput fr 
responses were d on a high-resolution sto 
ch been special iIlt ac to t 
Bnd the se re es were di layed on 
oscilloscope screen. 
drawn by an 
hybrid computer 
screen. 
simultaneous di 
s were 
al computer~ 
ing 
ays fre ancy 
an 
couJ.d 'oe 
as the 
frol11 the OR'I' 
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and pulse response were obtained. The two di are com-
plementary: the loc on of antenna dis inuities are 
given by time display and ect on the antenna 
p ormance is given by the equency spl 
Connecting a samp os lloscope to a small computer 
is reported by colson (1968), who scusses feasibi ty 
of making wideband measurements on microwave transmission 
line components us the TFT technique. He ludes 
experiment re s to demonstrate its c abil A hybrid 
computer is emely versatile, and sophi cat super-
visory routines could be included the digital computer 
program which cul es frequency r8 onse. logic 
erface allowed a control box, which was remote located 
at t enna range, to be erfaced the digital com-
puter pro The digital computer wan then progr81nmed 
have overall control of the measurement system, which could 
be operated eit~er from t computer console or from 
the dupli ed controls at the antenna e~ g. 2,2 is a 
simpl ied block diagram of the TFT measurement system. 
Several digit 
basic 0 
computer programs were wri en and their 
ion is given,in Appendix 1. 
use of a genera~ purpose c er as a control 
e ent for measur syst 
over a hardware control er. There is 
er of advantage 
flexibi ty 
stored pro lows. Mo ic ion of the control 
functions correction of errors are done by the 
program~ not wi Often this involves just changing 
a few trG.ctions in memory, can be the co 81' 
console a er of minutes. ie scs or tap scan 
be used to s programs for differ measurement 
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functions6 . 
The advantages a hybrid computer controlled TFT 
measuring tem for and microwave antennas are: 
1) wideband information is obtained from a s e 
measurement; 
2) cable and generator mismatch do not ect the 
measurement; 
effects cable loss and di ersion are easily 
removed from me 
4) a simul ed inf environment allows 
measurements to be in relatively conf spaces; 
5) simul tB.n80US lays equen re onse time 
domain se re onse aid unders of an 
enna. tem operation; 
6) e llild ease me enables many enna 
conI ions to evaluat Teas quickly; 
'1) flexibi of II ell control allows system 
to e reorganised qUl (a matter of minutes) for 
differ mea functions; 
8) the c er can be used for other ering 
ions it i~ not being u for enna 
measurements. 
However) t arbi fine resolution the fre 
domain measurement ds cannot be att , although the 
accuracy can be approached for measurem s on and 
antennas by a speci sampling t clmique (Nicolson, 
c measurement 
as scojJe\ 
e and software for such a measur-
111g ) 
1969). T s is scrib later section 2.3.6. 
2.3.3.1 inherent in cal 
It can be shovn'l (Cooley al.,1967) eqn( 0) lS 
equivalent to 
00 
2.: G(f+2£fN) I £=-00 -
f k 0,±1, (2-11 ) 
N 00, eqn(2 1) describes a peri c fm1ction GS(f) 
whi t superposition the non-peri c function G(f) 
shift by all multiples of t fundrunental period 
GS(f) is said to be an ased on G(f). For es 
of f within the l' re 
e G(f) plus unwanted cGrttributions the aliases 
G(f) 1,2, ... 00, since no actical gnal 
lS P ectly bandlimited. 
alias error is reduced making fN 1 e, ch 
i equivalent to making T small. This shifts the ases 
furt ap and reduces t~1e ed c ons om 
them the e 
-fN <: f <: creas T while 
measurement eases N, 
re es more c er more ion, thus 
a compromise is nec ssary. aliasing error be 
reduced by deliberate bandl ting s T 
of te pulses used to make s report in 
this t SlS s f 0, ampli tude 
crease as e incr ases" The .S VIer 
her im:Lt d by limit frequency re onse the 
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samp oscilloscope. T was chosen to make fN f s 
the dth of the s ing oscilloscope. The 
of computed spec of the test ses at fN 
all less than 1% of amplitudes f ::= o. 
alias error in measurement dth (0 <-
the bandwidth the sampling os lloscope 
cons ly less 1%. 
2.3.3.1.2 
all of vet) were recei would be 
avo accepting eciable refle from 
So, vet) must be g ed which means that, having 
g interval ion N'r inning at t 
rece accepts (v(t) gate(t/NT)); where g 
zero except for 0 <- t <- NT is unity. 
s 
were 
Thus 
f <- fN /5 if 
is us ) lS 
ssible to 
environment7. 
sen some 
0, the 
(tiNT) lS 
gating 
tion gate( ) is termed R. rectangular a w.indow. A 
Ie value NT was chosen for each me which 
on le ion of vet), a maximum 
set by the time of e ons from environment. 
loss of some of vet) causes an error le 
quency re onse which lS cult to e because 
upon t portion of vet) which has not been measured. 
so, the 
V(f) vvith 
sine nfNT) I nf . 
the mea 
11 exhibit 
7pro:n nOVl 
plJ.lse 
on 
If v (t) or 
b .1 o VlOUS 
received s lS t convolution of 
of gate( se lS 
tll:3 durat of vet) lS ciahly er 
int then the c ed spe 
les a width of close to 1/NT, 
v( t) :L,s used 
v1 (t) or t V'I(t) is me 
the context, 
mean el 
fie 
parti 
i '-ling po t 
se re onse - (t). 
will be 
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effect has been call 
response presented 
leakage (Bergland, 1969), and the 
F ,9.3(c) clearly exhibits such 
ripples showing that although the chosen value 
most of vet) to be received, nevertheless the 
NT permitt 
ects of 
. truncation were sensible. However, the ects of truncation 
were never suffici to mask t trends of the frequency 
responses of the measured antennas. It is also worth noting 
that it was not possible to identify the reciprocals of the 
widths of the ripples the comput frequency responses 
with any major physic dimension the antennas under test, 
Leakage can be reduced by sampling vet) with a data 
window which lower sidelobes in the quency domain 
than has gate( tiNT) . The data windovv which was used on 
driving point and far field lse responses in parts II and 
of this the s is extended cosine bell window 
scribed by Bergl 
d(t) 1 , It I " wNT, 
d(t) 
d(t) 0, ( ) 
where (1-w) is the fraction of the data to the co ine 
-be appli cause vet) i causal, eqn(2--12a) is 
only appli d for t > 0, but is lied to st the 
interval -NT " t " ° even no measurement is made 
this erval, s to the e e the trunc 
ion at t = ° have been found to be 1 ible. 
The e ( 1 ) wi W ::: 0 lS 
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(2-12b) 
where D1 (f) is the of eqn(2-1 ) with w = 1 (i.e. d(t) is 
re ): (Bl and Tukey 1958, p98). eqn 
(2-1 ) with w ~ 0 can also be by convo the 
values of the c ed spectra s of 1/2NT with the 
we s i, i and i. gate (t/NT) cuts off vet), 
a data window as eqn( 
g s worse re s. 
edge truncat 
a compromise is necessary, 
sen for each measurement. 
much longer t 
even less vet) is 
frequency re e will 
lusion of noise, 
An effect ch is asso 
) cuts off more of it, 
, the data 
and reduces 
a suitable 
eliminates 
ripple. 
for w is 
so, if the measurement 
the me Ie duration so 
, then c tations 
orate because of the 
ed with Ie e is call 
pi fence e (Bergland, 1969). orward use of 
FFT computes the fr response at discrete 
quencies 
record_ is 
ed 
shape sine 
when the 
which do 
signal 
multiple 
ctral 
ch are tIes of 1 , and, because 
ated at NT, 
filter 
required V(f) is not ally 
by a set ectral windows of 
fence ect becomes 
being ed has fre COJlpOnents 
correspond to multiples 1/NCL Con a 
a component fs' which lS not a 
1/NT. s component is een ~y all adjacent 
Wi-~~l i s corre to level at 
fs' which is alw(3,Ys less than the level et multiples of 1/NT 
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Thus the component at fs does not contribute properly to the 
computed spectrum. For example, the peak in the frequency 
response occurrlng at the resonant frequency of a narrow 
band anten~a -may not coincide with a multiple of 1/NT (an 
example of this is given later in section 2.3.5). 
A data window such as eqn(2-12a) reduces the problem by 
increasing the width of the main lobe and reducing the level 
of the side lobes of the spectral windows, but the problem lS 
cured either by interpolating the computed complex Fourier 
coefficients or by using the easier, but equivalent, method 
of computing the frequency response at a finer spacing than 
1/NT. This is simple when using a straightforward numerical 
integration method, but the FFT resolution (not to be confus-
ed with measure~ent resolution, see section 2.3.4) can be 
increased by extending the time domain record with zeros. 
Most of the frequency re,sponses presented in this thesis were 
computed at 10 MHz intervals. 
Finally, it is worth pointing out that the paper by 
Farber and Ho (1969) contain,s an incorrect discussion of 
aliasing an.d truncation errors. Their c.omments on truncation 
errors actually :::-efer to aliasing, and Vlce-versa, 
2.3,3.1,3 ~iming Shif! 
If the time origin ofv(t) is delayed by ~ with respect 
to the time origin of u(t), then the computed frequency 
response will be multiplied by exp( -~j2TIf T), by the time 
shift theorem (Lathi 1965, 'section 6,15). This is a phase 
error which increases linearly wi tb. increasing frequency, 
The 8xperimeEtal procedures clescribed in chapter 3 are 
designed to eliminate this. 
2.3.3.2 Nois ~~~~~~-~--~~ 
2 3.3.2.1 
The sadvant of using a single se for 
measurements over a wide bandwidth is the e al 
ensity of test se is low. The rece gain 
therefore high noise introduced limits 
measurement ac 
A sampl oscilloscope rec a low eed r 
time repl a of a eed s 
tion 
from successive s es 
taken each r high signal. There 
are therefore time s es, the e ent scale of 
high eed input 
The io between 
the re 
is det 
scale of the output. 
rate at 
oscillosc e 
ch 
t:.me base is scanned. 
lifier and samp 
time 
e 
ancl effect 
ent fre ency spe 
ctrum of noise 
time real time s 
upon 
noise the real 
this has on the c d 
depends on the re frequen.cy 
io of equival 
samp 
a flat spe 
oscillosc e lifier noise does have 
and content low fre enCles 
« 1 ) e to slow random fluc ons 111 zero level, 
me aSl).rement s in , 2c3 were at 
Tektronix 1 ling t which was measuring a 
from a 
eacly 
volt e stationary equivalent There is an appal' 
ly drift a m excursion mv 
to t input oveT the 7.5 minute p o. Smaller luctuat-
ions of 1 mv 1Ne:c served' times as c;.s on 
sec Rapid fluctuations, ch are Ul) of amp tude 
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jitter additive noise, are shown expanded in the lower 
trace in F . 2.3. The noise drift were a constant 
level referred to t input regardless of amp er 
vertic scale. Steps of up 1.5 mv referred to input 
and with re ris imes about 100 ms were so observed 
during the , but se were found to be caus by sudden 
supply voltage variations and were eliminat by making 
measurements at 
sume that samp si can be expressed the 
form 
g (nT) TIl ( 1+ ) g( ) ( 12c) 
where is amplitude ji er j (nT) lS the measured 
and g(nT-) is the true E a,s 
a zero-·mean normal random 1 whi is endent of 
ampl ji er in o time s e, s 
an expression for the bound 0.::1 the spectrum error 
caused by litude ,1 i tter: 
\G( w) 2 £A o· I dJJ erf ~E,A ) (2-1 ) A 
-niT 
where 2 is the cted of 2 (i. e . variance of vn 
amp tlJ.c1e j er), is an er bO·'J)}cl on the 
ili (a idence level) tha:::; the error in spectrum 
will exceed (i,e. the f ion the errors likely 
exceed £A) , and G( w) is the ectruITl, w =:0 2 ( 13a) 
can be s lifi to give , 
< 
-~1 
E A (2 1 ) 
where Gmax is the maximum of IG(w) I for Iwl < 2nfN' 
Although simpler than e ( 3a), eqn( 13b) gives a higher 
bound than the more realistic eqn(2-13a). Both equations 
depend upon the true ectrum G(w) but good e imates can be 
made using the computed spectrum, A source of the jitter 
errors scribed by eqn(2-12c) is fluctuations in the 
samp oscilloscope lifier gain. 
A bound on the error EN due to t presence of zero-
mean additive noise which is uncorrelated from sample to 
sample (i.e. wb-Lte noise) so been determined by Smith 
(1969) : 
C:-;;?' -1 [,,,-- ] T.J2N erf v1-~N' (2-11+) 
2 
where oN is the variance of the white noise in the s ed 
valueB, ~N iB confidence level of EN" 
The fect of amplitude t the computed 9ctrum 
may be minimised rapidly sc the base of 
sampl oscilloBcope, thereby creasing the o of 
equival time to re time, causing the high-level 
low-frequency ent the real equency spectrum to 
occupy only a 1 region (near zero frequency) of re-
quired equival frequency spectrum. 
Aliasing errors (s ction 2.3.3.1.1) have to e con id-
ered both equivalent t and real time, and a low 
pass fi er shoul6 be connected b een the output of 
1 oscill02,cope and the recording equipment to limit 
the b dth of the s re time. Its riset 
d be as 1 real 
time risetime The smoo control (sometimes 
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elled resolution) on sampling os lloscopes 
re es the bandwidth of amplifier and measuring 
tude signals e noise is less a problem it 
is sufficient. 
2.3.3.2.2 Timing jitter 
scanning vo e is held fixed corresponding to 
a i value of e time then me 
vo e f tuates as s gate moves its mean 
pos This is called t~=~~jO jitter, and error 
volt es generated depend slope of the s at 
that po 
from 
measuring a 3 
time. 
drift and t 
to be rrnlCh 
s shown Fig. 2.4 were made 
of a T0ktronix 181 sampling unit 
ps risetime sl e at stationary e 
the comb 
jitter and 
er than that 
ect of BDplitude 
The drift 
ght 
ch was 
e and 
is seen 
timing dr t is more rapid 
F . 2.3 which means 
itude drift. Of 
total drift excursion of ±2.5 mv observed in the 7.5 e 
period, probably mv was due to t ft. The j er, 
shown expanded 
amplitude than 
existence of 
can be drawn. 
AssUIning 
the range of t 
time locat 
random variabl 
unc ainty at 
lOVJer'trace 
shown in Fig. 2.3, 
j er but no conc 
slope of the 
jitter, ancl 
a sample can be des 
18 statistically 
time, 8rni (1 
. 2.4, is of gre 
shows the 
about its form 
orm 1S constant over 
) 
un c ert ain ty 
as a normal 
of the 
derived a 
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bound on ectrum error €T e to timing jitter: 
(2-15 ) 
where 2 is the variance of timing jitter C;T is aT an 
upper on the probabi y that the spectrum error will 
exceed The 2 eqn(2-1 5) that the w we means 
errors are caused mainly by high frequencies, which are 
cont the fast s portions of s ed 
signal. (2-15 ) can be lified to: 
n 
" 
-Vf aT G [y 1-C;T], T max (2-16) 
but same reservat on its use apply as eqn(2-13b) , 
methods used to se amp se and ctrift 
also to timing j er drift, 
2,3,3,2,3 ~,uantisation 
the time les are converted tal form 
amplitude s is divided o a e set of 
e increments, and 1. of the ampli values which f 1 
the same int are assigned same value. Thi s 
causes an error, c 1 sation error, ch can be no 
e~ than half the size of the int s used, If the 
isation int 0 is very much ler than the s 
be measured errors in the s es can be assumed to be 
endent since we ect the s to s through 
sation int s between s 1es, It lS also reaSOl1-
Ie to assume quantisation error can have any 
the int eoual 
.t Ii ,again becau 
is very much leI' than the s be measured. IVI 
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these assumptions Smith (1969) has derived a bound on 
spectrum error cQ due to quantisation: 
CQ == T6 ~ -1 [Y1-l;Q] (2-17) 
where l;Q is upper bound on probabi that the 
spectrum error 11 exceed cQ. Generally 6 is chosen to 
the quantis on error much smaller than other 
sources of error. 
The accuracy of analogue-to t (A/D) conwerters is 
usual expressed as a number of bi 
o 
, e.g. a 10 bit conver-
has or 1024 increments, and 
0.1% accuracy. The gital voltmeter 
slightly better than 
the hybrid computer 
which was used as an A/D converter worked to 16 bit accuracy, 
the quantisation errors were considered be n e. 
The example g 1 in section 6.3.4 confirms t s. 
Another source of quanti ion errOI' is error in 
the scanning voltage cauE.' d by quantisation of t digi ly 
generat scanning a. However, since the D/A converter 
also worked to 16 bit accuracy this sourc of error was also 
considered to be igib 
The errors noise-like sources add an RMS 
fashion, pro ed t are st2ti 1 ly indep ( ch 
is like T t comlJ error by 
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mission s 
No coaxial connector reflectionless, nor is the 
characteri ic impedance of coaxial ine or flexible 
cable exactly equal to s nominal impedance. Also, coaxial 
cable exhibits vari ons in its characteri c impedance 
along its length because of arities in braid. 
Consequently small lections occur frorl connections between 
different sections of air 1 
cable, ffi1d from braid irregul ties 
erent sections of 
cable s (typical 
p ~ 0.0125 for GR-87Li· air 1 i. e the reflected signal l s 
-38 dI'> of the input signal, and p ~ 0.03 or -30.5 dB for 
GR-87L[·-A2 coaxial cable with GR-874 connectors). Long 
co lines require dielectric beads spaced 
about 30 cm apaJ:'t to pre erve the cOndtlctors' concentricity. 
Although these beads can be des for minimum r ection 
(typical p == 0,01: e, g. see Moreno 194B, p85), they are 
never r 1 ectionle ss, sequent thA measured is 
contaminated by a multitude of small refl ons which are 
reflections of all the s s in the transmission s 
from these imperfect ? e-_, g, the received signal is 
vet) + yet), where yet) are the ections from the 1 
']1he computed spectrum is then V(f) + Y(f). 
It is neces to choose transmission 1 of 
suffici ly so that the reflections are below 
the noise level of the me e Y(f) is then 
negl ible in conp son with V(f), Fl e co cabl 
(type GR-87L~-A2) was f to be sati actory for rno of 
the measur ed in this the s. 
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precise measurements are made us oint scanning (an 
accurate me method s ed later in se on 2.3.6) 
even the lections from junctions can be revealed. 
Often it 1S possible to devise some method of me the 
reflections so that they can be subtracted ( computer) 
from 
given 
ed signals. example of this 
section 11.2. 
ocedure is 
asurement 
equency reso ion of the measur 
as 1/NT ( ewell 1965, p131) which is 
is defined 
dth of 
extra the e of the ec of gate(t/NT), 
inf on necessary to revc fluctuations the frequency 
finer than re e which occur a frequency 
1/NT c be measured because the mea e duration of 
s being vet) is noise limit sely, if e 
measured are rea.sonal\ se free (as most of the w:iving 
f 
responses shown 
s are me 
are immersed 
tuations in the e 
II of thi s sis are), ancl 
I they have become so small t 
noise, then no 
response occur frequency 
s finer 1/NT, 
this thesis t 
s finer 1 
values of 
iples of 1 
equency response 
equency re on es are com:outed 
This is e ent to int 01 
quency re onse which correspond to 
cannot reve fluctuatio~"l8 in t 
ervals f 
correspond to an ease in the measur 
1/NT, It does 
resolution. 
picket fenc erpolation is necessary to el 
fect (section 2.3,3,1.2), and 
"be 
s a smooth curve 
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suitab for graphic presentation. 
Frequency resolution is reduced with a data window such 
as eqn( 2a) is used (e.g. when w o the resolution is 
2/NT, because the width of the main lobe of t spectrum of 
d(t) is twice that of a rectangular window duration 2NT; 
Blackman & Tukey 1958, p14). This must be con ed when 
choos a value for w. 
Co 
To be able to make reali ic estimates of the error 
the computed D(f) and V(f), measurements of a.'1.ce of 
the error vo age each cause must be made. can 
e imated with an RMS milL_voltmeter when t oscilloscope 
lS measuring zero voltage, can be d easily. 
l:r. 2 d 2 tb d>- 'd' 1 d However, UA an uT canno e e'uerm1ne sunp y an 
ects of amplitude t and t ft cannot be estim-
ated because are highly correlated from sample to 
samp The effects of truncation also cannot be estimated. 
What is really wanted is the error 1n the computed 
frequency response. If the, errors in D(f) and V(f) are 
normally di ributed and have the same e, t 
follovvs from eqns (2 ) and ( ) that abi 
density of the errors in t fr quency 1'e e follows a 
Cauchy distribution (Meyer 1965, p187). .&...n est 
error could be made by the area under this 
distribution but doubtful if would realistic, 
Also, the ance error both D(f-) and vCr) is 
ly to be the same. Error es as involved as t s 
are seldom carried out practice, and som2 er metlJ.od 
is usually sought. The approach used here is to evaluate 
t combined ect of all the errors comparing an 
inferred 
ment. 
lection co icient with a ct c.w. measure-
. 2.5 shows the modulus the lec on coeffic-
l of a 30 cm long, 4 mm diameter monopole ermined by 
both a conventionill slotted I 
chapter 15) 
procedure des 
the TFT tecluli 
measurement (Si 
(following the 
1949, 
erimental 
is ed I er chapter 3). The 
seen to be within 5% except when the refle on coeffi ent 
is close to unity. It is worth remembering however that the 
me accuracy of slotted I 
reflection coeffi ent 
ector calibration errors. 
s falls as 
es because of line losses and 
The erred reflection co icient was computed at 
10 intervals om a measurement interval of 14.6 n~~ 
which means me reso 
Not e resonant quency of 
ion 1/NT is 69 
monopole is 235 MHz 
(see Fig. 2.5), 
1/NT. Thus t 
int s of 1 
been st. 
F 2.6 s 
ch does not correspond to a multiple of 
frequency re onse had only lJeen computed 
then the e of the resonance would 
the lected se re onse oi' 
monopole. For times gre er 14.6 ns the response 
is below noise level, so that the meaaurable duration is 
ects of truncation been lnve at 
by comparing t ect co ci poe f), c ed 
us thi measur int th t reflection 
coeffi ents Pm(f) computed e me intervals 
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o < t < for !ll 1,2,3. The 
6n F . 2.6. Fig. 2.7 shows 
t3 are shown 
erences 
between Pm(f) and PO(f). What is actually ed is 
(2-19 ) 
The erence is seen to be less than 5% m == 1 so it 
can be assumed the error Ived in 0 < t < 
measur interval is appreciab less tha:..'1 5%. 
are due leakage. N ce that 
s of D2 (f) and D3 (f) are er than 20% near 
monopole resonances. T s shows that even though 
on of the 
nevertheless 
response between t2 to is small 
an appreciable effect on the fre 
response, in ar the measurement reso ion. 
2.3.6 
Very low eQuency t and jitter are the 
ions 011 accuracy of sampl 1 evel, eed 
signals. To overcome s colson (1969) has Clevis a 
method of s ling he 3-point sc which us an 
on-line 
timing 
values. 
scope so 
to reduce 
er to cont ly monitor the ampli 
oscil scope and correct the 
s permits s 
a very low 
jitter 
scanning 
eQuency 
fre 
sampl 
f filter 
several sc s further es this noise, and the me 
signal- -noise ratio considerab improves 
sampled [3 
Det the 
mea of a se 
of each 
of three 
Ie inv 
s. With 
s 
and 
led 
o cillo-
be used 
d 
, 2,8 as 
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an illustration, the time t1 identifies a point on the wave-
form of zero slope, t2 identifies a point of known slope, 
and t3 is the time at which the value of the waveform is 
required, The value V1 is measured and its change from the 
V1 measured in the previous sequence is the amplitude drift 
which has occurred since the last scan sequence, V2 is then 
measured and corrected for amplitude drift. Using the 
corrected V2 from the previous scan sequence and the known 
reference slope, the time shift of the sampling gate which 
has occurred since the last scan sequence is calculated. 
This timing shift is then applied as a G0rrection to the 
scanning voltage representing t 3 , ili~d V3 is measured, is 
corrected for amplitude drift, and stored. The scan sequence 
is repeated with t3 incrementing across the measurement 
interval. 
Ampli tude cL'j.d timing drift must be negligible dUT:' ng the 
scan sequence. This Tequires a fast scan. To allow heavy 
filtering of jitter and noise a slow scan is required (to 
allow the filter to settle). CChus a compromise is necessaTY, 
and suitable timing can be chosen by inspecting noise 
, 
~easurements such as those shown in Fig. 2.3 and 2.4. 
The YillOWn reference slope (which is assumed to be linear 
over the range of timing drift) can be arranged by delaying a 
portion of the measurement pulse and supeTimposing it on the 
wavefoTill outside the viewing window. A second pulse 
generator, synchronised to the test pulse, cEL..nnot be used 
because timing errOTS caused by the fluct·uations in relative 
timing of the twn pulse generato~s will be introduced. Part 
of the waveform being measured can be used as a reference 
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slope. The reference slope can be measur e accurately 
oscilloscope screen by oscilloscope 
sc es so that the slope fills e screen. Alternat-
the computer can be progr measure the slope 
automatically. 
The 3-point scanning method is s le to implement on a 
hybrid computer, and a pr 
Appendix 2. An experiment c11 
on is given in 
trates the effective-
ness of 3-point scanning is so reported. 
2.4 _T~HE=' ___ ~ __ ~ ________________ ~ ____ .~~_AN __ JT_E __ N __ NA 
'rile system 
performance of an 
into the radiating 
antennas which c 
introcl_uce both 
is defined as 
after removing 
magnitude, when t 
the recep on 
received vol 
unit e1 
If (f) is 
a 
int 
tion H(f) describes the overall 
but gives little insight 
properties of the 
It is convenient 
ssion trcu1.i3f e:L' function T (f) , 
ele ric field intensity in far f 
antenD.a separation on e 
e~J1.a is excited by unit vo 
er function R(f), which i as the 
a lin~arly polarised an.e wave, 11a ving 
ensity, is incident 
c field intensity 
enna and if E2 (f) is 
upon a receiving 
-J'kr 
enna 
on e11.118.. 
a e r from 
el c field 
(:n T(f) D(f) e ' 
r 
(2-20) 
V(f) R(f) (f) (2·-21 ) 
where k rc/~ is radian wave c that T(f) 
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is ionless and R(f) the dimensions of 1 
Notice also from eqns ( ), (2-20) and (2-21) 
H(f) = T(f) R(f), 
whi also has dimensions of length, 
The s on and reception er func ons are 
reI ed by 
T(f) R(f) , (2-23) 
e 11 is char act c imp of free ace (Mayo 
et ale , 1961)8, T(f) R(f) could comput signals 
ated en two i ical antennas from e (2-9a), 
( ) and ( 3). But, consider a ating cont 
b . .fo antennas, one for transmit and one for rec 
One antenna is a st with knoYvn ansmiss and recep-
prop es, and other is II anten:''1a t ost II • 
From a of signal d between these two 
alltennas, T(f), R(f) H(f) can be straightforwardly 
derived for the antenna under test. The e of USl 
a standard antenna is t only one test antenna need be 
e. 
measuT' 
reported 
3.4. 
and rec 
reSl)ect 
sign 
system 
Part III 
Ise re 
tion are g 
ly. It 
erence b 
city; see c 
, 
calibration 
was used 
this the 
onses of 
by the 
llows from 
en T(f) 
ter 8. 
e 
the far f 
for me ements 
s ic; ,~ det 1 se 
enna on s on 
se FT T(f) and B( 
(2-23) om simp! 
Ref) does not c 
) 
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theory (Lathi 1965, p1 ) that the recept impulse response 
is proportional to an int ion of transmis 
impulse response. Since an arbitrary driving func can 
be expressed as a continuous sum of impulse functions (Lathi 
1965, p395) it follows that the reception response to an 
arbitrary incident field is prop ional to int 
of transmiss re se to the same itrary driving 
voltage. This seems a surpri result at first sight, 
because it implies if an impulse function is ated 
then the received signal is a step function, which is 
unbolmded. , no practic antenn 3. can iciently 
radiate a si which has an average value. Ine icient 
rec on of st functions, e transmis 
impul~les, can theoretic ly be achi wi initesimal 
electric dipole with an. te source impe ( son, 
1 96 l1b) • 
INFERRING AND REFLECTION OR 
-~--~-~----~------~ '.~--.~------~---
It shollv:rl later in chapter 11 shape of 
reflection of a narrow pulse from the ti of a Wlre enTia 
s when thG e is bent, and s is mainly to 
ation from the e the enna being rece by the 
b section attentuation of t current as it prop es 
aro the bend. Refle ions om b are so s 
this section it is hO'N the tec can be used 
to obtain ss co C1 3(f) 1;vl1i cribes 
coupl and attenuation of the curl' as it agates 
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along the wire and a current reflection coefficient ref) 
whi describes the le on of current from the bend. 
meaning of t e functions is discussed later in section 
Consider s e network model of a bent wire 
antenna mounted ove a ground ane shown Fig. 2.9. The 
base on, the bend the tip the antenna are 
represent as lump two port networks A, B C ch are 
scribed by the domain scattering matrices sA(t), 
s (t) B seCt) re ectively. The networks are joined 
los ess and non-di ersive transmission s which 
represent ght se ons the wire9. excitation 
lied to t b lS a narrOVi! te se u(t), it 
lS assmned t the straight section are long for the 
primary reflections the test se from the b from 
tip to be sep ed t e all se re 8ct--
ions. Also, is assumed that the ections are 
themselves not so di ers 
secondary reflections. 
Let (t) be p 
re ection om the 
pulse response cn is the 
curr 
radi 
thin 
(see 
es 
S 
es are 
c e1' 5) 
occurs Eainly as 
the tip ( ee 
cts into the 
is 
t 
of the 
croElS 
the 
they overl 
lse re 
~n.d ve (t) be 
r lect 
each or 
which l 
p of the 
section the 
is convenient if 1 parts have the time origins 
shift to remove the lay of propagation along wire. 
vB(t) and, ve(t) are related to the test pulse by (with an -:'. 
ting convolution) 
"\Te(t) == u(t) 
(t) 1'. 
2 
(t) . 
of 
(t) 1!- sA (t); 
1 21 
(2-24) 
(t) 
( ) 
pulse response which is 
ref ction the t when t wire i2, strai , i.e. t 
network B lS removed. rece part (t) is related to 
Us 
sc 
test 
(t) 
se by 
u(t) * sA (t) * 
12 
eqn(2 ) 'J taking 
ering co icient 
(2-26) we ob 
The 
of fre 
(f) 
1 
ective b 
les, 
of v (t) 
s 
wid VI Centr 
(t) 1~ 
11 
(t), 
transforms of 
eqns (2-24) 1 (2-25) 
is d to that 
o~"l F, 
(2- ) 
(2--2?) 
( ) 
(f) I is well above the mean noise level. It lS seen later 
in er 11 that VI ends on ical 
base ion, Thus 
~(f) (f) 1 F-(Vif/2) < If I < F'+(W/2); 
12 
S of 
(2-29) 
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and wi the assumption that Sc (f) 
11 
1 thin measure-
ment bandwidth, 
ref) := (f), F-(W/2) < If I < 
1 
(W/2) , (2-30) 
The minus sign denotes the change in direct of the 
reflected current. 
reflection scatt co icient of tip 
s C11 
( t) been obtained by ss ( 1969a) a narrow 
pulse measurement He f s it 1S ess ally real and 
equal to about 0.97 within the ective bandwidth of 
test pulse he used. ither diameter of the e nor 
det Is of the test pulse were , but his experimental 
results suggest that the se duration was less thm~ 500 ps, 
ch means that its ect bandwidth ends to se 
GHz, Thus for computations of ref) up to several the 
assumption So (f):= 1 or~ly in troduc e s about 3% error. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
s the sign of the driving point This chapter outl 
and far field measuring ems whi were used for 1 the 
measurements report in this thesis. The de procedures 
essentially llow those of Ross et ala (1966a, 1966b). 
calibration of standard antenna for measuring 
far eld transfer functions, and the method of sub an-
ti ing the far field measurements are described detail. 
A hybrid computer was us on-line for measuring ~he signals. 
For some of the measurements it was so used to process the 
measured data. The eriment 
suff ent detail to enable the 
procedure is given .in 
eriments to be duplicated. 
The pulse generators which were used are described later in 
chapter 4. 
is experimentally conveni for antennas to be 
mounted on a ground plane: the measurement apparatus is then 
elded the ation space, as shown Fig. 3.1. 
Ground planes should be made square or rectangular to reduce 
the eff s of ections from edges (Kraus 1950, 
section 1 ). Rectangular ground p s were used for all 
the measurements report in t s thesis. All cables and 
components used the eriments had a characteri c 
impedance of 50 ohms. 
3.2 ~T~~~~~~~~~~~ __ -===~~~= 
The gro"Lmd plane should be several wavelengths al a 
side at the lowest measurement eCluency errors caused by 
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its te size are to be ignificant (Kraus 1950, section 
15-7). at ions on funds accommodation space the 
size of the ground plane at 1.83 m by 2.44 m (6 ft by 8 ) ~ 
It was construct from two 10 S.W.G. aluminium alloy sheets 
which were securely shplate jointed tog with counter-
sunk head screws spaced 4 cm apart. The antennas were 
mount on short sections 50 ohm electric coaxial 
line whi ended f h with surface of the ground planes 
se are shown in Fig. 3.2. Two of these mounting sect 
were spaced 0.61 m apart on the major s of ground 
plane. T s meant that the ground plane could also be used 
for some ion measurements1 • 
Although ground plane was 1 ted in ze, q. ,care-
ful examination of the reflected pulse response of a 1.5 m 
monopole showed no observable reflections arrived 
with a time del corresponding to the return t of propag-
ation the pulse to the edges of the ane (6 ns). Also, 
no observab 
plane. Since 
(inc the 
reflections were caused by the join in 
noise level of the measuring equipment 
tude of les whi are reflections 
from the cable conne ors and irregularities along the 
whole length the fl e coaxi cables, see secti.on 
less than the amplitude of the se 
which was r ected the tip of the monopole when se 
observations were being , it was concluded that the 
ground ane was enough for making meaningful measure-
ments on ennas whose pulse responses were longer 
time of opagation of the se to the e of t 
1It was used for a radiation 
section 9.L~. 
eriment reported later i.n 
the 
plane. driving int pulse responses of many of 
antennas measured lasted more than ns. 
The measurement apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.3. The 
lengths of coaxial cable A and B are set by the required 
viewing window W. The length G of cable connecting the 
ling oscil scope to Tee does not affect viewing 
window because of perfect termination the sampl 
oscilloscope input, but it should be kept short to minimise 
loss and dispersion of the signals. 
calculated by considering the arrival 
lengths A and Bare 
s of the f 
secondary ections. The pulse upon arriving at the Tee is 
partially transmitted and partially ected: reflect-
ion is self reflected from pulse generator and-arrives 
back at Tee as a secondary ection. Thus 
2A ). 2B + W 
vc vc (3-1) 
where v is the veloc factor of the cable and c is 
city of electromagnetic waves in free space. The 
reflected pulse response of the antenna arriving the Tee 
is also partially ected travels return path to 
antenna before 'back the Tee as a secondary 
reflection. Thus 
2B 
vc ). W ( ) 
The required ion of viewing window is set by the 
bandwidth of the ennas to be measured (narrow 
ennas, ch have equency sensi.tive frequency responses, 
have longer driving point 
antennas). Assuming that a 
se re 
monopo 
es than have widebffi~d 
is the mo 
quency sensitive enna to be measured, eriment 
observations indicate that W ( ns) should equal the 
t 1 th ' t· t 2 an enna eng ln cen lme res . A viewing window of 30 ns 
was sufficient for the planned experiments, and, assuming a 
value for v of 0.67, eqns (3-1) and (3 ) give an A of 6.2 m 
and a B of 3.1 m. The ground plane was kept further than 
4.5 m from reflecting objects in the laboratory so that un-
wanted lections would not arrive within the viewing window. 
If the 3-point scanning method (section 2.3.6) is used 
to measure signals then a reference slope which is 
independent of the reflected signal can be arranged by using 
a 4-port cross connector instead of a Tee, and connecting an 
open ended length of GR-874-A2 coaxial cable to the other 
port. length of s cable is chosen so that the 
ection of the test e from the end arrives immediately 
bef~ the end of viewing window. It cannot timed to 
arrive before viewing window because secondary lections 
in the shorter length of cable would arrive within the 
viewing window. A GR-874-TPDL power divider and a Tee may be 
used the absence of a cross connector. 
The oscilloscope is triggered by fir arrival of 
the test pulse, and the t pos on control on a Tektronix 
181 sampling unit has enough range to display the pulse 
response with cable lengths calcul ed above. External 
triggering would be necessary if longer cables been used. 
only a part of the pulse response is of interest (e.g. 
see sections 2.5 and 3.3) then W can be made shorter. 
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3.2.1 
3.2.1.1 e 
The lengths A, B and 0 of coaxial cable have signi cant 
loss and dispersion within measurement bandwidth and 
is necessary to remove these . ects from the measurement 3 • 
Let the transmission loss and dispersion of the cable be 
represented by a(f) per unit length. When measuring the 
driving point response of the antenna, what is actually 
be received at the input of the sampling oscilloscope is 
vet) (3-3) 
-1 
where F denotes inverse FT, and U1 (f) is spectrum 
of the pulse which is generated the pulse generator. If 
the te~t pulse suffers the same loss before being recorded 
then the loss terms cancel when p(f) is calculated. Th~ loss 
is arranged by short circuiting the antenna mount the 
surface of ground ane to make p(f) -1 eqn(3-3) 
and recording the lect.ed pulse as -u( t) . measuremEmt 
interval is thsn identified (see Appendix 1) and the st 
pulse is measured. The device used to short circuit the 
ant erma mount is shown Fig. 3.2. 
3.2.1.2 
The short circuit is laced by the antenna under test 
and the measurement interval for vet) is identified (see 
Appendix 1). vet) is then measured and p(f) is calcul ed 
and displayed. Allowance is made for the 1800 phase shift 
3GR-874-A2 coaxial cable s a loss of 2 6 dB/30.5 m at 1 
MHz and 10.5 dB/30.5 m at 1 
introduced because of the way u(t) is measured. Timing 
shift errors (section 2.3.3.1.3) are eliminat if time 
origins u(t) and vet) are the same. Thus the reference 
voltage which identifies the time ori (see Appendix 1) 
must not be ered between measurements. 
3.3 APPARATUS FOR MEASURING T 
WIRE ANTENNAS 
OF BENDS IN 
A Tektronix 1S2 Time Domain lectometer (TDR) and 
sampling unit was used for measuring the properties of bends 
wire antennas. s trument contains a 50 .ps tunnel 
diode st generator whose output can e ly be formed into 
a very fast pulse (see section 4.4.2). The pulse is about 
300 ps long when di layed on 1S2 sampl oscilloscope 
( ch\has a risetime of 90 ps) and is ideal for making 
measurements on bends wire antennas because desired 
parts of the pulse response (see section 2.5) are easily 
separated even when moderately short antennas are used (the 
spatial length of a 300 ps pulse is 9 cm). 
measurement apparatus is shown in 25 
ohm short circuited stub forms step into a pulse. 
GR-874 50 ohm coaxial 1 is used for all connections 
to minimise transmission loss dispersion on signals. 
length of the bent wire antennas was chosen to about 
1 metre, e this was about 10 times spatial length of 
the test pulse and allowed sati actory separation of 
sired parts of the pulse response. viewing window 
nee only to be long enough so that the part of the se 
response which is the f t lection from the of 
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antenna is received; 12 ns is suffici The output 
impedance of the el diode st generator is 50 ohms so 
that t reflection from the stub towards generator is 
complete absorbed. However, a small but significant 
ction was observed from the sampling head the 
oscilloscope (which was a signal feedthrough channel). This 
was shifted outside the viewing window by calculating the 
line lengths A and B in exactly same way as those for 
the driving point measurement range (section 3.2), giving 
1.82 m for A and 3.64 m for B. The 1 m long ennas were 
near resonance at local TV frequency (~ 66 ) and quite 
severe interference was exp anced. This was minimised by 
separat the short circuited stub and the s ling ad by 
a wav3length at the TV centre frequency (a line stretcner 
was ad~usted for minimum interference). length B was 
I 
increased to abc-nIt 4.5 m. Measurements were usually made 
er TV close-down to avoid interference, but minimi 
the erference in the way describ here enabled the 
equipment to be set up during the day. 
The bend in the wire must be posi oned so that multiple 
reflections of the pulse trave on wire do not over-
lap the segments of pulse response whi are of intere 
required positions the bend. 
The amplitude of the test pulse is low (120 mv) and the 
int scanning method (section 2.3.6) was us to measure 
the pulse re onses. The leading e of the pulse which is 
reflected from the base of wire is essentially straight 
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near its midpoint, this was us as a known erence 
slope. The slope was measured from oscilloscope screen 
in the way describ section 2.3.6. 
pulse re onse of the s 
the measurement int is identifi 
trunc ed after the reflec 
wire is displayed, 
as the pulse response 
from the tip, and this 
part the pulse re onse is measured. The wire 
is replaced by bent wire, which is made exactly the 
same length as the straight wire to eliminate timing shift 
errors, and the same part of its e response is measured. 
No equipment adjustments are made between measurements. The 
procedures used to compute the transfer ions are 
scribed later chapter 11. 
~he size of the ground plane required for making far 
eld measurements is ret by characteris cs of the test 
see The antennas must be constructed e enough to 
ate effici 
test pulse, 
transmi 
Fraunhofer c 
where D1 and 
of the two 
within t ective bandwidth of the 
the separation r which is required between 
and rece antennas is 
tion (Montgomery 1947, p900): 
)2 
set by the 
(3-4) 
are the maximum dimensions of the apertures 
ennas and A the wavel of the bighest 
significant frequency in test pulse e c trTh'11 . When 
antennas are mounted above a ground plane, D1 and D2 are 
the total of the ennas 
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measured far f Id intensity will not be more than 2.5% 
lower than the true far field ensity if criterion 
eqn( ) is observed (Montgomery 1947, p902). The te 
pulse must then have sufficient amplitude so that measurable 
signals are received, especial when one of the antennas is 
a small standard antenna with known T(f) and R(f). test 
pulse which was used for making t far field measurements 
had an amplitude of 50 volts an ective bandwidth 
about 800 MHz. di e r was set at 5.5 m. Eqn(3-4) 
was sati ied provided the sum of heights of 
antennas was less than 0.72 m, and frequency was no 
greater 800 MHz. s re cts the height to 0.36 m 
when identic transmitting and receiving antennas are used, 
but antennas of' this ze can radiate eff iently down to 
about 200 Signal levels ranging tween 5 and 30 mv 
were ~eceived when using standard anbenna scrib 
section 3.4.1, and it is demonstrated in section 3.4.3 
this is ficient to meaningful measurements. The 
measured field is made up of the induction field and the 
ln 
radiat field As the frequency decreases induction 
fi d becomes a ater proportion the measured field 
(Silver 1949, se on 3.13). The lower frequency limit is 
s by requirement that the tude of the induction 
field should be less 10% of the magnitude of the 
radiation field: s is true when r 5.5 m if the frequency 
is gr er t 100 MHz. 
The ground plane measur 10 m by 4 m, and was made 
from wire mesh, a 1.25 cm mesh, because was inexpen-
sive. h et of the mesh was dip galvanised which 
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ensured uniform electric properties, the joins betewen 
the sheets (which were ~ 1 m wide) were carefully so d 
to preserve s uniformi The mesh was laid on t es 
and tensioned so that the deviations from a true plane were 
less than ±5 cm or about ±A/8 at 800 MHz. This was 
est t which could applied easily. The ennas 
were mounted, the sections shown in 3.2, at the 
centre of 60 cm square brass plates which were smoothly and 
securely clamped at their s to the Careful exam-
on of the se response of a 1.5 m monopole showed 
no observab reflections were caused these joins. 
Also, no reflec ons were obs from the joins in the e 
me The antenna mounting sections were the same 
el cal length as a standard GR-874 fixed enuator. 
tted~lse could then be measured with same time 
as the received signals connecting feed cables 
tog through two attentuators. 
measurement apparatus is shown ln . :3.6. The 
vi window is set by the arrival time of lections from 
the environment and secondary ref ions due to length 
, 
A of co al cable. antenna was about 6 m from the 
stee of the laboratory building, which earlier tests had 
shown cause s icant reflections. This set 
maximum ewing windo"N at about 40 ns. Secondary ections 
caused by the test se travelling the length A 
coaxi cable radiate at t = 2A/vc er than the 
signal, a length .A 4.1 m is re d to give 40 ns 
viewing The 1 actually use~ was 4.5 m, 
although length of cable connect the sampling oscillo-
scope to receiving enna does affect the ewing 
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window, it was physically convenient to use another 4.5 m 
length. 
The sampling osci oscope was triggered by a signal 
from the pulse generator (see Fig. 4.7) which was delayed by 
8 m of general purpose coaxial cable (loss was unimportant). 
The te pulse u(t), shown 
spectrum U(f), was measured 
Fig. 3.7 together with its 
ter travelling the 9 m of 
coaxial line. The effective bandwidth is about 600 MHz. 
Consequent the far field responses presented later in 
chapter 9 are only continued out to 600 MHz. 
3.4.1 
A short monopole ( erating below s fundamental 
resonance over t measurement bandwidth) was chosen as a 
standard antenna because s input impedance can be computed 
easily (JaEftk-1961, eqn 3-1). The standard monopole had a 
length of 7.6 cm and a diameter 0.32 cm. Fig. 3.8 shows 
the equivalent circuits used for calculating t transmission 
and reception transfer functions TS(f) and (f) re ective-
ly, of the standard monopole. The source impedance is set 
50 ohms because this was,t characteristic impedance of 
t coaxial lines feeding antennas. The radiated electric 
field intensity measured at the surface the ground plane 
a distance r metres from a short monopole is (Jas 1961, 
section 2.1) 
where 
. I (f) (f) e jkr 
.J 1) 0 
(f) and h (f) are defined 
e 
is the cJ:laract stic impedance of 
( 3-5) 
Fig. 3.8, 1) = 120n 0 
ee and the t 
dependence e j cut is unders od, From the equivalent circuit 
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transmission 
. and 
2U(f) (3-7) 
since U(f) is measured when the antenna terminals are 
terminated in 50 ohms. Substituting eqns (3-6) and ( ) 
into e (3-5), and A. = clf 
j 240n; e -j 
(f) 
and, by comparison wi eqn(2-20) 
TsC f ) 
----------
When the monopole lS rece 
VL(f) 50 IL(f) 
he(f) E2(f) 
50 + Z(f) 
and, by comparison with eqn(2-21) 
Z'cf) was t 
50 he(f) 
50 + Z(fj" 
from Jasik (1961, eqn 3-1) 
(3-8) 
(3-9) 
( 0) 
(3-11 ) 
h (f) from 
e 
Jordan (1950, p336). Z(f) was also verified spot 
frequencies us a II width II slott 1 measure-
ment method (Montgomery 1947, section 8.8), the corres-
pondence b en the computed measured s of the 
resistance reactance of monopole are in Fig. 
3.9. A det ion of the sl line s at 
the lower fre es is notic ,and this is probably due 
reflect objects in room and to t finite 
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size of ground plane. The TS(f) and RS(f) calculated 
from egns (3-9) and (3-11) are shown in F . 3.10. 
Straightforward manipulation of eqns (2-20) and (2-21) 
gives 
T(f) r V(f) (3-12) 
R(f) = r V(f) 
where the phase factor e is removed because time 
origin for vet) is shifted to remove the propagation delay_ 
Egns (3-12) and (3-13) were incorporat in a modifi 
version of on-line hybrid computer program of Appendix 1 
which values of TS(~ and RS(f) stored the digital 
computer memory frequency ervals of 10 MHz. 
d 
Transfer Functi 
3.4.2.1 
The te pulse u(t) is recorded after travelling the 9 ill 
of co al cables to remove effects of ir di ersion 
and loss from the measurements. The cables are disconnected 
from the antenna mounts and connected together through two 
GR-874 dB fixed attenuators to reduce the pulse amplitude 
to a level acceptable to the of samp o 110-
scope. The measurable duration of u(t) is identified (see 
Appendix 1) and u(t) is measured. 
3.4.2.2 
The cab s are conne antenna mounts, the 
~~tennas under test are mount and the measu.ra"81e duration 
the received signal vet) is ident (see App 1 ) . 
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To iminate timing shift errors (sect 2.3.3.1.3) the 
erence vol which i ifies the time orig of u(t) 
is not altered. The rece signal is measured the 
er function is cal ated and ayed. one of 
antennas is the standard monopole the program for comput-
T(f) and R(f) (from e 3-12 and 3 3) is used. When 
two identic antennas are measured program comput 
H(f) (from e 2-9a) is used. Allowance is made for the 
40 dB loss introduced when measuring u(t). Allowance is 
so made the propagation del of the s travell 
distance r = 5.5 m tween two antennas. 
It was found when making measurements it was more 
convenient to use different time amplitude scales when 
measuring u(t) and vet). These equipment adjustments ~ean 
that the common time origin is 10 TDe beginning of both 
signals was alw~ys well defined with care could be 
identifi within about ±100 ps for vet), ch was always 
displayed with a more compressed time scale u(t) was 
consequ ly more icult to identify accurately. 
error the relat ,time of u(t) and vet) causes 
an error the e charact stic whi increases linearly 
with asing quency (se ion 2.3.3.1 3). The error at 
600 MHz caused by a 100 ps is about 23 0 . Since the 
primary purpose of the measurements was to make observations 
of fl ss of modulus and of phase (see chapter 8), 
the actual average ope of phase/frequency c erist-
ic is immaterial, So it was decided to accept the linear 
phase error. 
It was experimentally conveni for the standard 
antenna always to receive. So, R(f) for the test antenna 
was calculated using reciprocity. 
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experimental system che by making measure-
ments on a monopole with a height of O. m and a diameter 
of 0.32 cm. The results are shown Fig. 3.11. Observe 
the peaks at 150 MHz and 450 MHz. se correspond to the 
resonances which occur when the length the monopole is one 
quarter-wavelength and three quarter-wavelengths. The 
accuracy of the experimental procedure was estimated by com-
paring the amplitude these two Pe with theoretical 
values which are calculat in Appendix 3. Table 3.1 shows 
the comparison, whi is wi 5% excer:;G for IR(f) I at 450 
MHz. s sugge s that the computat 
curate ( it not been found possible to any 
improvement however). 
Measured Theory Measured Theory 
1 
450 
1 . 4 / 1000 1 . 41 0 . 1 6/100 
1.1 1.165/-900 0,05 
0,168/00 
0.01+64/1800 
Table 3.1: Comparison of measured theoretical T(f) and 
R(f) for a 0.45 m long, O. cm diameter 
monopole, 
There is an eci le phase error the second resonant 
quency, 450 This is due to the (unimportant) ar 
e error already discussed in section 3.4.2,2. Notice 
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that accuracy deteriorates as frequency increases: 
this is to the test pulse energy ling off as the 
quency increases • 
• 3.12 shows H(f) computed (using eqn 9a) from the 
signal transmitted between two identical monopoles together 
values of H(f) culated us eqn(2 ) from 
results ShOW21 Fig. 3.11. These results so support 
overall accuracy estimate of The computations of H(f) 
are seen to teriorate above about 550 because test 
pulse has little energy above 550 (see . 3.7). 
These test measurements demonstrat8 that T(f) and R(f) 
can be obtained over a 6:1 bandwidth with this measur-
ing system. accuracy might be improved by using a 
capaci lItop-hat" on the standard monopole to increase 
(f), thus increasing the received signal amplitude, but 
the measurement bandwidth is still ted the very I 
values RS(f) at low frequencies. 
Increased measurement bandwidth could be obtained by 
u a matched monopole type (MTT) of antenna (Fenster and 
Ross, 1968) as a andard. reflection of input s 
from tip of monopole is suppressed by a II top-hat 11 
a resi ance of ohms/s e, whi makes the 
monopo appear infinitely long over a very Wl equency 
range (2.5 decades is claimed)4. Z(f) eqns (3--9) and 
( 1) is then approximately equal to the imp e of 
an te monopole, whi is given Fig. 5.3. Thus t 
quency sensitivity of TS(f) 
measurements to be made over a 
RS(f) is reduc allowing 
bandwidth, The lovver 
4 377 = 120rc ohms is the characteristic edance free 
space. 
frequency limit is set by the Slze of the resistive "top-
hat" 0 Z(f) and h (f) could be determined by measurement, 
e 
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but the problem remains of manufacturing the Ittop-hatlt, which 
is a sub-micron thickness metallic film deposited on a glass 
substrate (this lS not within our technological capacity in 
New Zealand). The idea .of providing the matched termination 
at the base (Ross, 1967a) by matching the surge impedance at 
the base with a tapered line transformer is of no use at 
these frequencies because the taper would have to be several 
wavelengths long at the lowest measurement frequency for an 
acceptable match (Moreno 1948, chapter 3). This is impract-
ical at 100 MHz. Also, the match is only approximate, as 
-----------
shown later in section 5.4,2. 
3.5 CALIBRATING THE SAMPLING OSCILLOSCOPE 
The external horizontal deflection factor for the Tek-
tronix 1S1 sampling unit is quoted by the manufacturer as 
1 volt/cm ±4%. The calibration accuracy of the frequency 
scales depends upon accurate sample timing (see section 
2.3.1). Conseqnently it is necessary to accurately determine 
the deflection factor for the particular sampling unit being 
used. The scale factor is then included in the analogue 
computer patching (see Appendix 1), 
The deflection factor is determined by using the driving 
point measurement apparatus with a known delay line replacing 
the antenna and antenna mount. GR-874 50 ohm air line was 
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used as a standard5 . The ling oscilloscope is ernal-
ly scanned with a manually variable vol , and the voltage 
re ed to pos on the ling gate to peak the 
pulse reflected from the open end of the cable is measured 
both with and without the lay line connected. The deflect-
ion factor (in vOlts/cm) is then calcul ed from a Imowledge 
of the parti time e being us the 
agation time of the lay line. peak of pulse 
can be identified accurately by monitoring the vertical out-
put of the oscilloscope wi a voltmeter. 
While t deflection factor is neces the same 
for each t scale, variations were found to be less 
than 1% for commonly used time scales on the particular 
sampling s used. Consequently a mean value was ta~~en. 
5The propagation de 
are specif as: 
30 cm , delay 
20 cm , delay 
10 cm , delay 
The required delay is 
pieces series. 
for GR-874 ohm coaxi 
1.0036 ns + 0.0018 ns; 
0.6698 ns + 0.0018 ns; 
0.3362 ns 0.0018 ns. 
obtained by connecting 
air line 
appropri e 
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CHAPTER 4: GENERATING HIGH SPEED SIGNALS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
When this project commenced the fastest pulse generator 
in the Electrical Engineering department, University of 
Canterbury, had a risetime of 10 ns. Baseband pulses with 
durations as short as 1-2 nanoseconds (ns) were necessary if 
the experimental apparatus was to be a realistic size1 . 
Consequently an experimental program for developing pulse 
generators was embarked upon. 
There are four commonly used methods of gener.ating fast 
risetime signals: (1) mercury switches, (2) tunnel diodes, 
(3) step recovery diodes and (4) avalanche transistors. 
Table 4.1 summarises the characteristics of each method. 
Mercury switches (which are reed switches with mercury 
wetted contacts to eliminate the effects of contact bo~mce) 
were used by Schmitt (1960), King and Schmitt (1962), Schmitt 
(1963) and Schmitt et ale (1966). However, the repetition 
frequency is too low for ,a flicker free, high resolution 
sampling oscilloscope display. 
A tunnel diode (Pierce'1967, p40) has two stable 
operating points and switching between them can occur in as 
short a time as 10 picoseconds (ps). A step generator using 
a tunnel diode can have a leading edge risetime as fast as 
25 ps (the speed of the diode is reduced when it is packaged 
1In this thesis the duration of the pulse is defined to be 
its width between the points where its amplitude is -20 dB 
of its peak amplitude. This gives a better idea of whether 
reflections of the pulse from discontinuities on antennas 
can be separated in time than does the commonly used 
definition of pulse duration, which is the width between 
the half-power (0.707 VOltage) points. 
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in a cavity, El 1969), and can be trigger and reset 
GHz es. However, the step amplitude is only about one 
quarter-volt. Many sampling oscilloscopes fast 
di step generators built o them, and se instruments 
are called Time Domain Ref ers (TDR's). A Tektronix 
1 was used for the measurements reported in chapter 11. 
Mercury Method 
switch ode 
Output step* or * 
waveform pulse 
Output up to 300 O. 
voltage 
Repetition <100Hz GHz 
frequency 
--
Triggering Yes s 
required 
Risetime D!100 '"-"25 
(picos ) , 
Cost $1 >$10 
...L 
*A pulse wi a duration longer 
can be regarded as a ep 
1 St Avalanche 
recovery transistor di 
step* ste,p* or 
pulse 
up ,to 30 up to 50 
>1 >1 MHz 
Yes Not 
neces 
00 200 
100 <$1 
t viewing window 
Table 4 1: Slumnary of characteristics of common cis of 
generating speed s s. 
When a forward biased step re a.iode ( s,19(3) 
(also 1 a snap or a C e storage dio ) lS 
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reverse biased, current continues to flow through 
until all the stored charge has been swept out. 
ceases abruptly. The turn-off (or reco ) 
is ( ) about 100 ps. This characteristic can 
be us 
expens 
fast steps or pulses from slower input 
s 1963, Hu 1963). Step recovery diodes are 
ett Packard 5082-0182 (recovery time 
200 ps) co 
150 ps) co 
s $NZ18.75 and the 5082-0183 (recovery time 
s .00 ( New Zealand). Devices with 
higher power 
are used to g 
operate the s 
s co 
e 
$100 or more. Step recovery diodes 
narrow pulses requir.ed to 
es in sampling oscilloscopes. 
a negative resistance Junction 
region, called 
output charact 
al., 1957). Very 
high outp'v.t va 
, in their common-emitter 
collector voltages (Beale et 
speeds, with moderately 
T le 4.1) can be obtained by 
operating a transi or region. Excellent 
results can be obtained from licon planar stars 
which are marketed as speed 8 (Magnuson, 1963). 
Because of the low cost ( 1) of le istors, and 
because the characteristics of output 
able for the plamled measurements j 
to avalanche transistor pulse 
a transistor in the avalanche mode is 
section 4,2. Many fast pulse 
and a selection of these are described 
ses were sui 
wasconf 
s 
were can 
1 se 
of 
on 
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The output waveforms some f -ris signal 
generators are step functions (see Table 4.1). The tunnel 
diode generators built TDR's are arranged to generate 
st functions. Narrow pulses were requi for planned 
experiments, and sect 4.4 scribes two methods of forming 
step functions 0 narrow pulses. 
4.2 
physics of common-emitter avalanche breakdown 
transi is comp cated, and a simplifi expl ion, 
whi lS sufficient to understand the operation of· a simple 
pulse generator, is here. A complete explanation of 
avalanche breakdown is by Thornton ale (1966, 
chapter 1). 
are two pos e modes of operation, (a) punch 
through mode and (b) non-puncl" through mo ,which depend 
upon the characteris cs of the transistor used. scussions 
of bo modes, together with practical circuits, are 
by Beale et al. (1957) Seeds (1960). Avalanche circuit 
des is so published by Motorola (1963, chapter 9). 
laxation oscillators ch generate narrow pulses 
(about 1 ns) rep ion es up to several MHz can be 
construct 
or mo (b). 
from trrulsistors which operate 
Triggered pulse generators can 
either mode 
so be con~ 
struct from sistors which operate either mode 
provided collector trigg is used (Se ,1960), Base 
triggering only table for transistors which op e 
(a) 
mode (b). Silicon trani3istors are manufactured a 
fusion ocess: hence they usually op e in mode (b) 
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(Thornton et al. 1966, chapter 1; Magnuson 1963). 
Fig. 4.1 shows common- er collector character~ 
istic for a stor plotted to voltage Fig. 4.2 
is a schematic an avalan relaxation oscillator which 
operates mode (b) (this means that the punch through 
vo e, whi the collector vo at which the base 
width becomes zero, is greater thlli~ the avalanche voltage, 
so that eakdown occurs at the avalanche voltage). 
e-emitter junction is reverse ased by -Vb and the 
reverse base which flows is On app a 
voltage +Vcc to the circuit the collector capacitor G
c 
es through Rc towards Vcc and an increas collector-
base leakage flows which assi s -Ib and es the 
poten'Li of the base. When avalanche voltage is reached 
collector-base current increases rapidly, the rlse 
base potential s the tter into conduction and a· 
pulse of current flows through emitter as G suddenly 
c 
scharges to Vmiu . is lower than Vs (see Fig. 4.1) 
because the collector volt continues to fall as charge 
which is stored in base of the transi or at pe current 
; 
ffuses out: Vmin may as low as zero. time t for 
the ed to comp ely di e out of base is 
often several times the pulse setime, gives pulse 
a "tail", A voltage se is by s lng the s 
e current with a small value re stor in es with 
either capac or or the er, depending on pulse 
polarity re red. A se amp of tens of volts o 
50 s wit..2 a setime 500 ps is typical of a single 
transi The f est switching times are obtained when 
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the avalanc voltage is close to the punch t 
(Magnuson, 1 ) and some istors give ri 
as 200 ps. The output volt e may be increas 
voltage 
s as fast 
hundreds volts by conne 
(O'Dell, 1969). However, 
The pulse ion may be 
by using a charge line 
(Magnuson, 1963). 
e 
4.3 CONSTRUCTION OF AVALANC 
laxation Os 
silicon 
many 
transistors s es 
pulse risetime is increased. 
eased beyond a few nanoseconds 
of a collector capacitor 
TRANSISTOR 
istors were tested in the 
mode, and 
found to give parti 
Fairchild 2N3643 2N3646 were 
gOGQ results. Several relaxat 
o llators were exp devel d the circuit 
base resi shown in Fig. 4.2, and was found 
Rb could be connect to ground. Thus only a single· 
is requir-ed . 
. 4.3 shows a pulse generator which uses the 2N3643, 
ective bandwidth of the pulse is about 700 MHz 5 and 
tail on the 
section 4.2) is 
se which is caus by stored e (see 
visible. 
transistor is on is very low. 
the output edance exactly 
is off ( so that no second~ry 
signals being 
3.2) because 
lected from 
transistor cap 
litude of signal appe 
The 55 ohm resi is made of 
output impe e when 
No attempt was to 
ohms when transistor 
ons are caus by 
se generator; see section 
tance varies h the 
at the output connector. 
220 ohm carbon 
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composition resistors conne parallel to reduce 
inductance. Carbon film re stors were avoided because t 
have a spiral track and are 
pf collector capacitor 
ted in parallel) was se ct 
The value of the 20 
is four 5 pf capacitors connec-
erimentally for optimum 
pulse shape and durat value of the base resistor is 
not critical and re able oscillation with a selection 
transistors in the t was obtained with a value of 6. 
ohms. In stubborn cases s value can be decreased, 
pulse amplitude upon the particular transistor 
but most were found 
which gave the se 
high avalanche vo 
about 400 KHz. 
ve 
The 
about 20 volts. 
Fig. 4.3 had an 
pulse repetition 
Long duration, f risetime pulses can 
The 
unc 
equen was 
by 
using the circuit shown Fig. 4.4, which is a 9.tiOn 
of one publi Magnuson (1963). The capacitor C1 
adjusted to obt fastest risetime without t and 
output C2 is adjust to obtain the flattest pulse top_ 
pulse shown 
length of 
be used 
diss 
frequency for 
er 
. 4.4 was obtained with a 
m. Lower repetition 
long pulses to 
transistor: the pulse r 
es must 
excess power 
ion 
generator shown in . 4.4 was 
ching speed is obtainable 
and 
width 
5 shows a pulse generator 
e er than 1 GHz. The output 
an 
KHz. 
2N3646, 
ecti ve band-
in Fig. 
4.5 was measured on a Tektronix 181 s 
ps) so is likely that this 
t (risetime 
se is even faster than 
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pictured2 . No optimum value could be found t collec-
tor capacitor C, so it was 
pulse amplitude and durat 
The emitter resistor was 
exploit transistors 
frequency depends upon C, 
Ten istors were 
and pulse amplitudes 
adjustable allowing the 
to be altered (see . 4.5). 
ed to 25 0 to fUlly 
The pulse tion 
is about 3 MHz when C = 2 pf. 
this circuit (with C = 2 pf), 
from 12.5 to volts were 
obt The mean was 15 volts. This se generator was 
used most of the point measurements reported 
this sis. 
the pulse shown in s 4.3 and 4.5 were 
con ed inside a cavity at the of a section 
air electric coaxi , and photographs of the me 
ic layout are shown Fig. 4.6. size of 
g s lS appar from tLe GR-874 co connectors. 
. 4.7 shows high amplitude se generator 
far field measurements. The was used for making 
itude was obt at the e of risetime by using a 
value emitter resistor. The collector capac r then 
scharges into coaxial cable ( 470 ohm re is 
necessary to the discharge). Two 27 K ohm re rs 
enuate the output pulse to provi a trigger for 
sampling osc scope (the ance across a single 
resistor prevents sufficient 
2When the Tektronix 182 
setime of t s pulse 
than 200 ps. 
ion) . 
1 the 
er 
circuit a pulse erator ch can be triggered 
is in F 4.8. liable ering is ected by a 
positive gger pulse with a 5 ns risetime and an itude 
of 2-20 volts. 
4. L+ PULSE FORMING 
4.4.1 ion 
A step function can be formed into a pulse by differen-
ating A simple differentiator is shown in Fig. 4.9 
tog wit~'l its implement on in co al line. ' As an 
example the se shown Fig. 4.10 is formed by differen-
tiating leading of the se shown. Fig. 4.4. 
4.4,2 Stubs 
A step also be formed 0 a pulse by placing a 
short-circuited stub parallel with line (Ross 1965, 
1967b, 1969b). characteristic edance of stub is 
that of line. T step re onse of result 
network, ch is ed in . 4.11, is a pulse whose 
duration equals ce the agation t of the st down 
stub. F . 1+.12 shows a pulse formed from 50 ps 
setime output a Tektronix 1S2 TDR. This pulse was 
used for the bent measurements report in chapter 11. 
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OF NARROW BAND 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
i ics 
this chapter the transient driving point character-
a thin dipole are examined. The dipole is ,the 
st examp 
. 1 
of a narrow band antenna . 
transient driving point characteristics can be 
t input impedance. There are numerous 
ers conc t input impedance of the dipole. An 
exce ory of the problem is given by lfurd (1969, 
A), who catalogues over 400 references. Probab~y the 
most famous contribution to thin cylindrical antenna theory 
is the equation of Hallen (1938) (also in Hallen 
1962, section 35.1). len succeeded in simplifying the 
integrals and s ensive numerical results for the 
input resistance reactance for various thicknesses of 
dipole ( len, 1 ) . se results can also be found in 
Jordan and 567). Extensive experimental 
measurements er been s ed in a similar form by 
Brown and Woodw~rd (1 ). theorerical solutions are 
described by (19). monochromatic characteristics 
are related to the i t s cs in section 5.2. 
Wu (1961a) ss for the input admitt-
ance of a long, thin Ie and Schmitt 
(1962) extend his work an ssion for the input 
1In this thesis a narrow band antenna is as one 
qandwidth. which is only matched to its fe 
A vsvm of 2 constitutes a match. 
impedance of a monopole as its length becomes infinite2 . 
Otto (1969) presents c results from accurate 
(Otto, 1967). Andersen (1968; 1971, sec 2.2.2) has 
inferred the input admi ance of an e monopole 
ectly from continuous wave (c.w.) measurements. In sBction 
5.3 input impedance, as a function frequency, is 
comput for an (effe ly) infinite monopole from a short 
pulse measurement of driving po 
monopole. The result verifies the 
discussed in section 5.4.1. 
response of a long 
ous theories, is 
T transient response of the ole has been stig-
at theoretically experiment by a number authors 
(see chapter 1). Section 5.4.2 c a detailed scuss-
ion of this previous research. 
5.2 THEORETICAL. CONSIDERATIONS 
Pocklington (1897) demonstrates that the current on thin 
ectly conduc~ing Wlres is ated appr ely with 
t velocity of , and between any two points of 
monochromatic tation the current distribut is approx-
ly sinuso Thus current dis on on a mono 
chromatically exc ed dipole is approximate sinusoidal 
(the open ends act like sources). This is now known to ho 
fairly well for very thin s, and is a commonly used 
engineering approximation calculating radiation 
characteris cs of the dipole (which are relatively insens 
ive to the current distribution). Actual ampli of 
the current wave prop along the e decreases slowly 
s the terms 
changeably. The input 
c;lssumed to be driven over 
lS half that of a dipole 
length of t monopole. 
dipole and monopole are used 
edance of a monopole, which is 
an infinite (or image) 
se half~l is equal to 
er-
lane; 
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with ance because it is damped by radiation losses ( 
thin 
the veloc 
the distance 
1968)3. The 
on an antenna is 
er for electrically thick wires for 
its phase velocity is slightly slower than 
ht, which it approaches asymptotically as 
driving point increases (Anders'en, 
e velo ty of the current at a given point 
quency sensitive. This is because both 
the antenna ameter, the stance from the driving point 
in terms of wavel , change with frequency. As the 
frequency elec cal thickness of the antenna 
increases, which t to slow the wave. However, the 
electrical distance point increases, which 
tends to speed up wave. net effect is that the 
increases with increasing phase velocity ~t a 
frequency (Andersen, 1968). s the dipole acts like a non-
unifo~m transmission 1 ( 1 the theory which treats 
the dipole as a transmiss with an evenly distributed 
loss to account for radiation: Jordan and Balmain 1968, 
section 11.14). A current pulse prop dipole 
exhibits slight dispersion and a c ect 
from the whole length of the dipole. 
The driving point response of a monopole vet), to an 
incident signal u(t) can be obtained from e 
Z(f): 
vet) roo p(f) D(f) e j .2nft df ( ) 
, -00 
3e . g . the phase velocity is within 0,0 of veloc 
light 3.33 wavelengths from the feedpoint of a 1 
1 h diameter wire. This corresponds to 1 me 
point of a 1 mm diameter wire at 1 GHz. 
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where 
Z(f) 
p(f) ( a) 
U(f) is spectrum u(t) and p(f) is the voltage 
reflection coefficient when monopole terminates a trans-
ssion'line of characteristic. impedance ZOo 
Williams (1963) uses e (5-1) to numerically calculate 
vet) for a 3 m long, 3.32 mm dia. monopole for two incident 
signals, one of which is a narrow Gaussian pulse: 
exp [ .-t~J ' 
2t1 
u(t) t1 = 1.5 ns (5-2) 
When Zo = 50 ohms Williams shows that vet) consi s of a 
s es of pulses, which correspond in time to the instants 
at ch u(t) is reflected from t base as it travels up 
and down the monopole at (approximately) spe of light, 
alternately be reflected from the e and the tip. Some 
dispersion is perceptible on the third, fourth and fth 
pulses pictured by Williams (only five pulses are shown), as 
predict above. No continuous reflection is perceptible. 
Williams so shows that when Zo 3,00 ohms reflection 
from base is small and vet) consi s of only one 
reflection, which is the ect of the incident 
pulse from the t When observed in transmiss 1 
the litude of the t reflection is only 0.6 times the 
litude of the incident pulse. The monopole appears, from 
the driving po , to be a length of lossy and slightly dis~ 
pers transmiss line which has a characteristic 
dance of about 300 
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a monopole is infinitely long then vet) consists of 
a single reflection of the te pulse from the base. Con-
sequently only accepting the f reflect of a.' narrow 
pulse from a monopole (i.e. that from the e), p(f) 
and e Z(f) of an effect infinite monopole can be 
computed. 
Fig. 5.1 shows the te pulse and the pulse lected 
from t base of a 1.5 m long monopole of ameter = 
0.556 cm (whic~ was same as inner diameter of t 
coaxial line ch fed it). Fig", 5.2 shows the computed 
p(f) for the monopole terminat a 50 0 line. Z(f) 
(plotted as resistance and reactance) is shown in Fig. 5.3 
t ther with the theor ical results of King and Schmitt 
(1962) (transl for 2a 0.556 cm) and Otto (1969). 
Otto's numerical resu s were erpolated to obtain es 
for a coaxial line with an outside to inside ratio 
b/a 2.3 (i.e. Zo = 50 ). Values erred indirectly 
from c.w. measurements by Andersen (1968) are also luded. 
5.4 DISCUSSION 
5·4.1 
In . 5.3 a close agre is obt d above 200 MHz 
between the eriment resu]B and King ffi~d Schmitt's 
(1962) and Otto's (1967, 1 ) theories. The resuits 
inferred from C.w. measurements by Andersen (1968; 1971, 
section 2.2.2) are also close ement the pulse 
experiment. accuracy of the experimental re ts 
deteriorates below 200 MHz because the ~h~~U.~S were truncated 
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at 9 5 ns. This means that the reflection of the pulse from 
the monopole lasts longer than 9.5 ns, agreement with the 
theoretical considerations presented in section 5.2. 
Wu (1962) (also in Collin and Zucker 1969a, chapter 10) 
shows that the apparent input admittance of an infinite, thin 
dipo antenna driven from a thin coaxial line can be 
separated into two parts. One is dependent on the dimensions 
of the antenna and independent of the dimensions of the 
transmission line; this is the intrin c admittance of the 
antenna. The other is independent of the antenna dimensions 
but is dependent on the dimensions of the transmiss~on line; 
this is equivale~t to a frequency independent base capacit-
ance. The expression used by King and Schmitt is independent 
of the transmission line dimensions, but their experimental 
observations show that the effect of the base capacitance is 
too small to be detected for the range of frequencies 
their test pulse spectrum « 300 MHz). Although the measure-
ment reported i~ section 5.3 was more accurate than King and 
Schmitt's early measurement, the results show that the 
effect of the base capacitance is too sillall to be detected 
at the frequencies for which the results are computed. 
Otto (1967) uses a fri of magnetic current to model 
the excitation of the antenna: this corresponds to TB~ 
excitation from a coaxial line. presents an argument 
which shows that for small bla and ka the effect on the input 
impedance of the TM modes in the aperture is small. The 
results presented here confirm this. 
The input impedance of an infinite antenna could also 
be obtained by measuring a travelling wave a"Yltenna. This is a 
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finite enna in which reflections from the ends are 
avoided by some means. Lumped resistive loading is used by 
Altshuler (1961), lumped reactive loading by Nyquist and 
Chen (1968) distributed resistance and multiple imped-
ance loading by Taylor (1968). However, in practice'a small 
standing wave ratio exists on t antenna. To infer the 
infinite antenna impedance, Andersen (1968) requires two 
c.w. measurements. Precise c.w. measurements are very 
tedious. The experiment reported here is simple to perform, 
and gives the input impedance for a range of of about 4:1 
from a pair of measurements. Thus from only a few measure 
ments results spanning a wide range of ka and b/a are 
obtained. 
5.4.2 
Measurements of vet) for a monopole fed from a 50 ohm 
coaxial line for narrow pulse excitation are reported by 
King and Schmitt (1962) and Ross (1966c), 
ments agree with the vet) computed by Wi 
their measure~ 
4 
ams (1963) . Ross 
us superior equipment, and s measurements clearly show 
t di ersion which is noticeable on the third, fourth and 
, 
fifth pulses of the vet) comput by Vvilliams. 
King and Schmitt (1962) used a 3 ns long pulse with a 
1 ns risetime, and the monopole was 0.476 cm dia and 2,75 
m long, ails of the driving point geometry are not given 
but appears that the monopo was connected to t inner 
conductor (0 295 cm diameter) of a length of 50 ohm co al 
cable which terminated flush with the surface of the 
4T measured pulse response a monopole terminating a 50 
ohm line is shown in Fig. 2.6. 
plane. By dividing the amplitude of the pulse refle 
ed the base of the monopole by the peak amplitude of 
the pulse reflected from the unterminated line (i.e. with 
monopole removed), obtained a pulse reflection 
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co icient of 0.72. This corresponds to a surge edance 
Z of 307 ohms 5 • To explain pulse refle on co 
s c-
ient, Z(f) was calculated for an initely long monopole by 
extending a theory by Wu (1961a). From Z(f), p(f) was cal-
culat for monopole terminating the 50 ohm line~ They 
then assumed that the pulse was band-l 
at -an average reflection coefficient p 
1) 
-p 
ed at f and c cul-
c 
two ways: 
( 3) 
where zen lS an e impedance ven by 
mJ ~ Sfc fc 0 Z(f) ( ) 
2) 
Z(f) f 
- Zo 
- 1 f_; P 2fc Z(f) + Zo df. 
c 
(5-5) 
With the assumption that D(f) = 1 for -f < f < f , the 
c c 
numbers given by eqns ( 3) to (5-5) ed with the measured 
se reflection coefficients of several monopoles of 
different diameters, 
ViTu and (1963) have studied analytically the 
lect froll the base of straight wire antennas driven 
5The e impedance is the 
the traQs~issio~ line as seen 
depends only on the properties 
arent 
the 
the 
terminating 
s value 
enna near its base. 
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by coaxial lines6 . They present numerical results for 
incident current pulses having exponerltial rises and decays. 
They show that the shape of the reflected pulse lS nearly 
the same as the incident pulse if Zo is 50 ohms or less, and 
if the risetime of the incident pulse is much longer· than a 
characteristic time to defined as 
(5-6) 
where a' and b are the inner and outer radii respectively of 
the coaxial line and a is the antenna radius. Unless a is 
large, to is much smaller than the risetimes of the ,fastest 
pulse generators currently available (e.g. to for the mono-
pole measured in section 5.3 is 4 ps). For one set of 
numerical results they used data corresponding to the exper-
iment reported by King and Schmitt (1962), and the pulse 
reflection coefficient agreed with that from the experi~ent. 
For the same antenna, but for a faster risetime pulse (69 ps), 
and for Zo ranging from 105 ohms to 285 ohms they found that 
the reflected current pul~e was initially positive, but 
reduced to zero and became negative later in time7• This lS 
because the sharper pulse contains higher frequency compon-
ents in its spectrum, and Z(f) for an infinite monopole 
decreases with increasing frequency (see Fig. 5.3). Thus for 
some value of Zo the current reflection is positive for the 
high frequencies and negative for the low frequencies. The 
initial behavi~ur of the reflected current pulse is primarily 
bThis paper has been combined with King and Schmitt (1962) 
and appears as chapter 11 of Ki~g and Harrison (1969). 
7The observed voltage reflection is related to the current 
reflection by -1. 
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determined by characteri cs of the junction high 
frequencies; hence it begins with a positive peak. Later in 
time, when low quency end of the signal becomes 
dominant, the r ected current pulse becomes negative. The 
results of this approximate theory were sUbstantiated exper-
imentally by Schmitt (1963) who observed the reflections of 
an incident st function of voltage, which had an approxim-
ately exponenti rise, from monopoles of various radii 
driven from a 50 ohm and a 120 0 line. The same behaviour 
is also seen in the responses computed by Williams (1963), 
who demonstrates theoretically that Zo is large (>600 
ohms) the negative peak dominates the voltage lected from 
the base. Wu King conclude that a pulse ref ction 
coefficient can only be defined when there little distor-
tion of the incident pulse, i.e. when Zo is small and 
setime of incident pulse. is long compared to to. 
Williams (1963) criticises the concept of a pulse 
reflection coefficient. points out that eqn( 5) only 
gives the value of ref cted signal at t = 0 (which may 
not be peak) when the incident signal is 
u(t) ( 5-7) 
(the Fourier transform of eqn 5-7 is D(f) 1/2f for 
c 
-f <f < fc' D(f) = 0 otherwise, so sub ituting this c 
into eqn 5~1 and setting t o gives eqn 5, since u(t) = 1 
for t 0), and that King and Schmitt have only shown that 
the numbers given by e (5-3) and ( 5) fortuitously have 
about the same yalue as the measured pulse reflection 
coefficient under certain conditions (whi is for one shape 
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of ident signal is assumed to be bandlimited, and 
for Zo 50 ohms). A pulse reflec on coeffic which 
re es the peak tudes of the ected signal a...YJ.d the 
inc signal tells nothing of the e of the ected 
signal. The peak s of the s may not even occur 
at the same instant time. Williams concludes the 
best g relation between the ected signal the 
lnc signal is in princ e by eqn( 5-1 ) . 
refle signal may c cUlated from it for spec c 
incident s. 
A se reflection co icient as ined by King 
Schmitt is not meaningful ess the ris and duration 
of the se are specifi For a monopole Wu and King 
(1963) shown that its va:_ue depends on these two 
meters (or, more specific , on the spe of the 
ent pulse). This is demonstrated in Taole 5.1 which com-
pares IS and Schmittls measurement to ee other mono-
pole reflect ?easurements using diff incident pulses. 
The second measurement is from the experiment reported in 
section 5.3, the last two were made using bend 
measuring apparatus described section 3.3. T pulse 
duration was ered by adjusting the stub. Notice also that 
the peak ampli 
100 ps after 
of the r 
arrival of 
e ed pulse in F . 5.1 occurs 
dent pulse. Neverthe-
less the concept of the pulse r ction coeffi and the 
surge impedance is sometimes us This is peen later in 
section 6.4.2.1.2 
cOT-Lical 
s surge impe 
ance which is 
is an exc (see section 6.2.1). 
e is equal to its characteri c imped-
guency indep 
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Pulse Pulse Pulse reflection Surge 
risetime duration coefficient impedance (ohms) 
1 ns 3 ns 0·72 307* 
0.4 ns 1 ns 0.648 + 0.005 234 
0.1 ns 1 ns 0.66 + 0.02 244 
0.1 ns 0.5 ns 0.54 + 0.02 168 
*Due to King and Schmitt 
Table 5.1: Pulse reflection coefficients and surge imped-
ances for 0.556 cm diaD monopole for different 
incident pulse s~apes. 
Ross (1966c) presents a simple flow graph model of the 
dipole to explain its observed narrow pulse response. An 
open circuited length of uniform, lossless, TEM mode trans-
mission line of characteristic impedance Z represents the 
dipole. The base region is represented by a non-causal, 
dispersive filter having a Gaussian shaped impulse response 
to introduce dispersion, and a loss factor to account for 
the loss due to radiation. The impedance Z and the loss 
factor of the Gaussian filter were determined from a simple 
narrow pulse measurement. The standard deviation of the 
Gaussian filter was determined by calculating approximately 
the impulse response of an infinitely long monopole from its 
input impedance (obtained from King and Schmitt, 1962). 
However, it could also have been determined from the pulse 
measurement (as was shoWD_ in section 5."3). The time domain 
response of the dipole to any incident signal can be deter-
mined graphically from the flow graph model. This is 
simplest when the incident signal is also a Gaussian. Pulses 
generated by semiconductor pulse generators are 
imations to a Gaussian. 
This model is only valid for feedlines of low 
t c impedance, for when Zo is large the Iter no 
a Gaussian shaped impulse response (Williams, 1963). 
One comment about the experimental technique used by 
both and Schmitt and Ross is in order. They both 
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t 
the pulse reflected from the unterminated end of 
line as their reference pulse. Because of the 
ect (Jordan and Balmain 1968, p394) this technique 
can duce errors, particularly if the frequency ,response 
is b computed. Consequently it is more satisfactory to 
measure pulse r lected from a short circuit and to 
allow for inversion in thp calculations, as has been 
done throughout s thesis. 
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RESPONSE OF 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Since World War various wide band antennas been 
developed: many can op e over bandwidths of s 
octaves. Some types bandwidths are limit only 
by practical construction. These are frequency en-
dent antennas proposed by ey (1957) 
developed by Dyson (1959a, 1959b), and 
1 periodic ennas propos by Du Hamel 
experimentally 
logarithmic 
Isbell (19 ). 
Equiangular spiral antennas have been constructed to e 
over bandwidths of 40:1 ( , 1962). ews of rec 
developments broadband ennas are by Dyson (1 ) 
and Jordan et .. (1964) . 
It is later in er 8 that eriodic 
ennas and quency independent antennas are unsuitable 
for use in a em that is required to fai ly transmit 
signals which bandwi of an octave (2:1) or more. 
It is also ed that a e-corrected conical monopole 
(or biconical le) is leo The conic monopole was 
one of the f antennas to e over a bandwidth of 
s octaves. The discone enna (Jas 1961, section 
3.8) is still commonly used. Conical monopoles which are 
from continuous sheets of have been comprehensive-
ly studied, both theoretically experiment , by 
authors, their dri 'point charact stics are 
ewed in section 6.2.1. point eristics 
of ched coni monopoles are stigated erirnentally 
1U abbrevi to log-perio c, 
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section 6.3.1, where a SOil is made between a cone 
made of wires and a cone. The effect on the 
input impedance of a phase correcting lens 
the aperture is inve section 6.3.2. The re ts 
are discussed in se 6.4.1. 
Another wideband enna of simple construction, 
which has received Ii Ie attention in recent years, is the 
triangular fan ant 
uous sheet of fl me 
This antenna is made 
and has similarities 
conical antenna. It is commonly used as a 
a contin-
t sion 
antenna (Jas 1961, section 2LI-. 8) . The fan monopole has 
been comprehens studied experimentally by Brown and 
Woodward (19 ). Theoretical investigations ear to be 
limited to det its characteristic e (Carrel, 
cs of the 1958; Hall, 1971). The driving point 
sheet metal fan are reviewed :i_n section 6.2 2. 
It is 
continuous 
ical to use a fan antenna 
et of metal at frequencies e 
a 
s physical 
dimensions are greater thrul about a or so, because its 
weight 
it is of 
wind resistance would 
erest to examine 
antennas which are made from dis 
too great. Consequently 
eristics of fan 
e wires. The simplest 
c 
the 
is a radial wire fan ( I the wires emanate 
point). Measurements were made on several 
es radial wire fan, and results are presented 
section 6.3.3. These measurements supplement those of 
and Woodward (1952). Some 
ured for comparison, and clo.se 
s called a fin, 
metal fans were also meas-
vvith the c.w. 
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measurements of Brown and Woodward is obtained. Measurements 
of t surge edance were made to verify the theories of 
Carrel (1958) and Hall (1971). T results are discuss 
in section 6.4.2. 
A discuss of the measurement errors lS 
section 6.3.4. 
6.2 
6.2.1 
The charac"ceri 
length of a conic 
c impedance is cons along 
monopole which is constructed 
tinuous sheet of metal. relat between core 
a con-
characteri c impedance Zo (which would e the input 
imp e if the cone was initely 1 ) and t cone half 
f angle cp is 
60 In cot cp/2. (6-1) 
The flare angle is defined in Fig. 6.1. Zo is resistive, 
and equals 50 ohms when cp = 46.90 3 If the cone is of 
a cage constant diameter s then Zo is not c ant, 
but increases as the distance from driving point 
increases. This is demonstrated by experiment in section 
6.3.1. Zo is con ant only if the wires emsel ves are 
c c (Sche and is 1952, section 4.11; 
Schelkunoff 1943, se on 8.14). 
input impedance of a conical monopole depends only 
on TENt wave (Jordan and Balmain 1968, p572). This is 
basis helkuno 's ing solution r the 
impedance, in whi repres s the cone as a section of 
nmv on s is ref err to as a ohm cone. 
transmission line with an appropriate terminal impedance. 
However, the approximations he made in calculating the 
terminal impedance make his results valid only for small 
flare angles (~ « 1 radian) (King 1956, section VIII.9; 
Hurd 1969, p23). 
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The input impedance for wide angle (~ > 300 ) conical 
monopoles capped with sections of spheres has been obtained 
theoretically by Papas and King (1949). Results are 
presented for half flare angles ranging from 300 to 700 , and 
reasonable agreement with the experimental measurements made 
by Reich (1947) was obtained. In most of the theoretical 
treatments the effect of the discontinuity at the driving 
4 point is neglected Papas and King (1949) point out that 
there must be an upper limit to the flare angle for which 
their results are valid, for as the flare angle increases 
the discontinuity becomes more severe, thereby making the 
evanescent modes there significant5 . It is also interesting 
to note that the theoretical solutions of the conical antenna 
do not give results which are as accurate as solutions of 
the thin cylindrical antenna, even for very small flare 
angles ana in spite of the analytically convenient shape of 
the cone (King 1956, section VIII.10). 
Brown and Woodward (1952) have published a set of curves 
of the measured input resistance and reactance of conical 
monopoles plotted against electrical length for a wide range 
of flare angles. These curves also appear in Jasik ~ection 
4 It has apparently been analysed by Ess (1951) (Hurd 1969, 
p60) . 
5All higher than the TEM (Jordan and Balmain 1968, section 
14.13). 
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3.2). They noticed that the measured input impedance of 
hollow (i.e. open ended) cones is the same as that obtained 
theoretically by Papas and King (1949) if the slant heights 
were the same6 . The spherical cap thus makes no difference 
to the measured input impedance (although they fOlmd.that it 
affected the radiation pattern' slightly). 
The input impedance of the wide angle conical monopole 
is close to the characteristic impedance at resonance and at 
antiresonance, and the impedance variations are slight 
providing the slant height is greater than about ~/4. The 
conical monopole can therefore be matched to the coaxial 
line which feeds it over a wide bandwidth by choosing 9 so 
that the cone characteristic impedance is the same as that 
of the coaxial line. The only reflections from the base then 
are caused by the discontinuity at the junction of the feed-
line and the cone. 
Ross et al. (1966a, 1966b) use Papas and King's express-
ions for the input impedance to infer the shape of the 
impulse response of a 50 ohm matched conical monopole by a 
graphical inver'se Fourier transform. Their result is reproduc-
ed in Fig. 6.2, plotted with respect to the input of the cone 
as a function of L/c, the propagation delay along the cone. 
They substantiated this result experimentally by a narrm.IiJ 
pulse (400 ps)7 measurement of a 15 cm slant height cone. 
The impulse response, and hence the narrow pulse res-
ponse, is seen to consist only of a single reflection from 
the rim. Its duration is long (about 4L/c) , and its rise-
tiIDe ili~d falltime are about 0.4L/c and 2L/c respectively. 
slant height is defined in Fig. 6.1. 
7This is the duration of the pulse as defined in section 4.1, 
and not the half-power pulse width which Ross et al. quote. 
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s is because the reflection contains mainly low 
equency content of the input pulse spectrum 
ates nearly all the energy in the pulse (or 
cone 
se) for 
equencies above about c/4L (i,e, when L is 
about A/4). Consequently the peak amplitude 
ion is small (typically about one-quarter of 
amp tude of the input pulse: see section 6.3.1). 
e of the impulse response can be expl by 
r 
following simple physical argument. The 
TEM wave) travels onto the cone and to 
tortion. At the rim the pulse is 
flows around the rim. Some current 
into the cone, but its amplitude is 
e 
pulse (as a 
without dis-
No current 
which is reflected, because a 
to divert the current which would 
Is over the rim and 
ared with that 
cap is fitted 
flowed inside onto the 
cap, there is no sensible 
(Brown and Woodward, 19 
v.uo..L.l.F, e input impedance 
travelling back 
down the core induces surface of the ground 
plane which is direct the driving point~fter a 
time delay which allows for effect of the current, 
propagating at the e of electromagnetic waves, to be felt 
at the ground plane). s follows from the relation between 
the induced surface density ~ and the magnetic 
intensity H at e of a perfect conductor: 
K := n x H ( 
where n is a ve or directed normal to the conductor 
surface ( 
denotes t 
denotes a vector qua:.ltity), 
ve or cross product. Practical2.y, many me 
x 
s 
) 
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are effectively perfect conductors. The induced 
then reinduces current on 
on. The current travels 
surface of the cone, 
the feedline without 
The signal observed 
pulse which corre 
so 
lect~ 
ion from the driving 
feedline is a relat the 
at 
of 
arrival of the ref 
the feedpoint. It 
K decreases as the 
and the weaker 
arrives later 
feedpoint. 
If the 
equal to that 
reflection 
is determined 
simpl~r equal to 
t 
t 
current and the induced 
a slow decay because 
ance from the feedpoint 
induced far from the fee 
eases, 
than the current induc near the 
stic impedance of the cone is not 
transmission line then 
base. The amplitude of 
is a 
lection 
surge impedance of cone, which is 
characteristic impedance Some measured 
pulse re es of mismatched cones are by Ross et ale 
( 1966a, 1966b), 
6.2.2 
Two g 
Fig. 6.3 
es of shee~ metal 
four geometries of 
in . 6.4. Like the cone, 
the al fan in cO::lstant ( 
for characteristic impedance 
but contain elliptic 
monopole are shown in 
wire fans are shown 
eristic impedance of 
1, 1958). Expres ons 
are given by Carrel, 
s and are thus not as 
s le as the expression for cone (eqn 6-1). Brovm 
Wo (1952) 
s d 
present the 
fan monopoles 
mea input irnpedarlce of 
of sheet metal, such as 
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one shown in Fig. 6.3(b). Measurements were made for are 
angles 
ended 
. f 50 to 900 . lng rom They that the 
exhibited re ance and reactance variat 
similar to those of cone, but t the fluctuat were 
greater than for a cone with the same flare angle. 
then, vet) should be similar to vet) for a core whi 
a fan 
smaller flare angle 
in se ion 6.4.2.1.1. 
the fan. s is confirmed 
a 
er 
characteri ic impedance of antennas are 
constructed from constant di er radial wires lying 
in a plane is not c ant (by with the cone, section 
6.2.1). Also, because the current is constrained to flow 
onl~ on the wires, significant erences can be ected 
b en the performance of the re fans and the cont:'_nuous 
fans. Current owing on t surface of a at, 
ctly conduct sheet m fan only induces current 
on edge of sheet. If t current is flowing away 
the driving point then the ed current flows 
away from the driving point. s follows eqn(6-2). On 
a radial wire however, flowing on one wire 
es curr on adjacent es which flows both towards 
and away from driving (from eqn , the current 
induced on side of adjacent flows ln the 
same direct as the current current induc-
on the near side in the site dire on) • No net 
current is ed on a situated b en two adjac 
wires equal curr s, provided wires are 
equally in angle t lr diameter is small compared 
with their Thus net curl' induced on 
wires near 
wires, 
centre of fan is contributed by the edge 
the net induced current is greatest on the e 
wires. This is not unl the current flow on the contin-
uous et 
be expected be 
It follows that significant 
en et me fans and 
erences can 
made of only a 
few wires. It also follows that as t number of wires 
increases the characteri cs of wire fan 11 tend to 
se of the et metal fan. 
6.3 MEASURED RESPONSES 
6.3.1 
Reflection coeffi ents were computed measured 
signals from two hollow cones (each of 50 ohm charact 
impedance when mount above a ground plane) of 0.71 11 
height. cone was constructed from 0.33 mID thi tin 
plat steel sheet, and o-fjher from 
wires 0.32 cm diameter. The ends of 
equally spaced 
wires were 
stic 
ant 
connected toge refle ed s als, due to the test 
pulse ShO\~l Fig. 4.5, are shown in g. 6.5(a). The com-
puted p(f) are pres ed Fig. 6.5(b). The sampling 
parameters are given 4. 
6.3.2 Phas ~~~,,~~~~_~~ __ ~~. ____ ~~,~~c= 
Measurem s of the far field characteris cs of phase-
corrected conic monopoles are reported in section 
9.4. The measurements were made on ho low 50 ohm cones which 
were made from thin brass 
cm. The eometry of 
lens, Ls in Fig. 9. 
point characteristics of 
et. 
cones, and 
slant height was 7.6 
the p~ase correc 
The measurement of the driving 
se cones is report here. 
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The reflected gnal, due·to the test pulse shown 
Fig. 4.12, and the computed p(f) and Z(f) for the cone 
without phase correction are shown Fig. 6.6. The phase 
correcting lens was erted into the aperture and the 
measurement repeated~ The results are shown . c 7 (f 0 Q 0 
These measurements were made using t experimental 
apparatus (which was designed for measuring bends) described 
in section 3.3. The sampling parameters are given in 
Appendix 4. 
6.3.3 Fan Monopoles 
Reflection coeffi ents and input edances wer'2 
computed from measured signals from each of the four conf 
urations of 6 wire fan monopole shown in Fig. 6.4. Measure-
ments were made for flare es of 600 and 900 • et metal 
fans (made of 0.33 mm thick t plated steel et with L 
30.5 em) were so measured for flare angles of 600 and 900 
so that a direct comparison could be made with the wire fans. 
Notice that the slant height is kept constant as t flare 
angle is changed. This is in contrast to the measurements 
;reported by Brown and Woodward (1952) 
height was kept constant. 
which the vertical 
The reflected signals, due to the te pulse shovvn in 
Fig. 4.5, and t computed p(f) and Z(f) are shown in 
6.8(a) to 6 8(1). Points selected from the measurements made 
by Brown and Woodward (1952) are superimposed on the corres-
ponding curves Figs 6.8(c) and 6.8(d). For convenience, 
t er s os of fan are given an identifi lon 
number~ The meaning of s identi cation is i~~ustrated 
with some examples, A CE~60 fan is a sheet metal fan til a 
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circular end and a flare angle 2~ 600 • A 6W-SE-90 fan is 
a 6 fan with a straight end, a 900 flare le and no 
end The same fan with an wire 1S ed 
6W-SE-90-E. The measurements were made with apparatus 
des in section 3 2, and sampling terE> are 
given Appendix 4. The measurements were I' eated for 
fans made of 5 s, and these results can be found in a 
e report ( 11,1972 ). 
The graphs Z(f) were to be normalised to 250 
ohms so that e vertical divi conveni corresponds 
to 25 ohms. This was done by limiting !Z(f)! to 250 ohms 
setting e of Z(f) to zero for quencies less 
100 MHz ! Z (f)! is (corresponding to p(f) 
gching 1). However, fbI' some of the antennas measured, 
IZ(f) I is larger than 250 at some frequency, so 
all the are not normalised to same valu·e. 
Measurements of the pulse reflection coefficient (see 
section 5.4.2) were made on t metal 6 wire fans for 
a range of are angles. surge imp e Z was then 
s 
calculated. This is simply equal to characteris c 
edance the sheet fan, Because Z was ly to 
s 
be dependent on the spe of the pulse (as it is for a 
thin cylindrica: monopole; section 5.4 2), the measurements 
were made h two diff test pulses, They bo had 
setimes 100 ps but durations were 500 ps 1 ns. 
The apparatus described section 3.3 was used make 
the me s, and pulse on was alter by 
adjust s:Cort c c ed stub ac w 
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whi the pulse r lection coefficient could be measured 
from the oscil scope screen (an estimated error of ±0.02) 
no fference could be detected in values of pulse 
ction co cients measured using the two te pulses, 
although some stortion was evident on the tail the 1 ns 
se reflect from the 6 wire fan cp = 800 (the 
ar spacing of the wires was then 320 ). This means that 
charact stic imp e is an ensitive function of 
quency. results are shown Table 6.1 and the 
values of Zs are plott against cp Fig. 6.9. The charac-
teristic impedance of a conical monopole is included for 
comparison. 
Sheet fan 6 e fan 
Half flare Pulse Surge Pulse Surge 
angle 
reflection impedance reflection impedance 
coeffici ( ohms) coeffici (obms) 
17.50 0.50 + 0.02 150 + 8.3 0.51 + 155 + 8.7 
300 0.40 + 0.02 117 + 5.8 0.44 + 128 + 6.6 
450 0.31 + 0.02 95 + 4.3 0.36 + 0.02 106 + 5·0 
600 0.18 + 0.02 72 + 3.0 0.31 0.02 95 4.3 
700 0.26 0.02, 85 + 3.8 
77.50 0.0 0.02 50 + 2.0 
800 0.20 0.02 75 + 3.2 
87 -0.20 0.02 33. 1.4 
Table 6.1: Pulse ection coefficients and surge 
imp es for monopoles. 
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6 3.4 rs 
Estimates the error in the comput ectra to 
se can made using the expres ons given section 
s is now done for spectrum of test 
pulse used for measurements reported this chapter. 
The error due to quantisation can be e ed 
eqn( 17). When the 3-point scanning method of sampling is 
used conver on accuracy is 14 bits (see Appendix 2). 
After proper allowance for sampling oscilloscope 
sc es and attenuators us in the experiment, this 
corresponds to a quantis int o of 2.06 mV r erred 
to the level at the pulse generator. peak value 
of the pulse was 14 volts. Sub~sti tuting the s of N 
T whi were for experiments reported in s 
chapter (see App 4) eqn( 17), the se amp tude 
exceeded by not more than 1% the ency domain 
ordinates (~ 0.01) is c1 ,Q ~ O. x 10-11 V/Hz. From Fig. 
4.5, IU(f) I is 0.8 x 10-8 V /Hz at 0 MHz fall to about 
0.46 x 10-8 V/Hz 800 MHz. However, because of the ss 
introduced by the connecting cables IU(f) I at 800 MHz lS 
0.28 x 10-8 V/Hz when u(t) is measured in way scribed 
section 3.2.1.1. c1 ,Q is neg 1 
3-point scanning removes 
e compar to s. 
tude and timing, drift 
from measured signal. Thus remaining noise is 
itude se and jitter timing jitter. The error due 
to litude noise can be est ed us eqn( 14). When 
u(t) the fan measurements was being measured, 
maximum ererce b tween s'ampled values of the 
e and t updated average of u(t) (see Appendix 2) 
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after four scans en made was 40 mV to the 
signal level at se generator. The 
described in 2 shows that the St~LJ"~W'~ deviation of 
the differences the sample values is about one quarter 
of the maximum erence When four scans are made. 'Assuming 
that all the se 1S additive, aN 1S to be 10 mY. 
Thus, from ( 4), the noise amplitude exceeded by not 
more than 1% of frequency domain s (~ = 0.01) is 
E1,N = 0.48 x 10-10 V/Hz, which 1S 0.6% of IU(f) I at 
o MHz and 1.7% of lU(f) I at 800 MHz. A similar calculation 
using lV(f) I give an error e e for V(f)." If the 
same ON is 
a Cauchy 
then the error computed p(f) follows 
(section 2.3.5). However, it is 
doubt error obtained by the area 
this on would be reali ic. The assumption 
all the noise is amplitude noise is not really valid. 
how the noise is due to t ji tter and map 
jitter is unknown. 
already discussed section 2.3.5, error es 
as as this are se carried out in ice, and 
some er method is sought. When f is less th811 
100 the computed Ip(f) I to 1. Therefore an 
e e of the error can b made simply by the 
computed p(f) at low es (neglect s for 
f < 1/NT, for truncation errors and slight errors the zero 
Is of u(t) ~'1d vet) fest themselves e). 1S 
seen to be about; 3-4% reflection co s 
r thie ere e"rror 1n t impedance 
can be estimated from e ( ) . 
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6.4 SCUSSION 
6.4.1 Conical 
Figure 6.5 shows that the characteri ics of a cone 
made of discrete Wlres are simi to those of a cone made 
a continuous et of met e are however, notice-
able differences. Both lection coeffi ents exhibit 
similar fluctuations with gu but that of the wire 
cone slightly higher than that of the sheet cone. How-
ever, for bo cones Ip(f) I is less than 0.33 above about 
100 MHz, which means that both cones are good wideband 
antennas8 • Notice that the leading edge of reflection 
of the test se from rim of the wire cone has a faster 
risetime and a higher amp tude than the corresponding 
part of the reflection from the of the et cone. This 
indicates that the high frequency components in its ectrum 
are of ater amplitude; hence its higher lection 
coefficient. There are small ref ctions from the base of 
each cone, and because this some multiple lections are 
evident. The match could have been improved with a verti 
adjustment of the cones. Rpss ale (1966a) reduced 
lection by adjusting the vertic hei the cone by 
fi ing thin washers Ul1der the mount screw. This was not 
attempted because the reflection was already small, a.nd the 
cones were heavy so that the sk breaking the small 
mounting screw was at. No ce for the et metal 
cone there are o~ly lections from the base and the 
8 pi=0.33 
smi 
whose 
corresponds to a 
are usually des 
VBF radio 
to operate ennas 
1 
but there is a continuous low ampltiude reflection from the 
whole length of the wire cone. This means that the charac 
teristic impedance is not constant, but increases (because 
the reflection is positive) as the distance from driving 
point increases. This agrees with Schelkunoff's theory (see 
section 6.2.1). Notice so that there is a small negative 
reflection, which indicates a lowering of the characteristic 
impedance, from the region near the ends of the wires. This 
is similar to the end ect which is knovm to occur for 
cylindrical antennas (Jordan and Balmain 1968, p394). 
It is seen in Fig. 6.6(a) that there is a significant 
reflection from the base of the 7.6 cm slant height cone. 
This cone was carefully constructed so that its apex was in 
the .plane of the ground plane, which means that the only 
discontinuity is the abrupt change at the junction of the 
coaxial line ffiid the cone. The discontinuity is larg0, 
enough (the ameter of the coaxial line is one sixth the 
sl ight of the cone) to a significant reflection, 
and !p(f) I shows that this cone is not as well matched as 
the larger sheet metal cone (although the match is still 
, 
acceptable above about 1 GHz). Z(f) (shown Fig. 6.6(c)) 
exhibits the same behaviour as the theoretical input imped-· 
ance calculated by Papas ffild 
When the phase correcting lens is introduced into the 
aperture of the cone there is a strong refl on from the 
inner surface of the lens. This is seen in Fig 6.7(a), 
. where v( t) exhibits a negative reflection (because the 
intrinsic imp dance the lens'material is lower 
of air) corresponding to the arrival time of the test pulse 
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at'the inner surface of the lens, Inspection of p(f) shovlS 
that the lens spoils the match although it is still within 
the acceptable limit (VSWR 2) above 1 GHz. Notice that 
Z(f) remains inductive above 600 MHz when the lens is intro-
duced. Possible means of improving the match are discussed 
later chapter 10. 
6.4.2 
6.4.2.1 
6.4.2.1.1 
The measured values of Z (which is equal to the 
s 
characteristic impedance)- agree, within experiment error, 
with the values obtained theoretically by Carrel (1958) and 
Hall (1971). These theories Fl.re thus verified. The curve 
presented in Fig. 6.9 can be used to choose an optimum fan 
to match a given tr ssion line, just as eqn(6-1) is used 
for a cone. 
The similarity between the signals reflected from a 
sheet met fan and a cone with a smaller flare angle than 
the fan, predicted in section 6.2.2, is shown in Fig. 6.10 
where the narrow pulse responses of the cular ended sheet 
fans are shown with the narrow pulse responses of mismatched 
cones. The cone responses are reproduced from Ross et alB 
(1966a). There is a greater similarity between the cones 
and the circular ended fans than there is between the cones 
and the straight ended falls (see Figs 6.8(c) and 6,8(d)). 
This is because large currents ow along the end of the 
straight fan because the does not co de witlJ 
the wavefront of the current pulse (remember that no current 
flows arOl.U1d the rim of the cone). 
1 
6 4 2.1 2 
It 1S shown Fig. 6.9 for a 6 wire fan is 
than Zs a sheet metal fan of the same flare e, 
but difference decreases as the flare le decreases. 
This is because angular spacing of wires is also 
decreasing so the charact stics of wire fan 
towards those of sheet fan, in ement with 
considerations presented in section 6.2.2. 
The value of Zs for an enna depends on the character-
i cs of the enna near s base. ssction 5.4.2 it is 
demonstrated t Zs for a cylindrical monopole is a strong 
tion of shape of pulse, because the er-
i cs of monopole near its base are frequency dependent. 
the cone sheet met fan Z is simply equal to the 
s 
characteristic impedance Zo' which is resistive and quency 
indep£ndent. Hence Z is independent 
s 
the pulse e. 
It was obs in sect measured values of 
Zs for the 6 wire fans were the same (as far as could be 
detected) for the two erent te pulses us (recall 
however t some dist on was perceptible on refle 
ion of 1 1 1 800). ns pu se Wlen ~ was rrhis means that 
properties of the base region of 6 wire fans are approx-
imately 
in the 
endent equency the e frequ 
ectra of the test pulses used (up to a few GHz). 
es 
Thus F 6. 9 c~n be us to choose an optimum 6 wire fan to 
match a transmission line, as eqn( ) is used 
for a cone. 
The leading e e of the r lee on of test pul e 
from of the fans s a higher itude and a 
faster setime t the corresponding of the 
reflection from the end of the sheet fans (e.g. compare vet) 
in Figs 6,8(f) and 6,8(h) with vet) in Fig. 6.8(b), 
remembering that the reflection from the base of a wire fan 
is stronger than that from the base of a sheet fan). This 
effect was also noticed in the reflection from the rim of 
the wire cone (section 6.4.1), but its effect there was not 
as pronounced. Notice that the strength of the initial 
reflection increases as the distance between the tips of the 
Wlres increases (e,g. it is higher for a 6 wire, 900 flare 
angle than it is for a 6 wire, 600 flare angle fan). Notice 
also that for a fan with an end wire this initial reflection 
is unaltered in shape, but is delayed approximately by the 
time required for the current pulse to travel along the end 
wire between two adjacent radial wires. A small negative 
reflection which corresponds in time to the instant at which 
the pnlse arrives at the end wire is also observed. A wire 
fan with an end wire appears to be longer than the same fan 
without an end wlre, and a wire fan with an end wire appears 
to be the same length as a sheet metal fan with the same 
overall dimensio~s, Thus an end wire i3 desirable on a Wlre 
fan because it increases the electrical length of a fan of a 
given physical length. 
6,4.2.2 Freguency ~esponses 
6.4.2.2./1 Sheet metal fans 
The agreement between the measurements reported by Bro~m 
and Woodward (1952) and those reported here (see Fig, 6.8(c) 
and 6.8(d)) is good, However, there appears to be a slight 
error in the calibration of the frequency scales. This 
could have -been caused by a drift in the time calibration of 
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the sampling oscilloscope. Notice however that quen~ 
cy calibration error is ater at low frequencies than it 
is near SOO MHz ( quency of the second resonance 
agrees exactly wi Brown and Woodward's me but the 
first and second re freq~encies do not). This' suggests 
that the measur method used by Brown Woodward 
introduces errors the electrical of the fan is 
ant. frequency small. They made t ir measurements at a 
of 500 MHz by 
which were 
lengths) 
been square; 
the electrical 1 of the fans, 
on a ground plane 2. m (i.e. four wave-
er (it would have been b er if it had 
1950, section 1 ) . 
of the 50 ohm c al line which fed 
outer diameter 
was 0.75 cm. 
200 at 500 MHz is 
diameter of the 
an appreciabl"e 
antenna, as was 
An antenna 
3.33 cm 
coaxial 1 
effect on 
illustrat 
Z(f) 
6.S(c) 
the 
exc 
sli 
co:ere 
an electrical length 
, which is only 4.4 t s 
base discon.tinui ty 
characteristics of a 
section 6.4.1. 
the sheet metal fans 
6.S(d)) exhibits s b 
ar ended fans (Figs 6.S(a) 
straight ends (Figs 
our to Z(f) for 
6.S(b) respectively) 
resonant and s frequencies are 
for the s than for the 
circular ended fa.Y} . 
the ieal height of the 
a 900 flare angle, 
ar fan is 40% greater 
s 
cal height of the s ended fan, but the reson~ 
quency has only dropped by 17%. Thus the re 
quency 
e 
a funct ion both 
the fan. However, 
vertical height 
impedance at resonrulce 
depends mainly on 8 f 
the 600 fans and 16 ohms 
Voltage standing wave 
ed from the results shown 
Fig. 6.11 for several fe 
seen to be optimum when fe 
1 
e (it is about 21 ohms for 
900 fans). 
s for fan dipoles, calcul 
• 6.8, are presented in 
esc The match is 
edance is selected 
from Fig. 6.9. Wide bandwidths (> 2.6:1) are achieved with 
et metal fans. 
6.4.2.2.2 Wire fans 
The 6 wire fans exhibit er ations'of impedance 
with changing frequency than corresponding sheet metal 
(compare Figs 6.8(a) to 6.8(d) 6.8(e) to 
6.8(1)), in agreement with the c cons ions presented 
se on 6.2.2. Thus the wire are not as well matched 
as a et metal fan (see Fig. 6,11). trends are 
eable in the char ac t e ri s 4,J i c s erent shapes 
fan. These trends also apply to teristics 
5 s which are presented in a s e report 
( ,1972). 
1) 5 wire fans have higher resunant 
than 
2) 
ant ire 
3) A 
resonant 
fan. For 
higher 
circular 
straight 
, 
es, and have higher impedances at antiresonance, 
6 e fans. 
an wire to a fan lowers its re 
quencies 
d fan has higher resonant and 
equencies the corresponding circular 
wires, the straight ended fans 
edances than the corresponding 
fans. For fans ,wit~out end wires, the 
fans lower antiresonant impedances 
of 
of 
the corresponding cir 
4) The 900 f 
lower resonant and 
resonant impedances, t 
900 flare angle wi 
~~d antiresonant 
fans. Thus the res 
ar fans. 
e fans with circular ends 
frequencies, and lower 
corresponding 600 
straight ends have 
ies than the 600 strai 
and antiresonant 
re 
es are 
1 
dependent both on t vertical height, the 
the fan. 
are e, and 
the number of s 
The of resistance and reactance 
sheet fans for a range of flare angles 
Brown and Woo (19 ) are valuable de 
antemla ers. When large fans are 
be made from s. Consequently a 
design data for wire fans would be 
should cover a wide range of flare angles 
continuous 
shed by 
for 
they must 
set of 
e. Measurements 
wire numbers 
from 2 to 15. The measurement hod described in 
this s such a task f 
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CHAPTER SOME 
·7.1 INTRODUCTION 
op ing frequency of high equency (HF) band 
o-t ephone services between two po s on the earth's 
surface which are separated by sever hundred miles must be 
chal1.g several t s during day to take advantage of 
h ' t' d't' 1 c anglng propaga lon con l lons • The quencies used may 
span a 4:1 range. Wideband antennas must be used if switch-
ing between a number of single frequency antennas (e.g. 
dipoles) is to be avoided. Also, occasional changes in 
frequency allo ions often results in t single frequency 
antem:las be us at frequencies we removed from the 
sign frequencies. 
Radio-telephone services are general us for 
communicating wi geographi ly isolated settlements. 
Violent storms and ing are often exp enc Reliability 
is essential so 'that antennas must strongly construct-
ed to wi thst.and severe weather conditions. A mechanic ly 
simple antenna is sirable because it is che er to 
, 
construct and is more reliable. New Zealand the stance 
between the stations is seldom more than 500 miles, so that 
a minimum radiation angle of about 300 above the horiz 
required. zontal po lS on is used. For e 
operation the transmitter VSWR on feedline should 
be less thru1 2. 
A rhombic antenna (Schelkunoff and Friis 1952, chapter 
14) has a 3: 1 bandwidth but is physically large, 
requires four poles~ and has a radiation angle of about 100 • 
1 HF band is 3~30 
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There is also a power loss the terminating resistance. 
A travell wave antenna, c led a Delta 
antenna, operates over a :1 bandwidth (Cones et al" 1950). 
However, because it was developed for ionospheric sits 
radi ion is direct essentially cally ~~d it is un-
suitable for a radio lephone s e. 
A wide angle b cal dipole a nearly const In-
put impedance over a wide bandwidth (see chapter 6) but it 
would be awkward to support if it was constructed 1 
to operate HF band. However, verti 
po ed wire c c monopoles conical caps been 
used HF (Mason, 1963). 
Frequency independent antennas based on the principle 
suggested by Rumsey (1957), experimentally 
loped by Dyson (1959a; 1959b) are also impracti 
because they would be awkward to support if con ed 
enough to e in the band. However, log-
antennas (Du Hamel 1957, and 
Balmain 1968, er 15) can built for t HF band. 
periodic antennas can be des to have ed band-
widths, spe i vertical on angles (which are 
quency endent) , and 13 dB of ctivity 
relative to a dj~ole (Jas 1961, section 18.5). However, 
they are me cally complex which means they are 
expensive to erect and reliability is reduced. 
and therefore costly poles'are required2 . 
2 
e g. for log~periodic 
poles are 1.1~ high at 
for a lower limit of 5 
lowes's de 
the poles 
'(1961), 
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A bandwidth of about 1.4:1 has been obtained from 3~ 
wire fan antennas mounted on aircraft (Meir, 1945) and from 
vertical 2-wire fan monopoles used for broadcasting (Brown-
less, 1955). The virtue of the fan antenna is its mechanic-
al simplicity, In the last chapter measurements were made 
on some VHF fan monopoles made of wires, In this chapter 
the HF wire fan antenna is developed further by inferring 
the input impedance from measurements made on scale models 
using the experimental method described in Part I of this 
thesis. A discussion and bibliography of scale modelling 
techniques is given by IEEE (1965, section 1,7). 
It is difficult to achieve perfect scaling, especially 
with such items as transmission lines and screw fastenings. 
It is impossible to scale the conductivity of the conductors. 
These disparities affect the input impedance much more than 
the radiation pattern. In particular, the input impedance 
is greatly affected by the dimensions of the region where 
the transmission line terminates at the ground plane (Brown 
and Woodward, 1945). It is wise then to regard measurements 
of the input impedance of scaled models as being primarily 
qualitative in nature, and to use them Gnly to determine the 
general trends of the impedance of HF antennas, In this 
chapter a direct comparison is made between the measured 
input impedance of an HF fan antenna and a 1/50th size scale 
model, Differences of up to 40% are observed. The reasons 
for the differences are explained, 
A fan antenna made from a continuous sheet of flat 
metal can be matched to its feedline over more than an 
octave bandwidth (see chapter 6), It was also shown in 
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chapter 6 
when the 
sheet met 
the variations impedance wi 
is made from s are greater 
In this it is shown 
quency 
those of a 
these 
variations are reduced if the fan is made asymme about 
its axis. Measurements have been made on a number of 
asymmetric e are report this 
chapter. 
monopoles, 
s of all ennas tested were such 
that they 
constructed to 
be supported by 
erate in the 
two poles 
band. 
they were 
At HF it is impractical to mount an antenna so 
above the eart~ that the mutual coupling between 
and its image earth can ected. It is 
highly variable 
antenna 
so 
impractical to accurately scale 
sometimes unknown properties of 1 (IEEE 1965, 2ection 
1.7). Since it 
coupling) the e 
was placed at 
ennas under 
sents a worst case (maximum 
was model~ed by ~n aluminium 
les to the plane on 
were mounted. Two preliminary 
fan dipoles were constructed. measured input 
ch 
s of these ennas are pres this chapter. 
A bandwidth of 5:1 is obtained. 
The criterion used 
in 
the c 
sect 
T 
and is 
s chapter is the 
angle is also 
of the antenna 
tivity of the 
11 ,09, 16.02), 
vertical 
lobed when 
for the acceptance of the antennas 
on the fe The vertical 
important, but ends upon the 
the earth in wavelengths, and 
1 (Jordan and 
on pattern 
e centre of 
s 
1968, 
frequency 
antenna is 
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greater than a half wavelength above the earth. This 
problem is, however, common to most antennas which are 
mounted above the ground. The variations of the radiation 
pattern with elevation angle can only be reduced by using 
highly directive arrays such as the log-periodic array 
described above. 
7.2 THE ASYMMETRICAL TRIANGULAR FAT']" 
The geometry of the asymmetrical triangular fan mono-
pole is shown in Fig. 7.1. Measurements were made only for 
the t~o special cases ln which the triangle is isosceles. 
These are when 81 = 82 = 45
0 
which is designated the A type, 
and when 81 = 45
0 
and 82 90
0 
which is designated the B 
type. The vertical height is L. An aSJ®IDetrical fan made 
of wires is shoWl~ in Fig. 7.2. The way in which the wire 
antennas are identified is illustrated with some exampl'es. 
An A3E antenna is type A, made from three wires, with an end 
wire (such as the one pictured in Fig. 7.2). An A5 fan is 
type A, made from 5 wires, without an end wire. 
7.2.1 Scale Model Measurements 
With the exception of the aluminium sheet used to model 
the earth, the experimental and computational procedures 
used for these measurements were the same as those used for 
the measurements reported in section 6.3.3. The aluminium 
sheet measured 0.92 m by 1.22 m. It was mounted at right 
angles to, and with its longer side contacting the ground 
plane on which the antennas under test were mounted (see 
Fig. 7.1). The distance between the antenna axis and the 
1 
earth p is denot h. For most of measurements h 
was 30.5 cm. A fans were all constructed h = 
30.5 cm and B fans th h = cm ( slant 
is then 30.5 cm so a B is equival to an A fan 
rotat through ) . 
Reflect coeffi s and input impedances were com-
puted from measured signals from A and B The 
were made from plated eel sheet (0.33 mm ck), and 
were measured both with without earth ane. The 
results are shown in 7.3(a) to 7.3(d). Compare se 
results with those for the symmetrical fans shown in 
s 6.8(a) to 6.8(d). antire impedance is 
but the second resonance (which occurs at about 700 ) has 
become very indistinct. Ano ler important point is that the 
e plane es the ations impedance with fre 
(for -She A measured with the earth plane the impedance 
is ne constru~t from 300 to 800 ), so that this 
geometry of is pot ally useful in band 
where it is impracti to mount an antenna many wavel 
above t grounu. low VSWR of the A B type oles 
, 
are shoVJ~~ in 7.4 for two feedline impedances. Notice 
for bo antennas lower quency limit is reduced 
by the sence of earth p and the A e is 
better matched than the B e. Also, wire A antennas (see 
. 7.2) are simpler to erect if large enough to 
operate the HF band. . Consequently opment c ed on 
the A type, 
Reflection coeffi sand impe s were com-
puted measured signals wire A e antennas. In 
sec on 6,4.2.1.2 it was sho¥m that the ele 
a e fan is increased (hence lowering its 
ion) by fitting an end wire. Cons 
1 LJ-6 
igation was mainly limited to fans s. T 
measurements for A3E, A4E, A5E and A6E antennas h = 
30.5 cm (see Fig. 7.2) are shown in Figs 7.5(a) to 7.5(d). 
effect of reducing h for the A5E antenna is Fig. 
7.6. Fig. 7.7 ShOV1S the measured charact ics of an AGE 
antenna without the earth plane and an A3 
30.5 cm. VSVffi plots (calculated am 
enna for h = 
results) 
for the wire antennas are shown F • 7.8. 
The most prominent charact A3 antenna 
(see Fig. 7.7(b)) is that the measur on of vet) is 
was 29.5 ns. The 
enna could not be 
longer than the measurement 
measurable duration of vet) for 
deter~ined because the vi measurement 
apparatus was set at 30 ns (see se 3.2). Notice that 
the tail of vet} is e a 300 MHz sinusoid. This 
means that p(f) and Z(f) are equency sensitive in the 
vicinity of 300 MHz (an pulse response indicates a 
frequency sen ve e response): this is observed 
in Figs 7,7(b) 7.8(h). Also, because vet) was truncat 
significant errors can be ected in tre computed p(f) 
Z(f), especi near 300 MHz. The extra truncation 
duced by the 
to this error 
and Z(f) near 300 
indic ed .7,7(b), 
disappears an 
(see Appendix 4) also contributes 
the rapid fluctuations p(f) 
actually be lllore severe than 
frequency sensitivity 
1S fitted (see Fig. 7.5(a~. s 
end es are ess on asymmetrical wire 
intere ing to note the charact 
are more frequency sensitive than 
stics of 
charact 
2.6. Some thin monopole shown Figs 2.5 
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It is 
A3 fan 
cs of the 
quency 
s t ty around MHz is so noticed for symmetrical 
wires, see e.g. Fig. 6.11(f). wir~ fans without 
charact stics of the asymmetrical fans (see 
• 7.5) exhibit a particularly interesting behaviour when 
compared to the characteristics of the cal wire fans 
sented earlier chapter 6. Instead of exhibiting 
inct antireso~ances, the 
wire fans oscillates 
mean is 
impedance 
some mean 
the 
e. For 
out 175 ohms. For this reason and the 
asymmetric Wlre fans Call be matched over more than 
2.5:1 bandwidths (see Figs 7,8(c) and 7.8(d)). The second 
resonance (at out 700 MHz) is more di than it is for 
sheet fan (see F 7.3(b)) but still does not 
il the . Figs 7.7( and 7.8(g) demonstrate 
removing earth plane 
a peak appears in the 
7.6). This Is the 
8(e) 7.8(f)). 
at about 600 WHz (see 
is that 
for the 
optimmfi 
e fans. 
s 
ils the mat As h is r ced, 
impedance 380 MHz (see 
ch at low equencies (see Figs 
, there is a slight improvement 
7.8(c) 7. 8( e)\ T conclusion 
of h is less 30·5 cm 
An dipole was constructed dimensions s]J.own 
in Fig. 7.9, which are times t dimensions 
The height of the masts corresponded to an h of 
model 
.5 cm in 
1 
model, so that, after for some sag, the ave 
of the antenna was out optimum. A length (about 
18 m) of low loss, nominal 300 
conne ed to the centre of the 
the impedance at the 
Wayne VHF admittance bridge, 
TV antenna feedline was 
01e 3 . Measurements were 
feedline with a 
antenna input 
e 
impe e was calculated using ss ss transmission line 
e on (Jordan and Balmain 1968, se 7.15). The 
ele 1 of the feedline was by short 
far end and measuring 
e was zero (as 
ency at which 
its on the bridge). 
This corre to an electrical length of an odd multiple 
of ,,/4, ambiguity was resolved by c at the 
approximate e cal length froD the length by 
assuming a ve c factor of 0.88. The fe used was a 
wavel 14.0 MHz. The charact dance, 
determined om and short circuit me was 
320 ohms. 
The t accepting or rejecting enna 
was whether lS less than, or greater t 2. 
Standard 300 ohm fee ine has a loss of 0.14 ill 
1 MHz and 8. 
frequency of 10 
measured as 1 .91 , 
measured as 3.6. T 
scale model me 
300 ohms will g 
3Low loss 300 fe 
plastic dielectric s 
This also causes 8..:'1 
m at 10 MHz. For an 18 m 1 
a VSWR of 2 at the alltenna be 
a VSWR of 4 at the antenna be 
error increases with 
cate that a feedline of 
ch (see Figs 7.8(c) 
erforated 80 that mo of 
he conductors is removed. 
the characteristic 
a 
e, 
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7 8(e», which means that measurement error caused by 
neglecting the fe ine loss is a minimum the measure-
ments are made us 300 orun fe ine. so the error 
be smaller t cated because the fe used lower 
loss than the andard feedl (although no specific ion 
c be found). Consequent the fe loss was 
lected. 
The measur input impedance (plo on a resi ance-
ance di ) is shown Figs 7.10(a) and 7.10(b). The 
c cle for a of 2 on a 300 ohm fe is sed 
( VSWR is less th~n 2 all the quencies which 
input dance lies within the cle; Reich 1947, 
VSWR calcul ed from measured 
edance is so plott 
F . 7.8(c) shows that 
}i'ig. 7.10(b). Comparisor. with 
match is as good as of 
model, although the VSWR :i.s less 2.4 7 MHz to 
24 MHz. 
and Scale Model 
The measured input imp~dances of the HF A dipole 
the scale 1 A5E le (for h 30,5 cm) are sho~m 
superimposed in Fig. 7.11. The 
(about 10%) when IZ(f) I is less 
except phase errors of ab 
ement is reasonably 
150 ohms, wi the 
o 40 above 700 MHz. 
Signifi differences (up to 40%) are obs when IZ(f) I 
is large, although shapes of impedanc requency 
charact ics are t same, differenc s are more t 
can b errors computed p(f), e.g. 
p(f) is and e to O. ( Z(f) 236 ohms), then 
a 4% error in p(f) (see se ion 6.).4) only causes a 1~/o 
. error in Z(f). 
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There are three main reasons for the differences. The 
first is the e ct of base capacitance on the model measure 
ments. The length of the model fans were only 24 times the 
outer diameter of the coaxial line which fed them, so that 
the driving point dimensions cannot ignored (BrovVll and 
Woodward, 1945). From experimental data, King (19 1965, 
section 5-22) infers values for an end correction (shunting) 
capacitance for thin (a < \/250) cylindri monopoles 
driven from co al 1 0. The value of the capacitance 
depends upon the coaxi line gap a, upon the ratio 
b/a. effect of this shunt capacitance is greatest 
when IZ(f) I is 'large, in eement wi the observed er-
ences Fig. 7.11. An improvement could have been made by 
reducing the ameter of the sections of coaxi line which 
fed model ennas, but then it would been difficult 
to manufacture the test antennas. Also the dipole is fed 
by a two wire transmission line. Strict observation of 
sCi3.1ing demands that the model be fed by a single wire (above 
the e plane). It would be difficult to arrange a 
r lection free junction between a single wire tran ssion 
line and a co 
second reason t the diameter the wires 
from which the models were made was not scaled exact 
Experiments conduct rec ly by Sharp and Tanner (1 
scal log eri c antennas show that orrect sc 
wire ~iameter (by tim s) causes e errors ll1 
) on 
of 
current stribution (and hence in input impedance) and 
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in the radiation pattern, It was not possible to scale the 
wire diameter exactly and have a self~supporting mo 1 
( sc ing demands 0.066 mm diameter wire). Consequent-
ly the fan length to wire ameter ratio is smaller (11 
times) for model than for HF dipole. This reduces 
the input imped~~ce at antiresonance (cf. the monopole, for 
which the input impedance resonance is a strong function 
of the length/diameter ratio; Jordan and Balmain 1968, 
pp566-567). Thus the errors due to cker wires and the 
increased base capacitance tend to add. 
The third reason is that the aluminium she represent-
ing earth for the model antennas is not an accurate 
represent ion of the true earth. The effect of er-
fect earth is unknown, but is reasonable to ect the 
characteristics antenna near an erfect earth to 
lie somc3where between those with no earth and those with a 
perfect earth. The phase/frequency characteristics of the 
input impedance~ shown Figs 7.5(d) and 7.7(a) indicate 
that removing the earth plane increases the phase angle. 
Thus phase differences obs in Fig. 7.11 can be ( 
least partly) attributed to the imperfe earth. 
Fig, 7.11 shows that the scale models cannot be used to 
accurately predict the input impe e of an antenna, 
However, the shape of the impedance/frequ.ency charact stics 
are same so that the model measurements are useful for 
determining trends in the input impedrulce, Also, the full 
scale version of the model is a satisfactory HF antenna. 
CO:1se ly, the short pul:3e rna 1 measur c que 
introduced in this thesis has been shown to have 
value. 
ical 
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7.3 THE FOLDED SQUARE FAN 
An improved match was sought by adding a second fan in 
such a way that the antenna is a square fan folded about its 
axis to include an angle 2~. This antenna is designated the 
2A5E, and its geometry is shown in Fig. 7.12. 
7.3.1 Scale Model Measurements 
Reflection coefficients and input impedances were com-
puted from measured signals from a 2A5E antenna for h = 30.5 
cm, 25.4 cm and 20.3 cm. The apex angl3 2~ was 450 . The 
results are shown in Fig. 7.13. The second fan greatly 
reduces the fluctuations of input impedance with frequency 
(e.g. compare Fig. 7.13(a) to Fig. 7.5(c)). The optimum 
value of h is the same as for the'A5E antenna. It is inter-
esting to note that the characteristics of this configurat-
ion of wire fan roughly appro~imate those of the A type 
sheet metal fan (Fig. 7.3(b)). 
7.3.2 An HF Fo~ded Square Fan 
The HF A5E antenna shown in Fig. 7.9 was converted into 
a 2A5E, and the apex angle of 450 was obtained by placing 
anchor posts 6.3 ill either side of the c6ntre line (a 
straight line between the two masts). The input impedance 
(measured using the method described in section 7.2.2) is 
plotted on a resi stance-reactance diagram in Figs 7, 14( a) 
and 7,14-(b), The circle for a VSWR of 2 on a 300 ohm feed-
line is superimposed, The VSWR calculated from the measured 
input impedance for a 300 ohm feedline is also plotted in 
Fig, 7, 14(b) j and a 2,8: 1 bandwidth is ohtained (7,5 MHz ~ 
21 MHz). 
1 
The input impedance of this antenna is predominantly 
inductive, and match can be improved by adding series 
capacitive reactance, Following the matching cedures 
scrib by Reich (1947, chapter 3) the optimum match shown 
in Fig. 7.15 was obtained with a series capacitor of'130 pf4. 
Tpe bandwidth exceeds 5:1. 
7.4 FURT1::IER DEVELOPMENTS 
The re ts sented in s chapter demonstrate that 
horizontal fan dipoles are potential good wide band HF 
ennas. However, the investigation reported in t s chap-
ter was re cted to two speci c values of 81 and and 
to one value of ~. numbers of wires om which the 
fans were made so occupied cl re cted range. The p or-
mance of 1ill dipole might be improved by varying fan 
angler), the number wires, and angles be en the 
es. Also, s isfactory p or~ance might be obtained from 
a fan contained e plane if enough s are used. 
A disadvantage of the particular geometry of antenna 
sent in t s chapter that masts need be 
spaced about 30% eater than antenna I so that the 
antenna can be rigged properl;y. A modif ation the 
ometry is necessary to utilise mast spacing more 
e icient A comprehensive al investigation 
us scale models would ]0 t des to be optimised. 
experiment te ique develop in s the s is ideal 
4 In practice two 
with e ide of 
preserve symmetry, e 
fl on t feedline. 
acitors (one conne ed in series 
) would to be used to 
event -b e currents 
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for this purpose. In any further investigation however, the 
dimensions of the coaxial line feeding the model antennas 
should be reduced. Also, the models should be made of 
thinner wires so that the scaling conditions are more close-
ly approximated, provided that it is found that (to provide 
proper mechanical support) thin wires glued to foam poly-
styrene (which has a dielectric constant very near to that 
of air) are electromagnetically equivalent to thin wires in 
air (it is doubtful if this can be assumed from existing 
knowledge without further experiment). 
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PART III 
FAR FIELD RESPONSES 
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THE FAITHFUL TRANSMISSI OF VERY 
8.1 ON 
t it is s ed to obtain fai radio 
smiss of a a bandwidth of an octave or 
more. Even cting vagaries of propagation path 
between the transmitting rec antennas, the 
sired result cannot be eved with existing enna 
des unless complicated compensat filters are insert-
ed in transmission s fe the antennas. 
scuss se on 8.2 cates magnitude of the 
problem. T mathematical description wideband radiation 
lS emely cated, and it not been found it-
able to ceed much beyond ic t etical considerat s 
of t kind outlined section 8.3, and section 8. L~ dis-
cusses suitable types of enna. 
8.2 THEORETICAL 
effici antenna system consi of individual 
antennas which are properly matched their feedlines. 
are two v,rays which a radiat element can be 
mat These can be seen by considering behaviour of 
the radiating el on SSlon: 
1) refle ons from driving point the 
various physic 
cancel the 
ole is t 
discontinuities on the el 
ssion 
1 
wlli feeds 
e of thi ). 
2) The element is construct so t 
are to 
element (a 
t~~ere is a smoo 
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ition from feedline into free ace. Conse ly 
outward lling waves exist on antenna it 
is smitting (a horn is simplest example of s) . 
Narrow band antennas are usually ched by first 
d. The which a resonant le is mat to its 
, 
feedline for monochromatic excitation is illustrat by Ross 
(1966c). Wideband antennas can be mat by both above 
methods because the first method can be made effe over 
a wide fre 1 range. A thick dipole is an le of a 
wideband antenna which is matched by first d. 
When wide bandwidth signals, which necessarily 
possess the character of transients, are transmitted then 
first d of obtaining a mat cannot be used because 
will be 8sible to cancel f st refl on i'rom 
the driving into It follows then that travell wave 
antennas mu be used, Horns and rals are es of 
radiating elements whi support' outward travelling 
waves during transmissi Now faithful smission 
signals ends on the antenna em having a flat ampli 
response a linear e response. A tran tting horn 
has a ne linear e response over a bandwidth but 
its response is not 
pattern varies rap with fre 
er 16). A spiral 
a nearly fl ampli 
response is not ar because 
1The 
can 
fre 
deband 
t (or :r 
be 
s comznonly used to mean E:t"""l antenna ell 
eive) a ow Wflose e r 
e the pas of the Emtenna, 
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radiation es pos ion rapidly wi frequency 
( er 1961; Collin and Zucker 1969, section 22.5). 
T problem is complicat further by differences 
between transmis on and reception. An essent sphe c-
al wave is transmitted while the receiving enna is 
illuminated by a wave which is essenti ly p T for 
quencies above that which the smallest ar 
dimension of the cal erture a horn is about half a 
wavelength, effe aperture of the horn is nearly 
constant so that the amplitude response of the horn is flat 
on recept This reasoning does not contravene reciproc-
ity, but fo ows necessarily from it, as is demons ed in 
next section. 
a time domain criterion for de of elements for 
fai thfully transmi tt and receiving transi s has been 
suggest by RC8s (1968). The terion states that t 
impulse response ( inverse Fourier arm of T(f) or 
R(f)) shall be time-limited. The 
the antenna then cannot exceed 
stortion introduced by 
duration of the impulse 
re onse. The des obj ive is to the impulse res-
" 
ponse short compar to the duration of the si 
Several elements for receiving transi s with minimUlu dis--
tortion been signed and It on basis of this 
crit on, ss (1 a) limits the impulse response of a 
monopole by ss the lection from base. s 
is done by mat the e imp ce the base wi a 
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tapered line transformer2 . Fenster and Ross (1968) suppress 
the reflection from the tip with a matched termination3. 
The duration of the impulse re onse of these elements is 
twice the propagation time of electromagnetic waves along 
the monopole. Thus, if a modulated monochromatic wave 
is incident upon the monopole, and if the monopole is A/4 
long at frequency of the monochromatic wave, then the 
distortion of the received signal is limited to one half 
cycle, 
The duration of impulse response of an antenna is 
proportional to the size of the antenna (Polk, 1960). It 
follows that signals which 
frequency, or phase can only 
step es in amplitude, 
faithfully received (or 
transmitted) by'infinitesimal antennas. Hence signals 
containing step changes cannot efficiently and faithfully 
transIlli tted. 
Earlier in this section it was ShOVvil that travelling 
wave ennas must be used in a wideband transmis on 
system. The impulse response of a travelling wave enna 
is (approximately) time limited. Therefore Rossi criterion 
is sati ed. The transient receiving elements previous 
reported have effective apertures which are approximately 
constant over a wi frequency range (Ross 1967a, Ross 1 
match is only approximate. Table 5,1 shows that the 
surge impedance is diff for different shapes of input 
, r:I1herefore the match is optinn:uIl only for specific 
input signal, Fig, 5.3 shows that the characteristics of 
) , 
base region are frequency endent. Thus the match is 
not perfect which means that the impulse response is not 
strictly time limited, is however od 
enough for most ~e 
is described in se 
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Thus they are faithful receivers, but are not faithful trans~ 
mitters of transients. It follows that Ross' criterion is 
necessary but not sufficient to characterise 
a wideband transmis on system. 
antennas of 
8.3 ~A~~~~P~R~I~N_C_I_PL=E=-F_O~R~A~F~A=I~T=HF~U~L=-T~R~M=N~S=M=I~~~~~= 
Consider a pair antennas, as in . 8.1, the one 
one at Q rece The P transmitting a signal u(t) and 
signal observed at the ~rminals of antenna at Q is vet). 
Assume that the two ennas are in the respective far 
fi and define: 
a := e space voltage tenuation factor for isotropic 
radiation from P to Q. 
G(f) 
A(f) 
gain of antenna P in direction of enna Q. 
ective area of enna Q direct of enna 
P. 
call that "gain! t1 e ffe 3.rea" refer re ective-
to t power ated received by antennas. Thus: 
G(f) A(f) := IH(f) 12/ a2 ( 1) 
so that condi on for faithful transmis on lS 
G(f) A(f) K ( ) 
where K is some con,stant. It is convenient to appe to 
rec ci and make us e of well };:nown connection (Kraus 
1950, section 
A(f), of antenna 
becomes 
2) between A(f) and the 
in the ction of P. 
ted by 
eqll(8 ) 
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G(f) A(f) ;;: 
Notice that e (8-3) imp es that faithful transmiss 
is obtained if one ffi1tenna is a perforated horn or refle 
a gain constant with frequency (Rums 1957, Parker 
and Anderson 1957, Ferris and Zimmerman 1966) and the 
antenna is a conventional horn having a proportional to 
f2. If the perforated horn is used for transmitting the 
e of the ed field is also a replica of the 
ed signal. certain cations, such as a broadband 
bi c radar, or communi on between two po s, 
se two antennas might form an ideal For a communic-
system Iving many trarily aced antennas it is 
convenient if are all ical, which case A(f) 
G(f) so that 8-3) gives 
G(f) 0:: f (8-4) 
8.4 SUITABLE TYPES OF ANTENNA 
-
The f thing to no e about (8-4) is that an 
antenna system consisting conventional horn antennas or 
parabolic 
bandwidth s 
lector antennas will not transmit very de 
s faitluully because ir gains are pro-
portional to Antennas similar to perforated horns 
suggested by Humsey (1957) and Parker Anderson (1957), 
or the p orated reflectors suggest by Ferris 
Zimmerman (1 ) would sui table ovided they were fed by 
trCL.'1smiss lines TEM mo s. Neither Ie 
tube des nor ace waveguides can be us because 
they are ersive stort 
1957). Dihedral horD.s (Schelkunoff 
or rudimentary horns (Sengupta and 
ient signals ( liot, 
Friis 19 ? p528) 
s, 1971) can be fed 
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conveni ly by TEM transmission lines Limited finance and 
experiment facilities it impossible to investigate 
perforated horns, or perforated reflectors. None the pulse 
generators whi were constructed could produce pulses with 
e energy above 1 GHz (see chapter 4), so that enormous 
horns or reflectors would had to be constructed to be 
able to obtain meaningful experimental results. 
As shown in the previous section, antennas with radiat-
ion focussed two perpendicular anes are not able. 
But consider an antenna which radiates lsotropically one 
plane and, in all perpendicular anes, radiates a beam with 
a wi whi is sely proportional to quency. Such 
an antenna has a gain which sfies eqn(8-4), by definition, 
and it is most e ly ised its radiating aperture is 
cylindrical symme If the erture dimension, parallel 
to the axis of symmetry, is somewhat eater half a wave~ 
length (quarter a wavelength the enna is mount 
above a ground plane) for a frequencies for whi the 
ectrum of transmitted signal significant energy, 
eqn() be s isfi at least approximately if 
the radiation is focussed all planes containing 
axis of symmetry. 
Suppose that one wishes to design a pair of identical 
antenrlas ch will form a faithful transmission system 
betwe en lli'ly two po s on 
t points are not so 
It is cle c ent 
earth's surface (assuming 
separated so that 0: is excessive). 
the ennas radiate isotropic-
ally the z plane. The conclusj drawn in 
previous paragraph indicates the radi at from the 
antennas must De focuss all the ical arres. 
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If are angle of a conical monopole is correctly 
chosen then the monopole wi be well matched over a wide 
bandwidth it will support virtually only outward travel 
ling waves on transmission. 
will oscil e about a const 
, the gain of 
value for 
monopole 
les for 
which the vertical height of the cone is greater than a 
quarter wavelength, and assuming TEM wave excitation (Barrow 
et al., 1939). However, the monopole is looked upon as a 
horn, a cylindrical e-correcting lens is inserted 
in its aperture, then all frequencies above a particular 
frequency, the gain wlll be almost proportional to f as 
demanded byeqn(8-4). This is discussed further in 
chapter 9, in which a 
the concept is report 
liminary experimental evaluation 
1 
Tx I---~....;U;;;..;.l.;;;.!t) _--- r ____ ... V 1) Rx 
FIGURE 8" ~ TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING ANTE.NNAS. 
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MEASURED 
ON 
To obtain a proper understanding of antenna behaviour 
it is necessary to be able to isolate radiation from 
different parts of an antenna, as has been recognised before 
(Schmitt 1960, King and Schmitt 1962). The experimental 
technique described Part I of this thesis permits the 
frequency response of radi 
an antenna to be obtained easily. 
on from individual parts of 
To illustrate this, 
section 9.2 contains a plot the quency endence of 
the radiation which occurs when a current pulse is reflected 
from the of a monopole. The same is done for the 
radiation emanating the '~ase of the monopole when it is 
excit by a transient. This result is compared with 
previous ories. 
Conical monopoles are potentially suitable antennas for 
the efficient ation of very wide bandwidth signals 
C9hapter 8). The far fi responses of conical monopoles 
are presented in se on 9.3. The erimental results are 
compared with theory of Harrison Williams (1965). 
experimental evaluation of phase-corrected conical mono-
poles is sented section 9.4. Section 9.5 cont s the 
far fie transfer functions of a wire fan antenna. 
The frequency responses pres ed in s chapter were 
computed from measured signals radi ed between two 
antennas, measur s on the ( 7 . 6 cm slant 
ight) cones r 
cones mounted on 
orted section 9.4 were made with the 
ground ane ch was used for the 
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driving point measurements (see section 3.2). 
T experiment procedure is given in sect 9.4. For 
the remainder of t measurements antennas were mounted 
on far field enna range scribed in section 3.4. The 
experimental proc followed determining the'trans-
mission and reception transfer tions, T(f) R(f) 
re ectively, is in section 3.4.2. The em transfer 
function Hef) was computed using eqns (2-7) and (2-9a) from 
a measurement of signal ed between two identical 
erimental procedure is the same as for antennas. The 
T(f) and R(f). Tupper 1 t of the me bandwidth 
for these measurements is set 600 MHz in section 3.4. 
sampling ers for t results 
4. 
s ed in this 
chapter can be 'found in Appen 
9.2 RADIATION FROM THE AND TIP OF MONOPOLE 
The far 
of a series 
by a narrm1l1 
eld of a thin monopole of length L consi s 
t.ransients, provided the monopole is excited 
sea The t at which transi s occur 
correspond to the instants at which pulse is r 1 ed 
successively from. the base and the tip. The narrow se 
driving po response, ch demonstrates the multiple 
reflections of a pulse on a long thin monopole, is scussed 
in chapter 5. 
The erimental ement is show~ in Fig. 9.1. 
Fig. 9.2(a) shows the received signal when the pulse shown 
in Fig. 3.7 is transmi The e~ts, ed 
indi vi ,eharaete se the ation from t se and 
the tip. Consequently, by only ace ting one of 
transients, the radiation from 
the monopole can be measured. 
ther the base or 
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tip of 
Figs 9.2(b) and 9.2(c) show T(f) for radiation from the 
tip and the base respectively If the monopole were infin-
itely long the only radiation would be that esented by 
the T(f) shown in • 9.2(c). A rectangular data window 
(section 2.3.3.1.2), 3.7 ns was used to separate the 
transients radiat from the base and 
9.2(a» from the re of received s 
origin of the window separating the t 
delayed by 4 ns to allow for the time 
tip (see Fig. 
time 
transient was 
en for the te 
pulse to propagate from the base to the tip. Proper allow-
ance was made for the different di es and angles between 
the t and base of the 1.2 m standard monopole 
monopole (see Fig. 9.1). plots of T(f) are only contin-
ued out to 400 MHz because secrere ripples were observed 
above this frequency. se were caus by sharp edge 
of data window (see section 2.3.3.1.2), and because the 
test se little energy above 400 MHz (see Fig. 3.7). 
Fig. 9.2(c) also shows T(f) calculated from three 
previous theories. Manneba~k (1 ) states, and Schelkunoff 
(1952, section 2.24) discusses the following expres on 
transverse component Ee of the electric eld radiated 
from one of an infini ly thin wire ending to 
infinity: 
where i(t) is f the 8 is 
angle between the direction of the ation and the wire. 
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Taking the Fourier transform eqn(9~1), substituting 
e == rc/2 and T)= 120rt ohms, and using eqns (3-6) and (3':'7), 
we obtain for an infinite wire driven above an infinite 
ground plane 
(9-2) 
where E1 (f) is the radiated electric field intensity a 
stance r from the antenna, and Z(f) is the input impedance. 
By comparison with eqn(2-20) we obtain: 
T(f) 120 (9-3) 50 + Z(f) 
Values calculated from eqn(9-3) are plotted in Fig. 9.2(c). 
Z(f) was taken from Fig. 5.3. 
son and King (1967) have scussed a formula (due 
to Papas, 1949) for the transfer function of an inf te 
cylindri dipole antenna when it is transmitting: 
(9-4) 
where Va(f) is the voltage 'discontinuity exciting the 
infinite dipole, and Hb2 ) ( ) is the Hankel function of zero 
order and second kind. From the equivalent circuit for 
transmission (Fig. 3.8), and using ( ), ( 7) and 
(2-20), we obtain, for an infinite monopole: 
T(f) (9-5) 
rc[50 + 
Va es calcul ed om eqn( 9-~ ). are also shown in 
9.2(c). The Hankel function was calculated from formulas 
and tables Abramowitz and Stegun (1965, chapter 9). 
1 
Andersen (1968; 1971 , p28) has also derived a formula 
for the radiated field of an infinite monopole driven above 
an infinite ground screen: 
jkr 
r 
ka « 1 ,( 
re V (f) is voltage exciting the monopole, 
a 
r 1.781 .•. , and the t dependence (suppressed) is 
exp(-jwt). Simplifying eqn(9-6), and using eqns (3-7) and 
(2-20) we obtain 
) 
T(f) S -2Z(f) (* l[50+Z(f)]lln(0.89ka)-jn/2J5 (9-7) 
where the aster:i deno s the complex conjugate .. The 
phase factor is exp( j ) so that e (9-7) consis-
tent eqn(2-20), Values calcul ed from eqn(9-7) are 
also shown in F • 9.2(c). 
The T(f) det ed by experiment is seen to differ by 
up to 15% from the theories of Harrison and King 
Andersen. This is attributed experimental error (it was 
difficult to obtain sati actory separation of transients 
radiated from the e and tip, see F • 9.2(a». e 
differences of 200 are so Wl erimental error 
Manneback's result differs significantly from other 
the es and the experiment However, his result is true 
only for inf ly wi~es. The following lS a ck on 
the consistency of eqns ( 3), (9-5) and (9-7) for very thin 
wires. King and S tt (1 ) a formula (which is 
to a theory by ~ '1961a) for Z(f) of an infinitely 
monopole i ven above an inite ground plane: 
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Z(f) ka « 1 (9-8) 
where 
Q (1/ka) - 0.557 
(ka), ka « 1. 
Thus, from eqns (9-9) (9-8) with Tl 120rc ohms (9-10) 
Z(f) ~ -60 In(ka), ka « 1. (9-11) 
Substituting eqn(9-11) into expression for T(f) derived 
from Manneback's ory (eqn 9-3), we obtain 
ka « 1. (9-12) 
e Z(f) »50. For 1 e Z(f), the 
derived from Harrison and 's result (e 
ssion for T(f) 
9-5) reduces to 
'4 1 
T(f) = ~ " (2) I • 
rc LHo (ka) ] 
(9-13 ) 
By substituting the asymptotic form for H62 )(ka) for small 
arguments: 
(9-1Lt- ) 
eqn(9-13) re es to eqn(9-12). For large Z(f) 
1 ka, the ssion for T(f) derived from Andersen's 
theory (eqn 9-7) so re ly reduces to (9-12). Thus 
the e the es are consi ent very thin s. 
A receiving monopole produces an output tage 
proportional to time fer iation of the received 
ele c fie intensi (8 al" 1 ), T t e 
response shovm Fig. 9,2(a) indicates that T(f) for the 
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base is po tive and constant, and T(f) for the tip is 
negative and constant, because the transients which charac~ 
t se the radiation from the base and the tip are approxim~ 
ately proportional to the time derivative and the negative 
of the time derivative respectively of the transmitted pulse 
(see Fig. 3.7). This is in agreement with the computed 
results shown in Figs 9.2(b) and 9.2(c). 
9.3 CONICAL MONOPOLES 
It was suggested in section 8.4 that the conical mono~ 
pole could form the basis of the design of radiators suitable 
for faithful transmission systems. Measurements were made 
on two hollow cones (each of 50 ohm characteristic impedance 
when mounted above a ground plane) of 0.71 m slant height. 
One was made of a continuous sheet of metal and the other 
was made of wires. The construction of these cones, and 
their driving point properties, is given in section 6.3.2. 
Fig. 9.3(a) shows the Signal received by the standard 
monopole when the test pulse is radiated from the sheet 
metal cone. The computed T(f) and R(f) are shown in Fig. 
, 
9.3(b). The antenna gain G(f) is related to T(f) by 
because the gain refers to the power radiated by an antenna 
There is only a small error in assuming that Ip(f) ,2 = 0 
(see Fig. 6.5(b)), so that Fig. 9.3(b) shows that G(f) is 
effectively constant over the measurement band'iVidth, in 
agre wi~h the basic considerations sented in section 
8.4. 
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T(f) and R(f) were smoothed by convolving ir values 
at intervals of 1/2NT with the weights i, i and i (see 
section 2.3.3.1.2). The effect of smoothing is sho\Vfi in 
Fig. 9.3(c) where t smoothed transfer functions are super-
imposed upon the transfer functions which were computed from 
vet) gated h a rectangular data window. The effect of 
the sharp edge of truncation is seen to be quite severe. 
Theoretical transmission and reception transfer 
functions for a matched conical monopole capp with a 
section of a sphere are presented by Harrison Wil ams 
(1965). T(f) R(f) were transcribed from the graphs for 
a 0.71m sl height 50 ohm cone and are shown with the 
experimental transfer functions in Fig. 9.4(a). Proper 
allowance was made for the antenna separation and soucce 
impedance so that the transfer functions were consistent with 
eqns (2-20) and ( ). There is an estimated error of 10% 
in transcribing theoret al transfer functions (the 
relevant parts the published graphs measured 2 cm square). 
e are signific di erences in the shapes of 
curves, even after allowing for measureillent and transcript 
, 1 lon errors. The measured responses appear falloff 
rapidly below 150 MHz, contrast to theoretic 
predictions. erences are attribut to the measur 
cone being hollow while the theoretical transfer functions 
are for a spheric c cd cone. In calcul ing 
transfer functions Harrison and Williams used a solution for 
the radiation field ived by Papas and King (19 ). A 
1 
measurement error was estimat at 5% in section 3,4.2. 
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step s solution was equating electric f 
tang to the cap to zero. This is not true the cone 
particular the lowest "us T! is hollow, and affects 
frequency. Notice t the first aks in the experimental 
and oretical T(f) differ by a frequency ratio 
1.9. This is nearly equal to the ratio of the s 
about 
height 
plus the distance across the cap of the cally 
cone to slant height the hollow cone (which is 
1.3/0.71 = 1.83). the lowest "useful!1 frequency of a 
cally capp cone depends an "effe II length 
equals the s height half the ance across 
cap. The tude of the peak of measured 
T(f) is larger the magnitude of the first peak of the 
etical T(f) because the of the cone is larger at 
higher fre (at 190 the vertical dimension of 
t aperture is 0.304~, and at 100 MHz it is 0.16~: the 
of a cone s off when vertical dimension of the 
aperture is less than 0.25~ the cone is mounted above a 
ground plane, et ale 1939). 
Brown and Woodward (19 ) noticed that theoretic 
radiation pattern of a cone'with a spheric cap (from 
and King, 1951) was the same as the measured pattern of an 
open ended (i.e hollow) cone, or a cone 
by a plane , if the verti 
cones (i.e. including the 
2 
equal , 9.4(b) 
s measur 
see Fig, 6.1). 
cap to a cone 
Therefore innut 
height on 
of the 
erimental 
for a 79 
ced that 
alter its 
e is a funct 
its end clos 
s of the 
cal cap) were 
er functions 
cone (2cp 600 , 
a spheric 
impedanc . 
of the sl 
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are shown with Harrison and Williams' results transcribed 
a 0.5 m slant height, spherically capped, 50 ohm cone. 
The vertical height of this cone is equal to that of the 
measured cone There is better alighment of the frequency 
scales above 300 MHz (observe R(f» but the lowest "useful!! 
frequencies of two cones are different because this 
depends on the "effective ll length defined in the previous 
paragraph. 
Fig. 9.5(a) shows the signal radiated between the two 
cones when the te pulse is transmitted from one of the 
cones. H(f) for the two cones, shown in Fig. 9.5(b), has 
approximately linear phase (one requirement of a faithful 
transmission system) but its amplitude falls off rapidly 
with increasing frequency, also in agreement with both the 
results shown in Fig. 9.3(b) and the arguments given in 
section 8.4. 
CORRECTED CONICAL MONOPOLES 
Suppose a phase correcting lens were introduced into 
the aperture of a conical monopole. The basic geometry is 
'shown in Fig. 9.6. The i~er surface of the lens is 
described by 
r' = (9-16) 
where n is the refractive index, given by n lit: where E j r r 
is the reI permittivity of the lens material. If the 
lens is to be physically realisable then x/y must be 
positive, ElerI: shows that n must be eater 
than 1.37 for this to be so, which is convenient since 
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conventional, comparatively c lens material, 
polythene and polystyrene, have refractive indexes 
1 .6. 
as 
about 
A compl e lens of the size required, constructed from 
even cheape ava1 le lens material, would 
exceeded the financial resources of s research project. 
However, it was dec d that was worthwhile investigat 
the ect of limited phase-correction. Crude lenses were 
formed from stacks of computer cards placed the apertures 
of the two cones. thickness of each lens at its base 
was about OB/2. The refractive of t lenses would 
have been about 1.7 if they had consisted of solid paper, but 
acked cards contain many air spaces which reduce the 
effecbive refractive considerably. The refractive 
index was estimat to be 1.5 by observing the time ay of 
s 
of 
s passing from one short, thin monopole through a 
acked to another short, thin monopole. 
The received signal, the computed em 
functions for these partially phase-corrected conical 
. 9.7. There is considerable 
fer 
monopoles is shown in 
improvement over the er function shown in . 9.5, 
e cially above 300 MHz, but extra e correction 1S 
le 
cl re d, The signal delay cau by t lens shows 
as an increase the e slope of the phas ency 
charact stice experimental computational 
procedure us for s measurement was the same as that 
used for the measurement shO'ivn in Fig. 9.5. Both t plots 
shown in F s 9,5 and 9.7 were c'ont ed out 
1 t of measurement bandwidth (WJ ) to 
t the upper 
the 
1 
b obtained by the parti phase correction. Although 
the solute values are likely to be in error, a direct com-
parison can be made since the values of U(f) stored in com-
memory were the same for both measurements. 
Some time ter the measurements des ed above were 
made, a Tektronix 1S2 TDR became available. It was sed 
that with this measurements could be made on phase-corrected 
cones which were small enough to be within the financi 
resources of s project. 
Two hollow 50 ohm cones, each with a slant of 
7.6 cm, were constructed thin sheet brass. The lenses 
were made from perspex whi was found to possess a 
sufficiently low loss factor to permit meaningful measure-
ments to be made3 . Po and polystyrene have almost 
ligible loss but in New Zealand they are not as to 
procure or to fabricate 4 . The dimensions of the cones 'and 
lenses are given in . 9.8. cones were aced 
0.61 ill apart on the ground plane whi is describ in 
section 3.2. 
The magnitude of the induotion field was less than 1 
of the tude of 
above 1 The 
satisfied provided 
However, estimates 
less 1cY;6 error 
radiation field for frequencies 
er condition, eqn(3 ), was 
equency was less 4.6 GHz 
H(f) could be made up to 9 GHz with 
to phase erences from the edge 
of the erture (Montgomery 1947, p902). 
3For per ex tan 6 0.0067 at 10 
4 For polystyrene 6 0,00041 at 10 GHz 
tan 6 0.00066 at 10 GHz (Moreno, 1948). 
for polythene 
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The peak ampl of the transmitted se was 120 mV 
(it is shown in g. 4.12) and the peak of the 
received signal was about 1.5 mV. Accurate measurements of 
. signals as as this can only be made using the 3 point 
scanning method sampling (Nicolson, 1969) which i~ 
described in sect 2.3.6. All the responses of these 
cones were measured by this method. By averaging 24 scans 
of the received signal (which took about 14 minutes) the 
effective noise level of the measuring equipment could be 
reduced to about 10 ~V. The RMS noise 2evel of the sampling 
oscilloscope was about 1mV referred to the input (section 
2.3.3.2.1), so that the 3-point s method gave an 
improvement of 40 dB. 
The 18ction coefficients of these cones are 
presented section 6.3.2, where it was observed that they 
are not as well matched as a 0.71 m slant height 
sheet met cOlie. Since we are ere sued in the system 
transfer function between two cones matched to their 
respective transmission lines, the modulus of the computed 
system transfer functions been corrected for 
power due to the mi ch. The correction ied was 
2 
f) Imatched C>!: IH(f) Imeasured/[1-lp(f) I J 
The corrected system er functions for se cones 
are sented in Fig. 9.9, which shows that modulus is 
f er and the phase more linear when phase correction 
is applied. The difference between the slopes of the phase 
curves sho\Vll in Fig. 9.9 
are due to different t 
thope shown in F s 9.5 and 9.7 
origins for the te pulse and the 
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received signal. For faithful signal transmission all that 
is required is linear, or as near linear as possible, phase. 
The actual average slope of the phase/frequency characteris-
tic is immaterial. 
For cones having the dimensions shown in Fig. 9.8 the 
benefit of phase correction is only fully apparent at 
frequencies appreciably higher than 4 GHz. For instance, 
when an uncorrected (no lens) cone is transmitting the 
signals at points B1 and (see Fig. 9.8) are out-of-phase 
at 7.3 GHz, and the gain is a minimum. So, at 7.3 GHz 
phase-correction of the cones should result in a considerable 
increase in IH(f) I. 
Time domain measurements could not be made above 4 GHz 
because no suitable equipment was available. Larger phase-
corrected cones were too expensive to make. However, 
reascnably accurate, though very tedious, continuous wave 
(c.w.) measurements of IH(f) I could be made in the range 
4 GHz to 8 GHz. A microwave oscillator was used as a trans-
mitter and a heterodyne detector was used as a receiver. 
The following procedure was used to allow for reflections 
from the walls, ceiling and objects in the laboratory. For 
each measurement frequency the ground plane (which was 
mounted on a trolley fitted with castors) was wheeled about 
within a roughly circular area in the middle of the room, 
and the maximum and minimum received signals were searched 
for. The circle was several tens of wavelengths in diameter 
at 4 GHz. The maximum and minimum signals were then 
averaged and the system transfer function was calculated by 
comparing the averaged received signal with the signal 
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measured by connect the two cables feeding the antennas 
together (thus allowing for cable ss). A simple check was 
made on the aCClITacy this method. The measurement made 
at 4 on the cones without phase-correction was ated 
and 120 readings of the received were taken with the 
ground positioned at ran~om wit the allo area. 
Because the measured ~n~~~~s exhibited many maxima and 
minima within that area, and because the ground plane was 
positioned at random, measured signals could be assumed 
to be normally distributed about some mean value which was a 
good approximation to value that would be obtained in an 
ideal anechoic chamber. The magnitude the system transfer 
functions obtained by the c.w. measurements is presented in 
Fig. 9.10, together with that obtained from the time domain 
measurements. 
The difference between the mean of the maximum and 
minimum measurements and mean of the 120 random measure-
ments is seen to be about one quarter of the RMS error the 
random measurements, from which it can be concluded that the 
measurement method used was satisfactory. There is also about 
1~~ error at 4 GHz in the ency response inferred from 
the time domain measurements, which is an e imate of the 
accuracy of the time domain measurements. The system response 
of the phase-corrected cones is seen to be considerably 
flatter than that of the uncorrected cones The measurements 
verify that the of the uncorrected cones has a minimum 
near 7.3 GHz 
A lens with a cylindrical aperture, such as the ones 
shown in Figs 9.6 and 9.8, tapers the amplitude distribution 
across the aperture (Silver 1949, section 11.3). This 
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reduces the antennas gain. For cones with large flare 
angles (i.e. low characteristic impedance) the amount of 
taper is less and hence the gain is higher for a given 
aperture size, Less phase correction is required. A more 
uniform amplitude distribution across the aperture for a 
given cone could be obtained by using a lens with both its 
inner and outer surfaces convex (Silver 1949, section 11.3). 
MONOPOLES 
Figs 9.11(a) and 9.11(b) show T(f) and R(f) for a 600 
flare angle, 6 wire fan antenna with a circular end and an 
end wire. The geometry of this antenna is shown in 6.4. 
The transfer functions are given for two orientations of the 
antenna: when t is broadsid~ on and when it is edge on. 
The H(f) for transmis on between two of these antennas are 
given for the same orientations. It is clear from Fig. 9.11 
that two fan antennas form a system of wider bandwidth when 
they are arranged to be broadside than when they are arranged 
to be edge-on to each other (remember however, that this 
antenna is not ~atched to a 50 ohm feedline over the whole 
of the measurement bandwidth). 
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OF FAR FI 
10.1 RADIATION FROM A MONOPOLE 
The results present in section 9.2 show that the 
fi radiated when signals are incident upon the base 
the tip of a thin monopole are essenti ly frequency 
independent. The shape of the time domain field is therefore 
essentially a replica of the input pulse shape. measure-
ment also shows that radi ion emanates mainly from the 
points of discontinuity, i.e. the base the t (see 
Fig. 9.2) (radiation'occurs when charge acc erates; Jones 
1964, section 3-2). radi ion which occurs as 
propagation velocity of tbB current increases along the 
monopole (see section 5.2) is too small to be detecte~ in 
\ 
the experiment reported in section 9.2. 
Schmitt et ale (1966) have so erimentally verified 
that the radiation which occurs when a ent signal 
is incident upon the base and the tip of a monopole is 
quency independent. They verified it with a time domain 
measurement. Their result, and t one presented section 
9.2, is at varifu~ce with King's and Schmitt's (1962) 
qualitative discussion the radiation mechanism of a 
dipole which was sented in order to explain t theoretic~ 
al and experimental results given by Schmitt (1960). King's 
and Schmitt's argument was based on the assumption that the 
far field of the enna is proportional to the t 
derivative of the local current density. It is pointed out 
by Ross et ale (1966a) that this is incorrect, and that the 
far field of a dipole is ven by 
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Eo:: cosS [i(t r) - i(t_E_~[1 SinS])] 1 sine c c c (10-1 ) 
where S is the angle between the wire s and the direction 
of the radiation and L is the dipole half-length. Eqn(10-1) 
means that the far field is directly proportional to the 
current, and not its time derivative, at times corresponding 
to the instants when the current appears the base of the 
. dipole, and reflected from the end and the base. 
Eqn(10-1) corresponds to differentiation only when L - 0, 
i.e. for an infinitesimal dipole. s agrees with the 
findings of Katayama and Mushiake (1967). 
Schmitt (1960) calculated theoretically the far zone 
field of a monopole when it is excited by a step-function of 
voltage by performing a graphic inverse Fourier transform 
of s frequency response. UnfQrtunately he was forced to 
~ 
truncate his integration prematurely because values of the 
effective height of the monopole were only known up to about 
the second antiresonance whereas the spectrum of the excitat-
ion extends to arbitrarily large frequencies.· The loss of 
t small but significant amount of high frequency informat-
ion results in the risetime, of the radiated field depending 
upon the monopole length L and not upon the setime of the 
ep (as we would expect it to). He was not able to sub 
stantiate this result erimentally because he did not have 
a broadband receiving probe. The time domain receive 
response of an antenna is proportional to the integration of 
the transmit response (section 2.4). Schmitt integrated 
the traasmit response to obtain the time dependence of the 
received signal when a st change electric field is 
incident upon the antenna, and then calculated the received 
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signal when a step-function of volt e excites an identical, 
distant (i.e. in the far field) antenna). This latter result 
was substantiated erimentally. The inaccuracies in the 
c culated transmit response were masked by the integration 
required to obtain the receive response. It appears"that 
King and Schmitt were led to their erroneous conclusion in 
attempting to explain the transmit response. 
More accurate calculations made by Schmitt et 
(1966) for various pulse durations show that the field rise-
time is equal to the excitation risetime, even for the 
fastest risetime pulse for which computations were made 
(t 0.05 L/c). These results were substantiat experimen-
tally. The shape of the response to approximate ep 
function excitation can be ob"":;ained by integrating their 
result for narrow pulse exci tati1on. For ideal (zero-risetime) 
ep function excitation we would expect the field ri ime 
to depend only on the dimensions of the base ion, just as 
the setime of ,the signal reflected from the base was 
limited by the base geometry (Wu and King, 1963). 
It is wor mentioning that Ross ale (1966a, 1966b) 
experienced difficulty inferring the time domain trans-
ssion and reception characteris cs from the frequency 
response because of incomplete knowledge of the frequency 
response Instead they postulat simple transmission line 
models for the dipole and deduced the time domain radiation 
characteristics 
l' 
om them. The ~ime dependence of the 
received voltage when an impUlsive field is incident upon a 
1A simple transmission line model presented by Ross to 
explain the observed driving point characteristics of a 
dipole is scribed in section 5.4.2. 
dipole of half length L is deduced from a model by Ross 
( 1969a) s response the same shape as the field 
radiat from the dipole when it is ed by a step 
function (section 2.4). s result, with that of 
Schmitt (1960), is duced in Fig, 10.1. The differences 
are seen to be char act stic of truncation errors (e.g. see 
Fig. 9.3(c)), as sugge above. It must be remembered that 
the s models whi Ross uses are approximate 
because he assumes the driving point charact cs 
of base region are equency independent. It is shown 
chapter 5 that t s is not true. HO'.:Iever, the results 
obtained are good for most ering app c ons 
if t characteri ic imped~~ce of feedline is low (e.g. 
50 oruns, section 5.4.2). 
\ 
If a thin dipole is excited by a step mo mono-
ch mmatic wave t the transient buildup of ed 
eld can be obtained by superimposing the waves ated 
from the feedpo and the tips as the monochromatic wave is 
successively ected up' and down the dipole. The amplitude 
of each radiat wave is given approximately by the ampli 
the radiated transients when the dipole is excited by a 
narrow pulse: se were t from Schmitt ale (1966) 
step modulated response is ctured in . 10.2, For 
clarity the waves emanating from the base the tip are 
shown separate in Figs 10.2(a) and 10.2(b), and the re 
tant radiated wave is shown Fig. 10.2(c). is impli 
that for times long after t arrival of t excitation 
radiated f h~s a phase advance of 900 on the excitation, 
in agreement with the field radiated by a current element 
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(Jordan and Balmain 1968), p319). The response ctured 
Fig. 10 2 is in close agreement with the measurement report 
by Schmitt et ale (1966). 
The field of a thin dipole with an exact sinusoidal 
current distribution can be represented as the field'due to 
an array of three otropic radiators, two located at_the 
tips and one at the e (Jordan and Balmain 1 section 
10.09). When the dipole is an odd number of half wavelengths 
long the strength of the source at the base is zero ( the 
steady state). Notice that waves ctured Fig. 10.2 
agree with this repres ation. 
_" 10. 2 FAITHFUL TRANSMISSION OF 
is shown in section 9.4 that phase-corrected 
conical monopoles are suitable antennas for a system required 
to faithfully transmit signal3 having a bandwidth of an 
octave or more, provided the monopoles can be well matched .. 
As mentioned in section 6.3.2, the cones shown in . 9.8 
exhibited appreciab reflections from the base and from the 
surfaces of lens. base reflectlons can be made 
negligible, as been shown (Ross et al., 1966b), by 
reducing t dimensions of coaxial feed-l but retain-
ing same char act stic impedance, so that is a 
smooth transition from feed-l to the cone. 
It is impossible to compensate for lens reflections 
over an octave bandwidth. However, a variable refractive 
index could be used; the refractive tap to 
unity at apex 
The lens could be f 
the cone and its cylindrical aperture, 
oned from coaxial cylinders of 
differing refractive index, It would be inconvenient to 
attempt to use a number of different materials for such a 
lens, but it could be constructed using artifici dielec 
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trics (Co and Zucker 1969b, p104) , which can be designed 
to operate satisfactorily over bandwidths of much greater 
than one octave. 
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PROPAGATION OF CURRENT ON BENT WIRE ANTENNAS 
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CHAPTER PROPAGATI 
11 1 
The propagation of current on bent wires was first 
studied by Pocklington (1897). He demonstrates that. current 
propagates al the surface of a perfectly conducting wire 
of circular cross section approximately with the velocity of 
light. There is ctively no attenuation, dispersion or 
reflection provided the wire is not too sharply bent. He 
also demonstrates that the phase veloci'cy of monochromatic 
current waves propagating along sharply curved (in terms of 
wavelength) circular loops and helixes is virtually const 
and greater than the velocity of light. Pocklington's theory 
is of practical significance, even though is only approx-
imate. The assumption that the current propagates at the 
velocity of light is valid only in the limit for infini~ely 
thin straight wires (Hallen 1962, p446). propagation of 
current on wire antennas been reviewed by Hallen (1962, 
chapter ) and Jones (19.64, sections 3.14 and 3.15). Very 
little has bee~ done on bent wires. Carson (1928) deals 
only wi straight wire transmission lines distances far 
from the edpoint. However, Brundell (1960b) has shown 
that the phase velocity of a current wave propagating around 
a circular loop of thin cross section is approximately 
constant and greater than t velocity of light. s 
behaviour is also apparent in the theoretical input impedan-
ces of circular arc and helical antennas presented by T 
(1964) . 
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Hallen (1962, chapter 35) examines the vector potential 
at the surface of a straight, perfectly conducting antenna 
of arbitrary, but constant, cross section which is exdted 
symmetrically with respect to its axis, and shows that it 
propagates at the velocity of light, without'atten-
uation, dispersion or reflection. This is not true for a 
bent antenna. Bates (1966) (also Ross et ale 1966a, 
1966b) has analysed theoretically the propagation of the 
vector potential along the surface of a strip (i.e. a flat 
wire of zero thickness) which is bent in the plane containing 
itself. When the width of t strip is small and constant, 
so that there is negligible current flow across the strip, 
the component of the vector potential along the strip 
propagates virtually without J'ef ction and almost at the 
velocity of light, provided that the radius of curvature of 
the s~rip remains const~~t. The major effect of the curvat-
ure of the strip is to introduce attenuation: there is only 
a small amount of dispersion. Reflection occurs from points 
where the radius of curvature changes. 
The current can only be obtained from the vector 
, 
potential by solving an integral equation. In general, the 
behaviour of the current is different from that of the vector 
potential. A curren-t wave propagat along a straight wire 
antenna is advanced phase witn respect to the potential, 
but the phase difference diminishes as the distance from the 
driving point (or any discontinuities such as sharp bends) 
increases (Ha118n 1962, chapter 35) This means that the 
phase velocity of the current wave is sl~wer than that of 
light, which it approaches asymptotically as the di ance 
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from the driving point increases (see section 5.2). This 
distance depends upon the electrical thickness of wire 
(Andersen, 1968). Thin wires are only di ersive near their 
driving points or near sharp bends. Consequently by assum-
ing that the behaviour of the current and the vector' 
potential are simi Bates (1966) was able to obtain 
qualitative confirmation of his theory for the vector 
potential by observing the lections of narrow pulses from 
thin bent wires (consisting of two straight segments joined 
by a circular arc) circular cross section. Measurements 
were made of the pulse reflection coefficient of sharp bends 
« 2 cm radius) (Bates 1966, ss al. 1966b, section I) 
and the pulse attentuation coefficient of gradual bends 
(> 2 cm radius) (Ross et ale 1966b, section III). ThE: 
measured co ici s were calculated by divi the peak 
amplitudes of the pulses ref18cted from the bend and the tip 
respectively by the peak amplitude of the pulse reflect 
from t tip of a straight wire. 
Both of Bates' measured coefficients were observed to 
be strong functions of the pulse duration. Inspection of 
the oscilloscope waveforms sented in Ross et al. (1966b, 
section III) shows that the e of the pulse reflected from 
the tip of a wire changes as t wire is bent. Thus the 
reflection and transmission characteri cs of current on 
b wire antennas are quency sensitive. was shown 
earlier this thesis ln section 5.4 2 that a pulse refle 
ion coeffi ent for frequency sensitive discontinuities can 
be misleading. Further, the ectrum of the pulse which 
is actually applied to the bend depends upon the ele cal 
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dimensions of the base region (see section 5.3). Changing 
the wire diameter but feeding the wire with the same test 
pulse from the same coaxial line results a pulse with a 
different spectrum being applied to the wire. It is unlike-
ly that the reflection and transmission characteristics for 
the bent wires have the same dependence on the wire diameter 
as the base region, hence pulse reflection and transmission 
coefficients for different wire diameters cannot be directly 
compared. 
An accurate method of measuring the reflections of a 
narrow pulse from a bent wire antenna is described section 
11.2. Measurements of the reflections from both sharp and 
gradual bends in thin wires are presented in sections 11.2.1 
and 11.2.2. In'section 11.2.3 careful examination of the 
shape of the pulse reflected from the tip of a bent wire and 
the wire geometry show that the distortion of the reflected 
pulse caused both by attenuation of the pulse as it 
travels around the bend and by current induced on the bent 
section due to radiation from the base. Reflection 
coefficients and transmission coefficients which describe 
the propagation of monochromatic current waves on bent wire 
antennas are presented in section 11.3. How to compute these 
frequency re onses was demonstrated wi the aid of a simple 
model of a bent wire in section 2 5. ction 11.4 discusses 
the responses and presents a physical explanation of the 
mechanism of the current flow on a bent wire antenna. The 
section concludes wi suggestions for continuing the work 
reported in this chapter. 
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11.2 
The geometry of a bent wire or strip antenna driven 
above a ground plane is shovm in 1 . 11.1 . Notice that r 
is used to denote the radius of curvature in this chapter 
and should not be confused with the r meaning antenna separ~ 
ation elsewhere this thesis. Measurements were made of 
the driving point responses up to the first tip reflection 
of a number of bent wire and strip antennas. The geometries 
of these antennas (with the exception of two measurements 
reported later in section 11.2.2) are summarised in Tab s 
11.1 and 11.2. The wires were machined to exactly the same 
length before bending: the length of the wire axis changes 
negligibly during bending (a measurement indicated that the 
aXlS of a 0.64 cm diameter wire lengthened by less than 
0.01 cm for a 10 cm radius, 800 bend) , The strips were Icut 
from O. mm thick tin plated steel et. Careful 
measurement ensured that the axes of the strips were all the 
same length. The spatial length of the test pulse (c~1 
where ~1 is the pulse duration) was much ss than wire 
or strip length (Fig. 4.12 shows the test pulse: c~1 ~ 9 em), 
The 3-point scanning method of sampling (see section 
2.3.6) was used to measure the signals. The program 
described in Appendix 2 was used for the measurements 
identified by an A (called measurements A) in Tables 11,1 
and 11.2. Four scans of the reflected signal were averaged 
(taking about four minutes) which reduc the RMS noise level 
to about 200 11V. An improved program (see section A2.7) was 
1 From now on a wire is assu~ed to have a circular cross 
section. 
Bend radius r 3mm 5 em 10 cm 15 em 20 em 
Wire Distance ~ --to e 20° 40° 60° 80° 90° 20° 40° 60° 80° 20° 40° 60° 80° 20° 40° 60° 80° 20° 40° 60° Wire D .t length L __ Ccm 
0.32 61 ± 2 91.5 .Ii. .Ii. .Ii. .Ii. .Ii. A .Ii. .Ii. .Ii. A .Ii. .Ii. A .Ii. .Ii. .Ii. 
0.32 30.5± 2 91.5 .Ii. .\ A .Ii. .Ii. A .Ii. A A 
0.32 90.3±0.1 153 B B B B B 
---
0.64 61 ± 2 91.5 .Ii. A A A .Ii. A A A A A A 
---r-
0.64 47.5 ± 2 75.7 B B B B 
0 
--, 
0.64 79.5 1 121.3 B B B B 
I 
Table 11.1: Summary of measurements of bent wire antennas. A and B denote measurements. The meanings of A and Bare 
defined in section 11.2. 
180° 
A 
Pc 
tn 
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Bend radius r 20 cm 
Strip Bend ~ Distance to 8 400 800 width W config- bend ,e (cm) Strip (cm) uration length L (cm) 
bent 
2.54 plane 48 ± 2 92 cm A A 
strip 
bent 90 0 
2.54 to p 48 + 2 92 cm A A 
of strip 
Table 11.2: Summary of measurements bent antennas. 
A denotes a measurement. The meaning of A is 
defined in section 11.2. 
used for the measurement identifi by a B (call measur 
ments B). These signals were scanned ffild averaged il the 
RMS se level was reduced to 10 ~V: this required about 17 
scans taking abo:~t 12 minutes. experimental apparatus 
the procedure followed when making all the measurements 
is described in se ons 3.3 and 3.3.1. The sampling 
interval Twas 25 ps. 
The signals reflect from tips of some the O. 
cm ameter wires were measured with the bend two posit-
ions, near the base and near t tip (see Fig. 3.5). s 
was done simply by mount the by its other The 
effect of bend position could be evaluated. The 
centre of the bend is L 1 +r8/2 from the base: s di e 
is denoted ,e (see Fig. 11.1). reason for p the 
bends in positions indicated in • 3.5 is to prevent 
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overlap of primary and secondary reflectio::J.s: this was dis~ 
cussed earlier in section 3.3. 
The amplitude of most of the signals reflected from the 
bends are too small to be measured directly. The following 
example illustrates the difficulty. The test pulse ampli 
tude lS 120 mv and the peak amplitude of the signal reflected 
a from a 8 = 60 , r = 3 mm bend in a D = 0.32 cm wire is 
1.08 mv or -41.6 dB of the test pulse amplitude when 
received by the sampling oscilloscope. The VSWR of GR-874 
air line (which was used for the experiment) is specified to 
be better than 1.025 up to 4 GHz. This means that the 
amplitude of ections caused by line mismatch are equal 
to or smaller than -38 dB of the amplitude of the input 
signal. Thus the reflection from the bend is immersed in 
the ripples caused by reflections of the test pulse (and tlle 
first base reflection which aLrives earlier than the bend 
reflection) from line irregularities. Even if GR-900 
precision air line had been availab the improvement would 
only have been about 20 dB. 
The reflected signal from the bend can however be 
obtained indirectly. The reflections of the test pulse and 
the first base reflection from the line irregularities are 
the same whether the wire is bent or not. Hence the 
reflection from the bend can be obtained by subtracting the 
signal reflected from a long straight wire from the signal 
reflected from the bent wire The disadvantage of this 
procedure is that it increases the effective noise level of 
the measurement (because the signal being subtracted is also 
conta..rninated by no e). However, the reflection cannot be 
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isolated satisfactorily unless the ripples are subtracted. 
The improvements obtained by subtracting the ripples are 
ShovVll in the next two sections. 
11.2.1 
When a signal is incident' upon a bend in a wire antenna 
it is partially reflected. Fig. 11.2 shows the reflected 
signals from straight and sharply b-ent (r C>!. D; re « c't1 ) 
wires. The wires were 0.32 cm diameter brass rods which 
were threaded at the end"and screwed directly into the 
mounting sections shown in Fig. 3.2. The radius of curvature 
r of the bend was 3 mm and the midpoint of the bend w~s 
90.3 cm from the surface of the ground plane. The bonds 
were made by clamping the wire in a vice and striking it 
with a hammer. The reflections from the bends for 8 < 800 
are seen to be smaller than the ripple amplitude as discuss 
ed in the previous section (some of the ripples were also 
attributed to reflections from the mounting sections, see 
Fig. 3.2). The improvement obtained by subtracting the 
ripples (i.e. the response shown in Fig. 11.2(a)) is shown 
in Fig. 11.3. The RMS nois,e level on the measured signals 
was 10 flV so that the RMS noise level on the flripple reduced ll 
signals is 20 flV. Notice that the residue of the base 
reflection is everywhere less than 250 flV in magnitude The 
slope of the leading edge of the pulse reflected from the 
base is 342 mv/ns: thus timing jitter is estimated to be 
about 0.75 ps. 
The amplitude and duration~ (measured at the dB 
points) of the pulses reflected from the wires are summarised 
in Table 11.3. The pulse durations show that the pulse 
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'" 
Pulse Pulse duration Current pulse 
measured between 
amplitude 
-6 points reflection ( llivolts) (picoseconds) coefficient 
base of wire 50.5 257 ± 12 -
Tip of 
straight 19.85 306 + 12 
wire 
8=200 bend -0.2 208 ± 12 0.01 
8=400 bend -0.48 208 ± 12 0.024 
8=600 bend -1.08 208 + 12 0.054 
8=80 0 bend -2.18 208 ± 12 0.110 
8=900 bend 7 2 .71 208 ± 12 0.1 
Table 11.3: Parameters of pulses reflected from straight'and 
sharply (r = 3 rom) bent 0.32 cm diameter wires. 
reflected from the end of the straight wire is longer than 
the pulse reflected from the base. Thus dispersion at the 
base stretches the pulse, in agreement with Ross (1966c). A 
particularly interesting result is that the pulses reflected 
from the bends are narrower than bo t base reflection 
and tip reflec on. Thus sharp bends exhibit pulse 
compression charact stics. Observe the small positive 
peaks (mark~d S) following the main negative reflection in 
F . 11.3(e) and 11.3(f). These are similar to the side~ 
lobes exhibited by pulse compression radar signals (Cook and 
Bernfeld 1967, chapter 6). 
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The current pulse reflection coefficients included in 
Table 11.3 (which are obtained by dividing the peak 
amplitude of r lection from the bend by the peak ampli 
tude of the voltage pulse reflected from the tip of a 
straight wire and changing s sign) are good agreement 
with those reported by Bates (1966). However, they are only 
valid for particular input signal shown in Fig. 4.12 
(see the discussion in section 5.4.2 and s, 1966). 
11.2.2 Gradual 
F • 11.4 shows the reflected signals from gradual 
bent (r »D, r8 ~ c~1) wires after the ripples have been 
sUbtracted. wire geometries are summarised in Table 11.4. 
,. 
Figure number Radius of Bend Distance to Arc 
for curvature angle bend L1 length 
measurement r 8 (see Fig 11.1) r8 
11.4 (a) 15.0 cm 200 78.5 cm 5.1 em 
11.4 (b) 15.0 cm 400 77.0 cm 10.25 cm 
11.4 (e) 15.0 cm 600 73.5 cm 15.4 ern 
11.4 (d) 15.0 cm 800 71·5 cm 20.5 em 
11.4 (e) 13.5 cm " 1200 18.9 cm 28.3 ern 
11.4 (f) 20.2 cm 1200 16.0 cm 42 4 ern 
Table 11.4: Geometries of wires for reflection measurements 
shown Fig. 11.4. 
The signals from the 8 = 1200 bends were scanned and 
averaged until the RNIS noise was reducen to 1.5 IlV (requiring 
120 scans taking O:c1.e hour with the improved 3-po scanning 
program describ in section A2.7): thus the RMS noise on 
"ripple reduced!! s s is about 3 ~v. Notice that a 
small amount of ripple remains on the signals: s is 
probably caused by minute expansion and contraction of the 
lay lines due to temperature changes. Notice also that 
the residue of the base lection still indicates that 
timing jitter is about 0.75 ps (see section 11.2.1). How-
ever, quantising error in volt e scanning 
sampling oscilloscope was found to be 0.3 ps, so it is un-
likely that s error could have en reduced. 
The arrival times of signals corresponding to 
po s P Q (see Fig. 11.1) are marked tp and tQ in Fig. 
11.4 (the t s were calcul ed by taking velocity of 
propagation along the wire to be the free space velocity). 
The m3asurements show the pulse is continuously lec-
ted as it travels around bend. The duration the 
reflection exceeds (tQ-tp) only by pulse duration, and 
for the e bend angles the ection is a od approxim-
ation to the impulse response (since r8 > CT1 ). The shape 
of the impulse response i"s approximately an asymmetrical 
angle, although Figs 11.4(d) and 11.4(e) est that the 
leading edge is slightly curved ( s curvature was not 
caused by a non-circular bend: r was everywhere within 
± 0.5 mm). The negative swing following the bend ref ction 
in F ,11.4(e) is caused by radi on from the re tip 
(see t nex:t section). 
No significant ref ctions are observed times corres 
ponding to rate of change of curvature of bend (i.e, 
at tp or tQ) as predicted by Bat~s (1966), However, it is 
ficult to manufacture a b (other than a sharp bend) 
with a very large rate of e of curvature, so that se 
lections, if they will be unlikely to be observed 
in practice. 
11.2.3 
Figs 11.5,11.6 
tips of straight and b 
ripples have been 
bends discussed 
time ts which is 
time of the 
s 
11.7 show the reflections 
0.64 cm diameter wires 
ted. The reflections 
previous section are 
on all the plots marks 
from tbe tip of the 
Notice that as bend angle increases the 
The 
beginning 
wire. 
edge of 
the pulse advances time. This indicates energy is 
coupled across bend. Table 11.5 shows 
. 11.1) for the measured and OZ (see 
Wire length 
L=L1+re+L2 (see Ie e 20
0 400 
Fig. 11 .1) 
D .stance to 
b L1 (see 48.5 cm 46.0 cm 
75.7 cm Fi~. 1 .1) D .stance OZ 
(see 74~8 cm 72.1 cm 
Fip;. 11.1) 
L1 58 cm cm 
90. cm 
OZ 89.9 cm .6 cm 
L1 78.5 cm 77.0 cm 
121.3 cm 
OZ 119.9 cm 115.4 cm 
ances L1 
s. 
600 800 
43.5 cm 38·5 cm 
68.25 cm 62.4 cm 
52.4 cm 51.5 cm 
81.6 cm . cm 
73·5 cm 71·5 cm 
108.2 cm 99.1 cm 
Table 11.5: Geometries of b 
in Figs 11.5-11.7. 
s for measurements 
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The times corresponding to return propagation directly 
across OZ are marked toz on the plots. Also marked on the 
plots is the arrival time of the earliest detectable signal: 
this is denoted t, Notice that ta is about halfway between a. . 
toz and ts This indicates that significant energy is only 
coupled across OZ in one direction: propagation 1S essent-
ially along the wire in the other direction (the energy 
received at the base at toz is smaller than 50 dB of the 
peak amplitude of the pulse reflected from the tip), The 
radiation which occurs when a current pulse travelling at 
(or near) the velocity of light is incident upon a discontin-
uity in a wire antenna is directed essentially in the direct-
ion of propagation of the pulse (Jones 1964, p147). This 
effect has actrially been meaglred by Ross et ale (1966a, 
section 3) for sharp bends in wire antennas. It follows 
that significant coupling occurs across OZ only when the 
pulse propagates outward from the driving point: return 
propagation is essentially along the wire2 . 
The field radiated from the base is essentially a 
replica of the input pulse (section 9.2, son and King 
1967). Fig. 11.8 shows the direction of the current pulse 
induced on the bent section of the wire ~ seconds after a 
positive current pulse (corresponding to the positive input 
voltage pulse used for the measurements reported in this 
chapter) flows onto the base of the antenna. Thus the 
induced current adds to the current propagating along 
W1re. The induced current flows both towards the wire tip 
2If the bend e becomes large then a sensible amount of 
the tip radi on (which is negative for a positive input 
pulse, see section 9.2) is received at the base (see Fig. 
11.4(e)). 
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~d back towards the driving point: that which flows 
towards the driving point is too small to be detected in the 
measurements reported here. The induced current flowing 
towards the wire tip grows in amplitude because it is con~ 
tinually being reinforced by the impul field radiated 
from the base whose component of velocity in the direction 
of the wire near the velocity of propagation of current 
along the wire (provided the bend angle is not too great). 
a current pulse tr,avels around a bend it is attenuated 
(due to radiation loss, Ross ale 1966b, section III) and 
distorted (because the radiation loss is frequency sensitive, 
as shown later in section 11,4). Fig. 11.9 shows an example 
of the signa~obtained by subtracting various proportions of 
the tip reflection of a strait3ht wire from the tip reflect-
ion of a bent wire. At times earlier than t (see Fig. 
s 
11.9) the signals represent the current induced by radiation 
from the base. After ts the signals are a function of both 
the current induced by radiation from the base and of the 
distortion of the current pulse travelling around the bend. 
The induced current is seen to be quite strong: its peak 
amplitude is nearly 30% of the peak tude of the tip 
reflection, Notice that the tail of the signal is smallest 
when 807G of the straight wire response is subtracted: this 
s a pulse attenuation coefficient of 
agreement with ss et al. (1966b, section III). 
11.3 TRANSMISSION AND 
ANTENNAS 
CIENTS FOR 
In section 2.5 it was shown how a transmission 
coefficient ~(f) and a current reflection coeffi ent ref) 
5 
,describing the transmission and reflection of current on a 
bent wire antenna can be inferred from a measurement of the 
reflection of a narrow test pulse from the bend and the tip 
of a bent wire and a measurement of the reflection of the 
same test pulse from the tip of a straight wire. These 
coefficients can be used to relate the amplitude, of a 
current wave at the base of a bent wire antenna and travell-
ing outwards on the antenna, to the amplitude of the current 
wave arriving back at the base of the antenna. Thus, if 
IO(f) is the current at the base travelling outward along 
the wire and I A (f) is t'he current at the base travelling 
inward, then 
(11-1 ) 
where £ and L are def d in Fig. 11.1. The minus sign 
before the second term inside the braces accounts for the 
'change in direction of the 'current when it is reflected from 
the wire tip. The coefficients are discussed further in 
section 11.4. 
11.3.1 
11.3.11 
The tra..n.smission coefficients ~(f) were computed using 
eqn( ). The reflections of the test pulse from the tips 
of the wires were separated from the rest of the measured 
signal by applying an extended cosine bell data window (see 
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sec on 2.3.3.1.2): 
d(t) :::: 0 t -< t 1 , t )- t 4 ; 
d(t) = i{ 1 + cos[n( )/(t2-t1 )}}, t1 < t < t2 ; 
, 
d(t) 1 
-< t -< t3; 
< t < t4" 
( 11-2) 
The data window parameters, t 1-t4 , were chosen to cut off as 
little as poss Ie of the reflection. This is particularly 
important on the leading edge: was always chosen to be 
less th~Q t "(see Figs 11. 
a 
1.7). The data window 
parameters used to compute the frequency responses presented 
in section 11.~.2 are given in Table 11.6. 
--,..-
Number of figure in D8 window parameters (bs) 
which result of 
measurement 
t1 t2 t3 t4 is recorded· 
11.12-11.20, 11.26 5.75 6.0 8.0 9.0 
11.21 5·0 5.25 8.0 8.5 
11.22 6.0 6.25 9.0 9.4 
, 
11 . 8.5 8.75 11 75 12.25 
11.24 6.75 7.0 7 75 8.0 
11.25 6.75 7.0 8.5 8.75 
Table 11.6: Data windovv parameters us for com;:mting 
frequency responses present in this chapter. 
The relative position of a typical data window and a measured 
response (from measurements A) is shown in Fig. 11.10. The 
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effect of changing the data window parameters on the comput-
ed results shown later section 11.3.3. 
The measurements A (see section 11.2) were made with 
the described in endix 2. When computing ~(f) 
discrep es in the phase were noticed. se were'found 
to be 1 ar phase shifts caused by timing errors (section 
2.3.3.1.3) introduced by in the reference voltage 
ident the start of sampling time (see Appendix 2). 
The measurements were with a sampling oscilloscope 
scale 2 ns/cm and ernal hori deflection 
factor the 1.82 sampl unit; was about 1 vol t/cm. Thus 
only a 5 mv drift causes a timing error 
o ing to a phase error about 7 at 2 
10 ps corresp 
This problem was 
e ed in the improved program de ed in secticln 
A2.7, and which was us for the subse measurements 
(measurements B). The amount of timing in measur 
A could be determined by comparing relative time pos 
the reflec s of the test e from the bases 
straight wire the bent (which were the same). 
s was done by t 
picosecond steps 
shifting one 
, 
searching for 
the reflect in one 
smallest mean square 
erence between two refle ions. The time 
corresponding to smallest 
correct the the comput 
t response was shifted in one 
polating the me samples 
second order (N.P,L. 1961, p66) , 
timing shift are less than 0,70 
erence was then to 
ansfer funct The 
cosecond steps by inter-
Everett's formula to 
phase errors due to 
2 GHz. 
s 
11.3.1.2 
The current lection co ents ref) were calculat 
ed us eqn(2-30). The reflect coeffici of the tip 
Sc (f) (see eqn 
11 
) was taken to be unity. This assump-
tion introduces a small error (see se on 2, 5) ~ The 
phase of all t computed ref) is referred to the bend 
c 
To eliminate timing t errors (sec on 2.3.3.1.3) 
the comput ref) for r = 3 rum b the distance 
the base the wire to centre the bend (£ 
. 11 .1) was made the same as the len~th the 
the pos on was ac e to ±1 mm. Thus phase 
errors in the computed ref) due to timing shift are less 
t 2.50 at 2 The e of the computed ref) for the 
r 15 cm b was referr to the bend centre by 
a correction f or for e bend. These were dete by 
measurement were ac e to ±5 mm. Thus phase errors 
due to timing shift are er than 12. at 2 GHz. 
The lections the bend and from the tip of the 
straight wire were sep ed from the re of the 
, 
signal by lying eqn(11 ), The data window p ers 
used to compute the ref) are included Table 11.6. 
The moduli of the ctra of pulses ref cted from 
the tips the straight wires IVS(f) I ( see eqns and 
2-28 ) whi were used to compute results pres ed in 
this sec on are shown Fig. 11.11. The effect band-
widths of' -~ the pulses ( measur s A) whose ectra are 
shown in s 11.11(a) 11.11(b) are about 2 hence 
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the frequency responses computed using these spectra are 
only continued out to 2 GHz. The effective bandwidths of 
the pulses whose spectra are shown in F . 11.11(c) and 
11.11(d) are about 3 GHz. The reason for the difference is 
that a newer and improved Tektronix 1S2 TDR was used'for 
these measurements (measurements B) and the faster pulse 
extended the measurement bandwidth. Also, the signals from 
this later series of measurements were flripple reducedl! 
the way described section 11.2 before the frequency 
responses were computed. This eliminated error due to the 
ripples (section 2.3.3.3) although the RMS noise level was 
increased to 20 [lV. Notice that the ectra of the pulses 
applied to the O. cm dia. wires is different from the 
spectra of the 'pulses applied to the 0.64 cm a. wires, in 
agreement wit~ the argument presented in section 11.1. 
Computed transmis on coeffici 8 ~(f) and current 
reflection coefficients ref) for different wire geometries 
are plotted in Figs 11.12-11.26. 
f errors 
It was demonstrated in section 6.3. 1+ that quantis on 
error is negligible because of the accurate ADC used the 
hybrid computer (see Appendix 2). However, a specimen cal~ 
culation of the error in a test pulse ectrum due to noise 
in the srunpled signal indicat that it was small but 
probably significant. Following section 6.3.4, with T 
25 ps, N = 130 (see Table 11.6) and taking DN- = 200 [lV for 
measureme~ts A (see section 11.2) we obtain the noise 
amplitude exceeded by not more than 1% of the frequency 
domain ordinates 21 N = 1.6 x 10-13 V/Hz for the IVS(f) I 
, 
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shown in Figs 11.11(a) and 11.11(b). This is about 1 9% of 
IVS(f) I at zero frequency and 16% of \VS(f) ! at 2 GHz. A 
similar calculation for measurements B (with erN := 20 ~V, see 
section 11.3.2) gives 21 N 1.6 x 10-
14 V/Hz for the 
, 
!VS(f) I showl1 in Figs 11.11(c) and 11,11(d). T s about 
0.18% of IVS(f) I at zero frequency and 2.3% of IVS(f)! at 
3 GHz. It is also possible to estimate the timing jitter 
error for measurements B. In section 11.2.1 the timing 
jitter was e imated to be 0.75 ps. Using this as an estim-
ate of in eqn(2-15), the noise amplitude exceeded by not 
more than 1% of the frequency domain ordinates (~ == 0.01) is 
E1 T ~ 10-15 V/Hz. This is only 0.14% of IVS(f) I at 3 GHz: , 
hence timing jitter error the frequency responses computed 
uSlng data from measurements B can be assumed negligi l)le. 
The integration eqn( 15) was done graphically. 
Only 1% of the frequency domain ordinates are likely 
to exceed the bounds calculated the previous paragraph, 
and, because the frequency responses were computed from a 
measurement interval NT of about 3 ns, there are only about 
7 ordinates (spaced at frequency intervals of 1/NT; see 
, 
eqn 2-10) in the range 0 < f < 2GHz. The continuous curves 
are obtained by joining interpolated frequency ordinatJes 
(see section 2.3.4). Thus the error bounds are quite 
pessimi c. A more meaningful estimate would be the 9% 
error bound (~ 0.09 
x 10-13 V/Hz for IVS(f) I 
eqn 2-14): this gives E9 ,N 1.13 
Figs 11.11(a) and 11.11(b) 
(measurements A). probability that theerror a part-
icular ordinate is less than 1.13 x 10-13 V/Hz i's 0.91, and 
the probability that the error all ordinates is less than 
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1.13 x 10~13 V/Hz is (0.91)7 ~ o. Thus is improbable 
that the error anywhere will exceed 1.13 x 10~13 V/Hz. The 
probabili ty of· 11.11(a) and 
11.11(b» being less than 11% at 2 GHz is 0.91. A similar 
estimate for measurements B (1:8 (f) 1 Figs 11.11(c) and 
11.11(d» is c9,N ~ 1.13 x 10-14 V/Hz, or 1.5% 3 GHz. 
A gauge of error the computed frequency response 
is best obtained from an example. m Fig. 11.12, ~(f) = 
0.74 at 2 GHz, and from Fig. 11.11(a) IV8 (f) 1 
V/Hz at 2 GHz. T from eqns ( ) and (2-29) 
are 1~~ in error, and errors are such that error in 
~ ( f ) is maximum (i. e • I V 8 ( f) 1 + 10% and I Ve ( f) I 1CY/o and 
vice 'versa) then the error ~(f) is +10.8% and -9.5%. Thus 
the error in ~(f) is worst about equal to error 
IVeef) ,. It is highly improbable that th6 worst 
case conditions in t s example wi occur. The error in 
the ~(f) computed from measurements A is like to be better 
than 5% at 2 GHz. This supported by the observed 
behaviour ~(f) 8 200 in s 11.1 1.15 and F 
11 .1 1.20. only O:::le case of the seven ( 11.12) 1S 
~(f) more than. different at 2 GHz the ~(f) for 
8 200 shown ir: . 11 . (which was computed 
measurements B and from the arguments presented 1n s 
section s error due to noise can be assumed less than 1%) • 
The noise error 1n computed ref) (see s 11 . 
and 11,25) can be assumed to be caused entirely by noise 
error VB(f) (see e 2-28 2-30), because 
VB(f) « (f). Using eqn(2-1 L1-) with T ps, N 60 (an 
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average for Figs 11.24 and 11.25, see Table 11.6) and 
( ) ~14 oN = 20 [.LV we obtain with?;, = 0.01 E1,N"'" 10 V.Hz. 
This corresponds to an error of ±0.01 in the computed ref) 
at all frequencies. The probability that the noise error 
11 be within ±0.01 anywhere Timing 
jitter error is within ±0.001 (see the first paragraph of 
this section). Fig. 11.24 the phase of ref) for e 
o behaves differently to the phase for e > 20,: this is 
attribut to erimental error. The S8llle is observed for 
e ~ 400 in Fig. 11.25 (results for e = 200 are not plotted 
here because the comput ons both modulus ~~d phase had 
badly deteriorated due to erimental error). Thus the 
phase appears to be more sensitive to experiment noise than 
the modulus. 
. 11. shows the effect of changing the window 
on computed ~(f). As the data window par8llleters are 
altered to cut off more the gnal then ripples appear in 
the computed e.ctra. Fig. 11.27 indic es that truncat 
errors are within about 3%. Notice however, a small 
amount of truncation causes errors the frequency 
locations of pe and nulls in computed p(f). 
There is no simple way of ing the error the 
computed quency responses for b in wire as 
there is for antenna reflection coefficients (see sections 
2.3.5 and 6.3.4) and enna far eld transfer functions 
(see section 3.4.3). e analyses of kind just out 
have to be used. Estimates of the credibility can then 
be made examining the r atibility of a measurement. 
Measurements of a known slope (e.g. the r erence slope us 
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the 3-point scan) should always be made Slnce estimates 
of the timing jitter can then be obtained from the residue 
after subtracting signals, as was done in se ion 11.2.1. 
11.4 AND SUGGESTIONS FOR 
FURTHER WORK 
F . 11. shows that both the modulus and phase of 
curr reflection coeffici s for sharp bends (i.e. 
bends whose arc length is very much smaller than a wavelength) 
of a given b angle e increase wi increasing frequency 
( ice t the phase charact stic is not linear with 
frequency hence it does not correspond simply to a 
const time lay)3. This causes compreSSlon the 
lected pulse', as observed :'_n section 11.2.1. The shape 
of phase characteristics indicate that the phase centre 
of t refle on is near beginning of the b (the 
point P Fig. 11 .1 ) but at 2 GHz a phase advance only 
about 6 0 would correspond to reflection from P. In se ion 
11.3.1.2 the phase error due to timing t was stated to 
be less than 2. at 2 GHz. The phase of ref) is observed to 
be about 
, 
o at 2 GHz in Fig, 11.24. s ests the 
reflection co tip of the wire S (f) (see 
c11 
fici of t 
2-28) is not real as assumed in the computations 
could be obtained simply by applying procedures to 
Ross' (1969a) experiment. This was not done because 
ground anes were required ( one suspended above the ot 
and the co 
3The 
error. 
r 
of another pl8.ne could not be ju ified for 
es on the responses are to truncat 
) , 
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only one measurement. From Fig. 11.24, magnitude of the 
current reflection coefficient at any frequency is approxim-
ately proportional to 82 . 3 (0 < 8 < 900 ). 
current reflection coefficients for the gradual 
bends (i.e. bends whose arc length is comparable to a wave-
length) sho-wn in Fig. 11.25 decrease with increasing quen-
cy (which is logical since we ect the ectrical charac-
teristics of an antenna to depend on its size in wavelengths). 
The phase characteristics indicate that the phase centre of 
the reflection is near P (see Fig. 11.1) at low frequencies 
(i.e. when the bend sharp terms of wavelength), in 
eement wi . 11.24. As the equency increases the 
phase centre of the reflection shifts towards the point Q. 
The phase les of all the computed ~(f) are positive. 
s means that is coupl across the b agree-
ment wi observations made in section 11.2.3. Consider 
the wire whose ~(f) is shmvn Fig. 11. The difference 
(denoted 6) between the direct path OZ (see Fig. 11.1) and 
the path OPQZ following the wire axis is (from Table 11.5) 
o 22.2 cm for a e = 80 bend. This corresponds to a wavelength 
at a frequency 0f 1.35 and a half-wavelength at 0.675 
GHz. section 11.2.3 the induc current was shown to be 
in phase wit~ the current travelling al wire. Notice 
that the first minimum maximum Ip(f) \ occur approxim~ 
ately at (altDou~h slightly higher than) the frequencies at 
which 6 is a half-wavelength arid a wavel re e ively. 
slightly higher frequencies mean that the phase centre 
for reception corresponds to some point between P and Z 
indicating that the e radiation is received by the whole 
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length PQZ (see Fig. 11.1), also in agreement with the 
observations made in section 11.2.3. An exact phase centre 
cannot be obtained because positions of the maxima and 
minima were shown in the evious section to be sensitive 
functions of truncation error. All p(f) are ater'than 
unity at zero frequency because the average value of the 
signal reflected from the tip of b wire is higher 
(due to the interception of base radiation) than the average 
value of the signal reflect from the tip of a straight 
w1re. Successive maxima and minima decrease in amplitude as 
the frequency increases. This shows that attenuation which 
increases with increas quency occurs as current' 
travels around the bend. Comparison of Figs 11.13 and 11.14, 
and Figs 11.16 and 11.17 showsthat there is no signifjcant 
change p(f) when the wire 1S d from the opposite end. 
Comparison of the p(f) for 8 600 and 8 800 F 11.15 
and 11.20 show that there is significantly more attenuation 
propagating around bends thick wires than 
thin wires: t s is consistent with the known behaviour 
current on straight wires (Andersen, 1968). Fig. 11. 
, 
shows that p(f) for a strip antenna which is bent the 
plane of strip is greater than p(f) for a strip antenna 
ch is bent at 900 to t plane of the strip. This is 
partly due to different amounts of coupl from the base to 
the bent section (because the anterma is not cylindrical 
symmet c 
azimuth) . 
base radiation is not omnidirectional in 
In this chap er it has been demonstrated how the TFT 
technique can be used to study the propagation of current 
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on bent wire antennas. Careful inspection of the time 
domain pulse responses were necessary to correctly interpret 
the frequency responses: this shows the value of having 
simultaneous splays of pulse response and frequency 
response. The measurements and computed results presented 
in this chapter show that the simple model postulated 
section 2.5 does not give an adequate representation of the 
behaviour of the current on a bent wire antenna, and they 
suggest the following physical explanation of the current 
propagation. Let the antenna be exci d by a step modulated 
monochromatic wave: the current wave travelling to the 
antenna is denoted IB(f). IB(f) is incident upon the base 
(point 0, see Fig. 11.1) where is partly reflected, 
partly transmitted onto the ar::.tenna and partly radiatpd. The 
current wave IO(f) which is transmitted onto the 8l1tenna 
(see eqn 11-1) is related to JB(f) by the forward current 
scattering coefficient of the base region (call it SA (f) 
12 
following section 2.5, but remembering that here it relates 
currents and not voltages). SA (f) incorporates the 
12 
radiation loss. The current wave travels along OP be 
slightly di ersed and tehuated (unless the wire is 
infinitely thin, sections 5.2, 11.1). As the current wave 
trave around the bend PQ it is continuously ref cted and 
attenuated (and probably dispersed). The attenuation (due 
to radiation) is greater than for the straight sections. 
The base radiation induces current all along PQZ and this 
adds vectorially to the current lling along the wire. 
When the composite current wave arrives at the tip Z is 
partly reflected 8l1d partly radiated: the radiation lS 
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directed mainly in the direction of the current before 
reflection (i.e. off the end of the wire) so that, ess 
the bend angle 'is great (see section 11.2 3), little the 
tip radiation is received by the wire. The radiation loss 
is incorporated the lection coeff ient S (f). 
?11 
The current wave travels back down the wire experiencing the 
sa~e attenuation, spersion and reflection as it d on 
outward prop on (except that no sensible tip radiation 
is received). The current arriving the base is IA(f), 
and the computed coefficients presented in section 11.3.2 can 
be used to rels. outward wave (f) 
(see eqn 11-1). At base the current is partly trans-
mitted into the 1 (described by SA (f)), partly reflected 
21 
back along the enna (describ by SA (f)) and par',~ly 
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radiated. The sequence repeats as the reflected current wave 
travels back up the antenna eLcept that the current wave is 
of oppo e sign ( current lection co ficient of the 
open end of the wire is "" -1) and the radiation which occurs 
as IA(f) is lected from the base is of the same sign as 
that caused by (f) incident upon the 'base (Schmitt et al., 
1966). Thus the current induced on PQZ and the current 
trave ing out along the wire for the second time are out of 
phase at frequencies where they were previously in phase. 
Thus the comput ~(f) pres ed in se on 11.3.2 only 
represent the first passage of current up and down the wire. 
A transmis on coe icient representing the second (and 
subsequ ) pas es of current would have s maxima 
minima transposed. 
To be able to relate the currents on e antenna at 
the e to the currents in the feedline knowledge 
SA (f) and SA· (f) (whi 
. 21 12 
1948, p148) is required. 
are equal, Montgomery et 
Also, knowl e SA (f) is 
22 
required to relate the incident and reflected antenna 
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currents at base. These coeffi ents could be obtained 
simply by applying TFT procedures to ss· (1969a) experi-
ment, Also, if SA (f) and Se (f) are known pre sely, 
12 11 
then precise measurements of the first t reflection from 
straight wires of erent lengths might enable the ten-
uation, di ers and propagation velocity of current on 
wires as functions frequency and stance from 
the driving point to be comput 
The computed ~(f) presented ln s chapter represent 
both attenuEI.tion of the bend and rec ion of energy 
radiated from the feedpoint. s ~(f) is a function 9f the 
whole wire geometry and the feedpoint ometry, does not 
scribe the local effect of the bend. It would be desirable 
to separate se ects._ Appli on of TFT procedures to 
the multiple lections of narrow pulses on bent and 
straight wires seems a logi approach. 
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ON OF A HYBRI D 
OF TIME 
PULSE RESPONSES 
The EAI 590 hybrid computing system ectrical 
Engine D artment was used. s relevant specifications 
are: 
EAI 
Storage: 16384 16 bit words1 
Memory cycle t : 1.65 microseconds 
I/O devices : T etype keyboard and typer, 10 
characters/second. 
High paper tape reader, 300 8 
bit characters/second. 
High speed er tape punch, 120 8 
charact~rs/second. 
EAI-260 magne c disc memory, 360, 448 
16 bit words2 . 
Tektronix 611 high resolution storage 
di ay CRT with ec erface 
Sense switches : 8 
EAI- er 
1 machine 10 vo 
Amp iers 
Potentiometers: 10 manual set, 40 servo s 
Function relays : 12 
18192 words at the t of pro 
1 Ie of programming. 
D/A high 
AND gates 
eed swit s (1 flS) 8 
EAI 
Logical control lines (D/A) 
cal sense lines (A/D) 
ADC's ( 12 + sign)3 
DAC's ( 14 bit + )3 
DAC's ( 12 t + )3 
Fig. 2.2 is a simpl ed blo 
system showing informat flow. 
wi th a 1J:1ektronix 181 sampling 
A1.1 ANALOGUE COMPUTER 
=:=.--
4 
4 
16 
2 
3 
agram of t me 
program is used 
logic pat 1 is connected to a control 
located at antenna e. The logical on of 
260 
sense s can therefore be altered remotely, h a.llows 
remote control of digital ervisory program. 
A pot ometer ifier network is us to scale 
verti output the s unit so that it s into 
the vo e raIlge the analogue computer. The samp 
and scale calibration fac are ed 
by 
ampli 
digital ervisory program, e data channels are 
provi om tbe enna e and these are mul 
the ADC by high ed D/A s in re se to 
c control line s s initiat by the al super-
visory am, Accurate e timing is achieved 
ing t DAC to horizont t of sampling t 
pote o:;:neter ier s ell 
Ie at t time of programming. 
incorporates previously determined sling 
horizontal deflection tor (see section 3.5). 
t external 
cause 
high eed data sfer hardware was not inst led the 
time of programming, slow eed (> LW ms) A/D and D/A con-
version (to 16 accuracy) was achieved by using the 
ogue component monitoring ahd control channels. 
signal to be analysed is splayed on samp 
oscilloscope the measurement interval is chosen. The 
beginning end the measurement 
with r erence 70lt es supp ed 
erval are identifi 
the control box. These 
erence vo s are s~itc onto th8 
the sampl unit and are adjust while vi 
zontal input of 
the sampl 
oscil scope screen. 
A1.2 THE DIGrl'AL COMPU~rER 
T sation of program which computes F 
transforms, reflection coefficients and 
functions is shown simp ied Figs A1.1 
tem transf er 
A1.2. The 
required options are requested sense switch settings. 
The sruapling was chosen to '100 because of 
er 
asing error considerations (section 2.3.3.1.1). storage 
is reserved for a maximum 300 samples, which sets 
maximum measurement erval at 30 s was the length 
of the ewing window on driving point measurement 
(sec on 3,2). The frequency re e was calculated 
spl at 10 MHz ervals up to 800 T Fourier 
transforms are computed using t ezoidal rule because 
of limited s e lable (see ection 2.3). 
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The reference voltages which identify the beginning and 
end of the measurement interval are read from the control 
box by multiplexing the ADO onto the appropriate data 
channel. The ADO is then connected to the sampling unit 
vertical output, and the DAO scans the time-base step-wise 
throughout the measurement interval. One sample convert-
ed and stored at each st Unless computation requested 
the data is erased from memory and the sampling cycle is 
repeated, so that a sual trace appears on the sampling 
osci oscope. The sample values may be listed on the typer 
th a sense switch reque)st. 
Error mess es are produced if error conditions arise 
during sampl , e. g. the ADO attempts to convert a vol 
e which is greater than one machine unit, or if the 
measurement interval is longer than 30 TIS. The error sensing 
routines are al'ranged so that no interruptions in procram 
execution occur which require intervention at the computer 
console. This prevents execution being halted by the 
transient error conditions which often occur during oscillo-
scope adjustment. 
, 
A large, high resolution, cal output spl is 
pres ed on a Tektronix 611 storage splay oscilloscope 
which been e ally interfaced to the digital computer. 
The splay is polar form and is normalised when it is a 
Fourier transform or system transfer function, Reflection 
coefficient displays are not normalised and each point is 
plotted as it is calculated. The output di ay is recorded 
by photographing it and rec s of the pulse re ::;e are 
made on an pen recorder. 
FORTRAN was used for the cUlation programming and 
ASSEMBLER subroutines were tten for all input, output 
hybrid linkage operations. this way the advantage of 
problem encoding using a high level language is combined 
with the full instruction etoir of the ASSEMBLER. Also 
significant storage space was saved by performing input-
output operations from ASSa1BLER subroutines. 
Accept os los cope time and 
amplitude sc e factors from 
teletype keyboard. culate 
incremental scanninG voltage 
for lOOpS sampling interval. 
Read start and finish of sampling 
time reference volta~es. 
Hanual control from 
antenna range or 
from computer console. 
To calculation and 
display routines. 
Figure Al 01: ORGANISATION OF' HYBHID COHPUTER PROGRAl·1 
(a) THE DA'rA SAHPLING CYGLE o 
To data 
sampling 
cycle. 
no 
5 
Entry from data sampling eye 
Calculate Fourier transform of 
data for first frequency. 
no 
Store first frequency. 
refln. 
coeff., erase C?T screen, 
draw graph axes, 
ini se plot routine. 
culate FT for next freq 
; 
RefJection 
Calculate next re 
coe ff. and plot. 
-l:- Hanual control from a'1tenna range. 
Figure A 1 .2: ORGA:1ISATION OF HYBRID CmlPUTER PROGRAIIJ.. 
(b) CALCULATION AND DISPLAY. 
OF Alif ON~LINE 
COMPUTER SCAN SAMPLING 
The 3~point scanning method of sampl lS scribed in 
section 2.3.6. Insufficient storage remains the hybrid 
program of Appendix 1 to include avers le 3~point scan 
sampl routine. Ther e a gener program was written 
to sample any signal displayed on a sampling oscilloscope 
ch is compat le t volt range of analogue 
computer. sampled data is then punched onto paper e 
a able format so it may be 3ubsequently processed 
on either the -640 digit computer or an 360/44 
digital computer. 
A2.1 TIMING T 
Measurements of the sampJ os 110Gcope noise, 
as those shown in F s 2.3 and 2.4, wer us to ermine 
timing of scan sequence, The setime of the noise 
at t vertical output of the sampl lloscope was 
measured at about 2 ms, but was probab much faster since 
pen recorder bandwidth was 1 ted. The setime of 
low--pass filter should therefore longer than 2 ms 
effective se fi ering. The output zero level t 
significantly (1 mv erred to input at 5 mV/cm) in 
times as t as 200 ms, therefore the scan sequence must 
occur faster than 200 A scan sequence time of 150 ms was 
chosen (i, e, 50 ms e meas'urement) and low~pass 
fi er risetime was s at 6.5 ms. This lows thB fi er 
output voltage to slew to 99% 
voltage before conversion. 
a st e of input 
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.2 THE ANALOGUE COMPUTER 
The function of the analogue computer is the same as 
for the program scribed Appendix 1. Five data channels 
are provided, the extra two being for voltages which 
represent t1 and t2 (see Fig. 2.8). five logic signals 
which control the multiplexing of se channels are ived 
logic ly coding four control line signals us 
c AND gates. A leaky integrator is used as a low 
pass filter, and a 0.068 IJF capacitor connected across the 
amp 1 ierfs internal 100 K ohm feedback resistor gives the 
required riset ) 
A2.3 THE DIGITAL COMPUTER 
program organisation lS given In .1. The 
number t s is to be scanned is set on the 
sense switches, amplitude time drift correct jon 
rout s be di led by sense switch settings thus low-
ing faster sampling for amplitude gnals high accur-
acy is not required. 
The ms delay between scanning the sampling unit and 
reading the 
delay 10 
splayed volta~e is obtained by execut 
in the program required number of times. 
a 
At 
completion of each Sc~Yl of si the di er-
ence between the sampled values of the old e the 
average updated by the latest scan is typed. The scanning 
may t be interrupted if t difference is acceptably 
1. When sc is complete the value are Dunched 
onto paper t e. 
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A2,4 PAPER TAPE FORMAT 
sampled values are ored int 
range -1 to 16383 (i.e, 14 ts 
ly as egers in 
The 
negative numbers are stored in twos complement form. ore 
punching values are converted into 15 bi.t pos 
egers by splacing zero level to a value of 1 84. 
The values are then punched onto eight channel paper e 
with mo signifi ght b s occupying the first 
frame (with a hole represent a bit high), and the ast 
s icant eight bits occupying the ser::ond frame. This 
format is illus ed ~ig. A2.2. Because the 2671 
er t e reader (used to input data to 360/44) 
ignores e frames which have no holes plmched is 
necesaary to ensure at least one le is punched in each 
t e frame. Bit 0 (see Fig. .2) is set high for every data 
wo and bit 15 is s if bits 5 are all zero. -Bit 
o 1S then ted ter the e has been read and 
ect of the oc onal setting of bit 15 is insignific 
(even if the range of da~a values occupy only a quarter of 
the allowable e, the error any sample value wi bit 
15 set is only 0,025% the maximum s le value). 
A2 . 5 CAlm ]'ORMb.T PROCESSING 
360/44 digital computer is operated as a ch 
job processor with card Submitt input data on 
paper tape often delays job process If the a was to 
be used as prog~am input more than once it was transferred to 
The (ch was to an eger array vvi tIl a 
2-byte word length) was punched onto cards format. 
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This f 
remaining 
makes most cient use of the c The 
columns were used for a se e number. This 
is a worthwhile insurance because is extreme diff 
to sort the cards by visual inspect the data. 
A2.6 ~T=HE='-=~~~~~~~~ __ ~ __ ~SC_A_N_N_.I_N __ G 
demonstrate the effectiveness 3-point scanning 
digi computer program scribed section .3 was 
ied in following way. er each successive scan of 
the the :;:nean and the andard deviation, as well as 
the maximum value, the difference b en the s ed 
s of old average and updat average of the Eleasured 
signal were typ The on (or value) is 
a measure tho ective noise level measurement. 
A signal was then di layed on sampling oscilloscoJJe (it 
was t test se used the point measurements 
the fan ennas r orted in er 6) measured three 
1) with 3 oint s 
2) with normal scanning (i.e. amplitude time 
corre was ed), 
but the I 3) with 3 
connect 
removed. 
111he peak value 
oscilloscope was 
int s 
between oscilloscope and 
ass filter 
ADC 
.os int 
the s 
75 mv, 
at 
s. 12 scans of the 
improvements accuracy obtained by 
Fig. 3. Notice tJJat by averaging 
input 
es 
were 
of sampl 
were t at 100 
made and 
are 
two scans of 
270 
signal effect noise level the measurement is only 
0, mv when 3~point scanning is us This is an improve~ 
ment 10 dB (typical the noise level of a sampling 
oscilloscope is 1 mv referred to 
The improvement after 12 scans is 
input; section 2.3.3.2.1). 
dB. an experiment 
repo~t in se ion 9.4 an improvement 40 was obtained 
by averaging 24 scans. Because amp and 
are correct for 3-po scanning the ective noise 
level becomes smaller more quickly with normal scanning, 
ch means that to obtain similar accuracy using normal 
scanning more scans to be averaged. The importance 
of fi ering 
spite of 3 
high quenc.y noise is cle shown, for, 
scanning, worse re ts than for normal 
scanning are obtained. 
·7 
ing 
time) 
FoIl 
em 
II\;lPROVEMENTS fro THE PROGRAM 
the install on in the EAI-590 hybrid comput-
high eed ADC's and DAC's (0-< 30 ~ conversion 
program was improved by J.R. len, as part his 
research for the 
improvements made 
ter Engineering (M.E.) 
luded: ' 
e, 
1 ) Automatic measurement reference slope, 
2) reference vo es ifying start end of 
sampling t s are measured only the b 
each set of s, This Vias done to eliminate 
timing ts caused by fting erence vol es 
(see sectio"!'1 11.3,1.1), 
3) If time t excee the limits the erence 
slope measurement is int eel il it fts 
back again (this meant that an extra point on the 
slope had to be measured), 
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4) Improved printout between scans includes RMS noise 
level, signal/noise ratio and mean value of noise. 
6) By reducing the scan cycle time to 100 ms (permitted 
by the faster hardware) a noise reduction of 40 dB 
is attained in only 17 scans 
24. 
ead of the previous 
o 
Accept oscilloscope seal 
reference slopc, and 
intcrval from t etype 
no 
Read start and finish reference 
volt cuI e number of 
samples, read number of scans from 
sense switches and initialise 
scan counter. Clear vector of 
sample values to zero. 
, 1 : 
t scan counter and 
to start 
range 
difference ~etween 
ated averaGes on typor. Plot 
Gl'lsra.ge on C}~T f1 
into form suitabJ.e 
onto Daper t 
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* Manual control 
from range, 
HY'3IH D CO>lPU 
£>IT 0 SET TO ENSURE. 
THAI AT LEAST ONE:. HOLE 
IS PUNCHED IN FIRS1 TAPE 
FRf\ME 
" ' 
15 BITS FOR DATA. ZERO LEVEL 15 
DISPLACE.D TO 10384 
BIT- 0 I B 15 
DIRE.CTION OF 
JAPE TR,t.,.VEL 
t / 
[I I ~ J 011]0 II II II II I Q 10 10 [I II [OTC?J 
00 (} • ® .Hi! I-------~ FIRST FI'<.AIIIE 
e lill • Ii! -0:.- ----- . ____ ~ _ ____l SE.COND FRf\ME. 
-&11 I~ IS 
FFERENCE. ~~At'<lDf\RD 
DEVI/>;r 101-1 (MILLlVOL1S) 
DIFFERENCE. 
MEP,N 'c) (MILLIVOLl :::J 
MAXIMUM 
DIFFERENCE 
t}lIlLUVOL:rs) 
U':;J 
o 
0-5 
z·o 
2 
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CALCULATION 
LONG· AND THREE LONG 
1 
The current distribution on monopole is assumed to 
b at mth resonance, 
IO(m) cos(mnz/L), m =: 1,3,4 .. , (A3-1) 
where z is di e al the monopo and (m) is the 
of the current the base of monopole (i,e. at 
z == 0), time jwt e e is suppress The 
radiat electric field ensity the ·equatori plane a 
aQce r from a dipole of 1 1 mA/2 is g by 
Si (1 , p98): 
E (A3 ) 
where (m) is the value the current the centre the 
Ie, is perme lity of free space E is the 
penni tti vi ty of ee space, stitut := 1 TC ohms 
we ott 
j 60 :'::0 ( 1) -jkr e 
E1 r (A3-
for m 1· ) 
-j 60 1 0 (3 ) 
-jkr 
e 
E;;: 
r ? 
(A3-3b) 
for m image the ( on 1 ) se lOD ) 
ated electric eld ensi for a monopole is 
276 
same as that for a dipole with the same impressed current, 
From eqns (3-6) and (3~7) 
and 
2U(f) 
1 0 (1) = 50 + ZC1) 
2U(f) 
(A3-4a) 
(A3- I+b) 
where Z(1) and Z(3) are the values of Z(f) when the monopole 
length 1/2 = ~/4 and 3~/4 respectively. Using Z(1) = 35 
ohms and Z(3) = 53 ohms' (Stratton 1941, p444) and substitut-
ing eqns (A3-4) into eqns (A3-3) we pbtain 
j 1.41 U(f) 
and 
-jkr 
e 
---
r 
-jkr 
e 
r 
(A3-5a) 
(A3-5b) 
Thus from eqn(2-20) the transmit transfer functions for 
freqw:mcies when the monopole is a quarter-wavelength long 
and three quarter-wavelengths long are 
T(1) . 0 1 .4-1 /90 , (A3-6a) 
1.165/-990 
The effective length of an ant.enna for receiving lS the 
same as its effective length as a transmitting antenna 
(Jordan and Balmain 1968, section 11.02). Assuming the 
current distribution when transmitting is given by eqn (A3-1), 
the effective heights of the monopole at its quarter-
wavelength resonance h (1) and at its thl'ee quarter--wavele~lgth 
e 
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1 t2 (1 ) 10 (1) o 10 (1) cos( nz/l) 1/11; (A3-7a) 
'1 1/2 he (3) fo 1 0 (3) cos( 3 nz/l) dz ~1/3n. (A3-7b) 10 (3)" 
ing eqn(3-11) , the rece er functions for a mono-
pole of 1/2 = 0.45 m when it is a er-wavelength long 
and three quarter-wavel 1 are 
R( 1) 0.168 metres; (A3-8a) 
R(3) -0.0464 es, ( (A3-8b) 
.C' w' .~ . er OJ. ~ 19ure 
result 
measurement 
is re 
2.5 
3.11 
3·12 
5·2, 5.3 
6·5 
6.6, 6.7 
6.8, 7·3? 7.5, 
7·6, 7.7, 7·13 
9.2 
9.3 
9.5, 9 7 
er Figure 
which test 
pulse is 
recorded. 
4 C. 
-/ 
3.7 
3.7 
4.5 
4 5 
4.12 
4·5 
3.7 
3 7 
307 
Tektronix 
oscillos e 
used for 
receiver 
1 
1 
181 
181 
1 
182 
1 
181 
181 
1 
REPORTED PART8 II 
r 
iNumber oflMethod of T (ps) samples N!sampl Computer IMethod used f?r smoothing processlng 
100 .. 
1 
100 
100 
1 
1 
100 
100 
100 
146 
116 
95 
1 
295 
1 
270 
60 
160 
290 
Normal EAI-
EAI-590 CRT 
EAI-590 None CRT 
3-po 
(8 scans) IBM 360/44 e 2-12a) 1627 w 0.25 
int 
(4 scans) 
EAI-590 
360/44 (2-1 w = 0.8 IBM 1 
3-po 
(4 scans) IBM 360/44!e
qn( 2a)1 1627 
Vi 0.5 
Norma],. 
Normal 
Normal 
EAI-590 
-590 
EAI 
eqn(2-1 ) 
(2-12b) 
3-point 11 e 2a) 
(24 scans) 1m" w = o. 5 
Normal EAI-590 eqn(2-1 ) 
-590 eqn(2-12b) 
CRT 
CRT 
627 
CRT 
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